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Abstract 
The current study investigates the use of a selected group of nouns in the domain of FIRE in written 
Mainland Scandinavian languages, i.e. Danish, Norwegian (bokmål) and Swedish. The main goal is to 
capture the semantic features of the nouns by examining typical situations where they occur, following 
the frame-method for lexical studies by Rakhilina & Reznikova (2016). The nouns are examined in 
terms of their combinatorial patterning in compounds with other nouns, in trigrams and in figurative 
use. The synchronic data is drawn from corpora, lexica and first speaker intuition. Four parameters are 
formulated, which seem to play a role in the lexical use among the fire words, in the three languages. 
The nouns are structured according to the parameters and each lexeme displays combinatorial pattern 
revealing semantic restrictions. The selected ‘fire nouns’ are fairly similar, but differ in terms of 
semantic load most prominently among the lexemes that refer to controllable fires. The lexemes 
relevant for the parameter of ‘subcomponents of fire processes’ display an asymmetry, which needs to 
be studied further. The scope of the current study also includes two lexemes in Swedish that 
semantically have not been possible to disentangle. On the whole, at least the controllability of the fire 
is lexically encoded, possibly because that property is crucial for survival. 
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Fatta eld i fastlandsskandinaviska 
språk 

En lexikal-typologisk undersökning av utvalda substantiv som refererar 
till ELD på danska, norska (bokmål) och svenska 

Carolina Lindmark 

Sammanfattning 
Denna studie är en deskriptiv undersökning av en grupp substantiv inom ELD-domänen i 
fastlandsskandinaviska språk: danska, norska (bokmål) och svenska. Syftet är att beskriva 
substantivens semantiska drag genom att studera typiska situationer där de förekommer, i linje med 
den så kallade ”frame-metoden” som utarbetats av Rakhilina & Reznikova (2016) särskilt ämnad för 
lexikala studier. Substantiven undersöks utifrån hur de kan kombineras i sammansättningar med andra 
substantiv, i trigram och i figurativa användningar. Den synkrona datan hämtas från korpusar, lexikon 
och förstaspråkstalares intuition. De fyra parametrar som formuleras verkar ha relevans för de lexikala 
användningarna av de olika ”eld-orden” i de tre språken. Orden är strukturerade efter parametrarna och 
varje lexem har ett eget mönster för kombinationer i sammansättningar sina egna mönster, vilket visar 
på deras semantiska restriktioner. De utvalda orden är semantiskt relativt lika varandra och de 
olikheter som observeras framgår tydligast bland orden som refererar till någon slags kontrollerbar eld. 
De ord som kan beskrivas med parametern ”delkomponent av eldar som processer” uppvisar en 
asymmetri som behöver utforskas vidare. I urvalet finns även två svenska lexem som semantiskt sett 
inte har gått att skilja åt i denna uppsats. Generellt verkar åtminstone eldens kontrollerbarhet vara 
lexikalt kodad, antagligen eftersom den är livsviktig för vår överlevnad. 
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1. Introduction 
The current study intends to capture the use of nouns in the domain of FIRE in Danish, Norwegian1 and 
Swedish in synchronic data. The starting point is ild (Da, No) or eld (Sw) ‘fire’, a Germanic word 
whose origin is mysterious (Wessén 1960), and the scope of the study includes a group of nouns that 
according to lexica are synonyms for ild or eld. The combinatorial patternings of the lexemes in 
compounds, their contexts and their occurrence in figurative expressions are analysed in order to 
describe how the fire words are used and what they may refer to. 

Although the notion of fire in general may seem obvious, a suitable starting point in lexico-typological 
works is to examine its definition in dictionaries. Oxford Dictionary of English (3rd ed.) offers the 
following definition of fire in English: “a process in which substances combine chemically with 
oxygen from the air and typically give out bright light, heat, and smoke; combustion or burning”, 
followed by specifications or subcategories as “a destructive burning of something” and “a collection 
of fuel, especially coal or wood, burnt in a controlled way to provide heat or a means for cooking”. In 
the definition of fire in English in Britannica Online2, one of the early keywords is control [italics are 
added here for emphasis]: 

“rapid burning of combustible material with the evolution 
of heat and usually accompanied by flame. It is one of the 
human race’s essential tools, control of which helped 
start it on the path toward civilization. […]”  

Fire constituted the central point in settlements and the control over fire contributed to the civilization 
of mankind. When humans learned to control fire, it provided them with warmth, light, and safety in 
the early stages of civilization and became a natural place for the oral tradition to flourish. How people 
talk about fire across languages is therefore an interesting topic. Controllability, among other features, 
may have influence on the linguistic/lexical choices for referring to fire, which will be considered in 
this thesis. 

Unlike typologically oriented research that generally seeks to include a diverse set of languages, this 
study focuses on only three closely related languages. A small scope in closely related language has 
however proven to be useful for typological enterprises. Bonch-Osmolovskaya, Rakhilina & 
Reznikova (2007: 112) acknowledge the value of lexico-typological comparison (as the current one) 
between closely related languages as it “often shows amazing discrepancies and allows revealing some 
fine-grained parameters of semantic variation”. Bonch-Osmolovskaya et al.’s observation is highly 
relevant for the closely related Mainland Scandinavian languages. Additionally, current research (cf. 
Bacquin & Zola-Christensen 2013; Börestam 1997; Delsing & Lundin 2005) finds that the mutual 
understanding among the speakers of the languages decreases, in written and spoken form, indicating 
an increasing gap among the languages despite their relatedness, which motivates research on the 
current situation.  

The set of ‘fire’ nouns in the Mainland Scandinavian languages appears to be rather extensive 
compared to e.g. English. Prisma’s Swedish-English dictionary (1998) translates from English fire to 
the following words in Swedish: eld, brasa, bål, låga, kamin, brand, eldsvåda, eld3, skottlossning, 
hetta, glöd, lidelse, where the three latter nouns are used figuratively according to the dictionary. From 
the entry eld in Swedish in the same dictionary, the following English translations are given: fire, light 
(for e.g. cigarettes), and lastly, figuratively: ardour, fervour, spirit, enthusiasm. The suggested 

                                                        
1 ‘Norwegian’ here refers specifically to ‘bokmål’, further commented on in 2.3.1 
2 Fire. (2017). In Encyclopædia Britannica. http://academic.eb.com/levels/collegiate/article/fire/34321 

(retrieved April 4, 2017) 
3 This noun is used in military terminology for shooting, compare (Eng) ‘give fire’ 
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translations in literal sense are nine in Swedish, and two in English. This is only one example from one 
dictionary, but this pattern re-occurs in translational dictionaries between English and Danish and 
between English and Norwegian. There are several peculiarities with the chosen language sample from 
a global perspective; the languages are spoken in a geographically interesting area in terms of access 
to light. As highlighted in ethnological research concentrating on light (cf. Garnert 2016), the Nordic 
countries experience prolonged darkness during winter and extended light nights during summer. 
Szybinska-Malusiak (2012) finds that Scandinavia has a peculiar low mean solar angle on the course 
of a year and prolonged periods of twilight. Lastly, the capitals of Norway and Sweden are two of the 
five most remote located capitals in the world, in terms of distance to the sun.  
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2. Background 
The background chapter starts with a short clarification of the basic assumptions in the current study. 
Then follows a brief orientation on the theoretical framework of the study, along with a presentation of 
revelant previous studies within the field. The sample of languages is also presented with focus on 
general status among the languages, acknowledging historical and political impacts on the languages. 
The three languages are also briefly presented with regard to their typical compound, which is relevant 
for the research questions. Explanations of the chosen terminology and definitions are included 
towards the end of the chapter. 

2.1 Basic assumptions 
The perhaps most general question in typology is how to compare phenomena across languages and 
how to know what items in one language can be compared to other items in other languages. Studies 
in comparative linguistics have historically focused on grammatical features, and Aikhenvald (2007) 
comments on the sparse attention paid to the lexicon as follows: “The lexicon is usually conceived of 
as a list of the form–meaning correspondences conventionalized by speakers, but which are largely 
arbitrary” (Aikhenvald 2007: 1). However, the lexicon may display systematic patterns similarly to the 
findings of grammatically oriented typological works. Lexico-typological studies may focus on 
particular domains, as the current, and the pre-decided assumption is that linguistic categories are 
created and based on human experience. Then, as formulated by Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2015a: 10), the 
systematic encodings based on experiences may be compared across languages. Such work may detect 
universal or language/culture specific patterns. The basic assumption underlying the study is that 
lexicon is an ‘equal partner’ to grammar (as e.g. Lehmann 1990), and lexically oriented typological 
studies can contribute to uncovering valuable knowledge about the structure of language. 

2.2 Theoretical framework of lexical typology 
The current study places itself within the field of lexical typology. Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2008: 4) 
notes that an explicit definition of lexical or semantic typology is seldom offered, and the terms are 
often used as if they were “self-explanatory”. The field of lexical typology can plausibly be viewed 
“as the cross-linguistic and typological dimension of lexicology” (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2008: 5). To 
place the field in relation to or alongside with lexicology enforces the idea that lexical typology does 
not have to be subordinate to semantic typology, because “lexical typology can include phenomena 
that are not of primary interest for semantic typology” (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2008: 5). Lexical 
typology is a rather young field and one of its main goals is to study the relation between form and 
meaning: how meaning is expressed via form(s) and to compare patterns from various lexical 
inventories. This can be done by investigating what (different) meanings can be encoded in single 
lexemes, or by approaching a semantic domain and examine how languages categorize or carve up that 
domain. For a comprehensive overview of different approaches, main foci and dimensions within the 
field, see Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2008).  

The challenge in lexico-typological studies is to identify the meaning of lexemes and explain their 
patternings, for example the combinatorial restrictions on some lexemes together with others. Data is 
typically collected from lexica, evaluated in corpora, and/or by interviewing first-language speakers. 
Rakhilina & Reznikova (2016) emphasize that the lexical meaning of words must be found studying 
the contexts in which they are used, following the Moscow Semantic School4. They propose a frame-
based approach to account for the meaning of lexical items. In their terminology, meaning of words 

                                                        
4 Accrediting the work by Apresjan ([1974]1992; 2000), stating that lexical meanings can be studied via 

the study of the lexical item’s collocations (i.e. neighbours). 
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can be clustered in semantic frames, understood as prototypical situations where the lexical item 
appears. The crucial information on the lexical meanings is retrieved from the context resulting in a 
collection of important features, which together constitute the description or ‘frame’ of the word. The 
comparison is performed via a matching between features of one lexeme with features of another, in 
the approach referred to as the “frame method”. The frames may be compared within and also across 
languages, which, as Rakhilina & Reznikova (2016) point out, is praxis in typological studies on 
grammar. That is, linguistic comparison is as applicable in grammatical as in lexical typology, if using 
the “frame method”. Of course, the frames have to be relevant and well accounted for, equally to for 
instance any formulation of grammatical categories. The method proposed by Rakhilina & Reznikova 
can apply to any semantic domain, is suitable for the study of semantic shifts and can be understood as 
a fusion of the Moscow Semantic School and typology of grammar, with the purpose to find a 
universal set of lexical meanings and strategies to express them (Rakhilina & Reznikova 2016). 

A commonly asked question in lexical typology is how languages categorize domains into lexical 
items, in search for possible universal categories. Examples of previous lexicotypological studies on 
specific domains include human body, kinship relations, perception, motion, events of breaking and 
cutting, and the perhaps most popular: colours words (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2008: 15-16). An early 
lexico-typological study is Hjelmslev (1963) who focuses on ‘tree/wood words’ in Danish, German, 
French and Spanish, finding five different distinctions in how the languages carve up the domain by 
their lexemes. Bonch-Osmolovskaya, Rakhilina & Reznikova (2007) study pain or other unpleasant 
bodily sensations expressed linguistically (the majority are predicates) in 23 languages. Koptjevskaja-
Tamm, Divjak & Rakhilina (2010) study swimming or ‘aqua-motion verbs’ in Russian, Polish, Dutch, 
English and Swedish by combining corpora studies with dictionaries and lexica of translative nature. 
The aim in their study is to identify patterning and the systematicity of verbs such as swim, sail, drift 
and float, to study which systems are possible and which are not, along with possible motivations 
behind them. 

2.3 Previous studies focusing on the FIRE domain 
The domain of ‘fire’ seems not to have been subject to lexico-typological studies. Nevertheless, one 
example of an extensive edited work focusing on an associated phenomenon is “The linguistics of 
temperature” (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2015b). The volume elaborates on the cross-linguistics of 
temperature and includes descriptions of more than 50 languages of different genealogical and 
geographical properties. The means to describe temperature differ greatly among languages, using 
both grammatical and/or lexical items (also varying within one language). The focus lies on how the 
temperature domain is categorized and on the further uses of temperature words in metaphorical sense, 
as well as on their sources. The latter are exemplified with the most frequent sources for describing 
‘hot’ as being ‘burn’, ‘fire’, ‘boil’, ‘cook’ and ‘sweat’ (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2015a: 31-32). A further 
observation to the large language scope of the volume is the possible more limited uses of the 
metaphor AFFECTION IS WARMTH compared to the associations between ‘hot’ and anger, hate, 
intensity, arousal, violence and sex. 

What so far have attracted most attention in connection with ‘fire’ are fire-related metaphors, primarily 
in English. Approaching ‘fire’ from a cognitive linguistic viewpoint, Charteris-Black (2016) proposes 
that the study of conceptualization of ‘fire’ in language (and in particular, fire metaphors) may reveal 
crucial components for the general understanding of thought, language and social action. Charteris-
Black (2016: 40) notes that the experience of high body temperature is generally associated with 
affection and sexual desire, which constitutes a commonly identified metaphor in English. Further 
traditionally observed fire metaphors are used to explain emotions such as love, anger and affection, 
which are, again, conceptually related to heat (Charteris-Black 2016: 35ff). Sexual desire can in 
English be described in terms of a literal smouldering fire, i.e. slowly burning without flames 
(Charteris-Black 2016: 37). ‘Fire’ might also help to create a frame for understanding how new ideas 
(and diseases) are spread, e.g. “spread like wildfire”. Both diseases and new ideas, certainly if they are 
destructive, are perceived as an uncontrolled force, spreading rapidly via technological innovations or 
human interaction (Charteris-Black 2016: 26). The uncontrollable feature of ‘fire’ will receive 
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attention in the current study, which will be further presented in the result chapter (under 5.3 on page 
31) in the presentation of relevant parameters useful for describing the ‘fire words’ in the current 
study. 

The concept of ‘fire’ in figurative expressions is classified as one of the “basic-level concepts” in 
Lakoff (1987). Basic-level concepts such as fire are described as rich in information, alluding to 
human imagination and enabling to easier understand and describe more abstract phenomena, e.g. 
anger. FIRE is directly linked to human experience, and “[w]ithout these metaphors, our understanding 
of anger would be extremely impoverished, so say the least” (Lakoff 1987: 406). 

One comparative study on fire-related metaphors in Sakha (Yakut, Turkic language) and English 
illustrates the differences among conventionalized metaphors (Ivanova & Afanasieva 2015). The well-
known metaphor in English FIRE IS EMOTION linked with enthusiasm, passion, determination, is 
detected, whereas the Sakha patterning displays the metaphorical model FIRE IS AN OLD MAN. 
However, English assigns the concept of fire humanlike characteristics such as being able to dance, 
sweep and consume (Ivanova & Afanasieva 2015: 1125-7), also identifying that FIRE IS AN ABSTRACT 
NOTION of power, danger, war and hell.  

Finally, one study examines the co-lexification pattern of ‘fire’ and ‘firewood’ (wood subject to the 
burning) in Papuan and Australian languages, more speificially 300 languages of Sahul (Australia, 
Papua New Guinea and surrounding islands) (Schapper, San Roque & Hendery 2016). In this region 
with great diversity, the traditional claim is that ‘fire’ is co-lexified with ‘firewood’ and ‘tree’. 
Schapper et al (2016) present contradicting results, by means of frequency and geographical 
distribution of colexification patterns in respect to language and to the three concepts. Including both 
simple and complex terms for the concepts, Schapper et al. (2016) find that the most common co-
lexification is to cluster ‘firewood’ and ‘fire’ but not ‘tree’, and request further linguistic 
investigations in the area. Lexical patterning in the domain of ‘fire’ might attract more attention as we 
go, and the example above shows that previous research is elaborated on and earlier claims questioned, 
which is useful for a prosperous field of study.  

2.4 Mainland Scandinavian languages 
The group of Mainland Scandinavian languages, i.e. Danish, Norwegian and Swedish belong to the 
Germanic language family and share geographical borders. The term Scandinavia generally refers to 
Denmark, Norway and Sweden, but there are linguistic arguments for including Iceland and Faroe 
Islands in the grouping (as their languages belong to the Germanic language family), and other 
arguments propose to include the neighboring country Finland in the definition, primarily on geologic 
and economic grounds5. The current study only focuses on Danish, Norwegian and Swedish, why the 
term Mainland Scandinavian is chosen to underline the restriction to the languages spoken in the 
specific geographical area.  

The three languages have a common origin and have had prolonged language contact. They share 
many similarities, but differ in a number of syntactic, prosodic and lexical aspects. The total number 
of speakers is estimated to 5.5 million for Danish, 5.2 million for Norwegian and 12.4 million for 
Swedish (see table 1). 

  

                                                        
5 Scandinavia. (2017). In Encyclopædia Britannica. 

http://academic.eb.com.ezp.sub.su.se/levels/collegiate/article/Scandinavia/66021 (retrieved October 
17, 2017) 
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Table 1. Overview of language size in terms of speakers according to the Ethnologue 

Language Millions of speakers 
Danish6 5.5 
Norwegian7 5.2 
Swedish8 12.4 

 

Danish and Norwegian have similar vocabularies but differ sharply in pronunciation, while Swedish 
and Norwegian share pronunciation patterns but not vocabulary to the same extent (Haugen 1966; 
Maurud 1976). Danish and Swedish differ grossly regarding both vocabulary and pronunciation. 
Haugen (1966) highlights the above-mentioned features as typical communication advantages and 
disadvantages in Scandinavia in situations where speakers of different languages are communicating 
across languages borders. The shared linguistic features have historically allowed speakers across the 
borders to communicate via speaking one’s own first language, with slight adjustment to an ideal or 
imagined Scandinavian standard, a type of communication labelled ‘semi-communication’ by Haugen 
(1966). In short, the Scandinavians have been capable of conveying “messages through a rather high 
level of “code noise”” (Haugen 1966: 281). Nevertheless, the mutual understanding among the 
languages is decreasing, as mentioned in the introduction chapter (on page 1), regarding spoken and 
written language. Maurud (1976) tested spoken and written language comprehension and production 
among speakers of the three languages, and found gaps of several aspects, specifically difficulties in 
the understanding between Norwegians and Swedes. The typological similarities should sanction 
mutual understanding. However, speakers use the semi-communication but they also tend to switch to 
English (in oral communication) (Börestam 1997: 239-40). 

However, the current study only focuses on written language, which might not be subject to 
decreasing understanding in the same speed as spoken language. The writing systems among the 
languages are in fact similar. Political and historical movements have specifically caused the written 
types of Norwegian and Danish to share exceptionally many features. Danish had a great impact on 
the Norwegian (Bokmål) written forms, having a hegemonic role in Norway during two hundred years 
of occupation. Norway became independent from Denmark in 1814. By then, one of the prioritized 
questions for the creation of a Norwegian national identity was to establish a Norwegian writing 
system better reflecting the rural Norwegian dialects, as opposed to the ‘Danicised urban elite’ 
(Pedersen 2005). The two suggested systems gained credit and caused conflict, whether to choose a 
written type in accordance to “the Danicised urban elite or the rural dialect speakers”, the former also 
called Dano-Norwegian (‘bokmål’, vastly influenced by Danish written forms) and the latter New 
Norwegian (‘nynorsk’) (Pedersen 2005: 193ff). Norwegian (Bokmål) has been subject to several 
reforms, but the reforms and the tolerance to variations are more striking in Norwegian (Nynorsk), 
resulting in what is commonly called valgfriheta freely translated to ‘free-to-choose-forms-yourself’. 
It means that speakers are allowed to write according to their pronounciation within certain 
limitations. One and the same word type can consequently be inflected in a broad range of ways, why 
Norwegian (both Bokmål and Nynorsk) inflectional paradigms may appear outsized compared to the 
paradgims of corresponding lexemes in e.g. Swedish. The languages of interest in this study are 
Danish, Swedish and Norwegian Bokmål, in the written forms. Norwegian Nynorsk is thus excluded 
from the scope, which is motivated in the discussion at the end of the thesis. Norwegian Bokmål is 
referred to as simply ‘Norwegian’ in the thesis. 

                                                        
6 Estimated in 2012 by the European Commision, https://www.ethnologue.com/language/dan (retrieved 

July 12, 2017) 
7 Estimated in 2015, performer unspecified, https://www.ethnologue.com/language/nor (retrieved July 

12, 2017) 
8 Estimated in 2012 by the European Commision, https://www.ethnologue.com/language/swe (retrieved 

July 12, 2017) 
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After the brief presentation of the basic assumptions in the study, a short orientation on the broader 
field in which the study is situated, and lastly on the language scope, the next step is to consider the 
research questions. 
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3. Aims and research questions 
The aim of the study is, focusing on a group of selected nouns in the domain of FIRE in contemporary 
Danish, Norwegian and Swedish, to uncover what these mean and how they are used. The results will 
be described by means of a semantic map (cf. Haspelmath 2003; Rakhilina & Reznikova 2016). 
 
 

1. How is the FIRE domain carved up in Danish, Norwegian (Bokmål) and Swedish by means of 
the selected lexemes, and what semantic similarities and differences are manifested by these 
lexemes across the three languages?  
 

2. How can the relevant lexemes be combined with other nominal stems into compounds9? What 
semantic restrictions are manifested in such compounds and how can these be explained? 
What can such restrictions tell us about the semantic differences among the different fire 
words? 
 

3. What extended use (or metaphorical expressions) of the lexemes can be found and how do 
these differ or overlap among the languages? What may these indicate about the semantic 
restrictions among the different fire words?  

 
 

In order to fully understand the research questions, a couple of details concerning terminology need to 
be added. The following paragraphs explain details about the notion of ‘fire words’ or ‘nodes’, how 
the notion of “extended use/figurative expressions” is used, and finally comment on how the notion of 
meaning is treated in the thesis. 

The main targets of investigation are lexemes referring to fire in the Mainland Scandinavian 
languages, such as (Swedish) bål ‘bonfire’, brand ‘unwanted or accidental fire’ and eld ‘fire’. 
Common terminology within computationally driven linguistic research for specific lexemes (in this 
case, ‘fire words’) is “node word-form”, defined as “the string of characters which the computer has 
been instructed to search for in the corpus” (Tribble 2010: 171). The relevant lexemes are throughout 
the thesis referred to as ‘fire words’, ‘node words’ or simply ‘nodes’. 

The second research question seeks to investigate patternings in compounds, specifically compounds 
consisting of two nominal stems (N+N). Compounding is a common strategy to expand the lexicon, 
where two ‘potentially’ free forms (often belonging to open lexical classes) are used together to 
constitute a new meaning (Aikhenvald 2007: 24ff). Compounds in Germanic languages usually have 
an inner structure of a head following a modifier, as in German Haupt-stadt lit. ‘head-town’ meaning 
‘capital’ (Aikhenvald 2007:30ff). Indeed, the specific compounds of interests consist of two root 
nouns, e.g. (Sw) bokbål ‘book burning’ lit. ‘book-bonfire’. One of the two roots in the compound is 
more ‘important’ than the other (following the terminology of Bauer 2009: 355), and that lexeme is 
the ‘node’. The above-described explicit division of nodes and other nouns is convenient when 
discussing the patterns of compounding. For example, (Da) bogbål lit. ‘book-fire’ is a type of fire 
where books are burned, not a type of book10. Here, (Da) bål ‘bonfire’ is the node that refers to the 
fire, and (Da) bog ‘book’ is the modifying or added component in the compound. 

A further detail for the understanding of the research questions is the notion of ‘metaphorical 
expression’ or occasionally ‘extended/figurative sense’. The very general use of ‘metaphorical 
expression’ here is based on the theory of Conceptual Metaphors (Lakoff & Johnson 1980), where any 

                                                        
9 By ’compound’ in this thesis, I solely mean a compound consisting of two nominal stems (N+N) where 

the fire word functions as the head, not as the modifier. 
10 Hence, the word (Da) bål ‘bonfire’ is superordinate. 
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linguistic item is mapped from its (typical) source domain onto a target domain. Such mappings 
famously have multiple purposes (for example to offer an easier understanding of one concept by 
describing it in terms of another, often from an abstract to a concrete concept). Metaphors are dynamic 
and the obvious mapping between domains may be obscured with time, as addressed by Svanlund 
(1996). Many of the examples classified as metaphorical in the study are hardly generally accepted 
metaphors. Instead, these can be interpreted as rather literal or as ‘dead metaphors’ (borrowing the 
vocabulary from Svanlund 1996). A number of factors have to be taken into account in order to 
genuinely identify metaphorical expressions. Nevertheless, the issue of the definition of metaphors is 
not addressed in the thesis, and any figurative or extended use is included to shed light on the semantic 
load in the lexemes. For example, the Danish compound helvedesild lit. ‘hell-fire’ is identified as used 
in metaphorical or extended sense, since it does not refer to an actual fire but to the skin condition 
herpes. The shared experience of ild ‘fire’ as an unpleasant and hurtful experience if placed on the 
skin has arguably contributed to the compound. All occurrences of helvedesild in the data refer to the 
skin condition herpes, which suggests a high degree of lexicalization, but the example is nevertheless 
included in the metaphorical presentation of the lexeme.  

Lastly, the reader may question how the notion of meaning is defined in the thesis. The research 
questions evolve semantic similarities, semantic differences and semantic restrictions, without 
addressing what semantic is. Scholars willingly admit that semantic substance is difficult, and that 
meaning may be captured but hardly entirely or objectively (Haspelmath 2003). Moreover, “unlike 
phonetic substance, semantic substance cannot be measured or observed objectively” (Haspelmath 
2003: 238). Indeed, a major difficulty in lexical research is to describe any meaning, and meanings 
differ according to an infinite number of parameters. The approach in the current study is to try to 
identify relevant parameters for the words referring to fire. The words are occasionally described in 
terms of how they are used which alludes to the terminology of pragmaticians, but the intent is not to 
cover the pragmatics of the lexemes. 

To summarize, the analyses of the semantics of the words in the thesis are based on interpretations of 
the available contexts, compounding patterns and native speaker intuition. These aspects cannot 
account for the complete meanings of the words, but might form a hopeful attempt to describe them. 
Semantics in general, and lexical typology in particular, is a challenging enterprise. 
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4. Method 
The chapter provides a description of the methodology involving corpora, dictionaries, lexicon and 
first speakers’ evaluation (the last mentioned is only used to a limited extent). Initially, a brief 
motivation for the choice of data sources is given along with details on the used corpora. The main 
part of the chapter accounts for the procedure, including the collection and selection of lexemes from 
lexica and how these were obtained in contexts from different corpora. Further, the notion of semantic 
maps as a way to represent the differences among the lexemes is presented, and the last section is 
devoted to a critical discussion of the chosen methodology. 

4.1 Choice of data sources 
Koptjevskaja-Tamm, Rakhilina & Vanhove (2015) remark that cross-linguistic semantic studies are 
commonly conducted via elicitation, whereas studies based on secondary sources (e.g. dictionaries) are 
of limited value, since such descriptions may be incomplete or inaccurate. Indeed, conducting 
fieldwork and ask speakers to perform elicitation tasks is a fruitful potential source of data. 
Nevertheless, every method encompasses restraints and glitches, as Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al. (2015) 
note; for instance, some elicitation tasks are fairly static and decontextualized, e.g. such as to name 
random objects shown in separate pictures. 

This thesis is based on an analysis of the relevant lexemes in their ‘natural’ context. The lexemes and 
their contexts are collected from large corpora. Rakhilina & Reznikova (2016: 100) point out that 
corpora are a fruitful source of data, also when comparing lexical patterns in closely related languages, 
which is the case in the current study. Closely related languages may have their commonalities taken 
for granted, but a larger dataset can contribute to finding similarities and diversions. Corpus data of 
newer collections may offer an updated use of lexical items compared to lexica. A common criticism 
directed towards the method is that important information about the context where the language is 
produced might get lost in large text collections. Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al. (2015) address explicitly 
that corpora do offer contextual information in several ways. In detail, the node word is normally 
retrieved in its context, although within a limited, but still somewhat potentially generous, window. In 
more general terms, metadata are often encoded in some form, e.g information about the language 
producer (their age or gender), date and medium of the production (whether it is spoken or written 
language). Many corpora are designed to be domain specific (for instance only containing newspaper 
texts). The quality of corpora depends largely on the design. Considering the growing field of 
computationally driven linguistic research, the advantages of corpora outweigh the disadvantages if 
the method is used carefully and consciously. The method is enriched in combination with other 
sources, which is the case in the current study. Chronologically, the lexemes were first collected from 
dictionaries, briefly studied in corpora as an initial pilot study and personally discussed with first-
language speakers in a casual fashion. The lexemes were then downloaded from corpora, analysed 
automatically and manually (thoroughly described in section 4.3-4.4), and lastly discussed with first-
language speakers.  

4.2 Data 
The corpora for this study have been chosen with the intention to allow comparison, in respect to the 
use of the lexemes, among the languages. (Exactly comparable corpora may seem impossible to find, 
not even parallel corpora based on e.g. translations of the Bible, since every language in a sense has its 
own range of categories.) Criteria for the corpora adopted in this study are that they should contain 
contemporary language samples produced in the same medium (written), that they should be balanced 
in a similar way (for example in terms of domain and degree of formality), with data produced in a 
fairly similar time frame (between 1983-2017). (The notion of ‘contemporary language’ is here used 
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quite generously.) The above constraints are quite vague, due to the nature of the Danish corpora, both 
in terms of size and description of the contents. The corpora of the different languages will in the 
thesis be referred to as “the Danish corpus”, “the Swedish corpus” and “the Norwegian corpus”, 
although the Danish and the Swedish in fact consist of various sub-corpora. An overview of the used 
corpora is given in table 2. 

Table 2. Overview of used corpora in the current study 

Language Corpus  Time period Million words 
Danish KorpusDK 1983-2002 56 
Norwegian NoWaC 2009-2010 700 
Swedish KORP, Språkbanken 1992-2017 217.5 

 

The Danish corpus is retrievable online via the web-interface KorpusDK11. The interface offers access 
to the two sub-corpora named Korpus 90 and Korpus 2000. The corpora are balanced with respect to 
types of texts, language users, domain specificity in terms of public texts, e.g. news, novels, books, 
magazine articles at one hand, or private texts, e.g. dairies or personal letters. The data come from 
media, institutions, schools, organizations and private persons12. 

The Norwegian corpus is a large web-based corpus called NoWaC13, with data from 2009-2010, 
containing 700 million words. The corpus is balanced and sampled to be representative for written 
contemporary Norwegian, the Bokmål variety. The creators have refined the texts in the corpus with 
respect to the size of the documents, checking and identifying the language to avoid documents written 
in closely related languages, e.g. Swedish, and to avoid “duplicate or near-duplicate documents” 
(Guevara 2010: 3). 

The Swedish corpus is in fact 15 corpora that were chosen in a cherry picked manner to mirror or 
match the contents of the previously described corpora, to allow more or less adequate comparisons 
among the data from the different languages. Språkbanken, ‘The Swedish Language Bank’ holds a 
large range of corpora in Swedish available via the concordance search tool KORP14 (Korp version 
5.0.11×). The (chosen) 15 corpora consist of the following type of data: news from the web (48%), 
magazine articles and pressed newspaper (26%), personal letters and blog texts (23%), novels (3%) 
and SUC3.0, a balanced corpus (1%). A detailed list with information about the corpora, sorted 
according to their size, is included in the appendix, where the exact date of retrieval are specified for 
the reproducibility of the study. 

Lexica with definitions and translations have also been used, whose source indications are included in 
footnotes and in the reference lists. The containment of lexica will be presented and described in detail 
in the procedure section. 

4.3 Procedure 
The procedure in this study can be divided into three steps. The first step is the manual compilation of 
lexemes from lexica. The second step consisted in retrieving the data, i.e. downloading and sorting the 
data in a computationally driven fashion, with slight manual revisions along the way. The third and 
last step concerns the analysis of the data. The steps are here described in chronological order, starting 
from the node word in the three languages, directly translated from English fire.  

                                                        
11 http://ordnet.dk/korpusdk/ 
12 For a smaller number of contributors, see 

http://ordnet.dk/korpusdk/fakta/korpusser/tekstleverandorer_k2000 (retrieved March 30, 2017) 
13 http://tekstlab.uio.no:10556/?corpus=nowac_1_1 
14 https://spraakbanken.gu.se/korp/ 
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4.3.1 Compilation of lexemes from dictionaries 

At the first step, all suggested synonyms for the direct translation of English fire (Danish ild, 
Norwegian ild, Swedish eld) and their entries were collected in the three languages. The synonyms for 
ild in Danish are collected from a Danish lexicon of synonymy (Albeck, Rode & Timmermann 1992): 

Brand; glød, funke, gnist, hede, varme, lue, flamme, blus; begejstring, 
ildfuldhet, iver, ildhu, temperament, fyrighed 

Synonyms in Norwegian for ild were collected from Gundersen (2011). These are:  

Baun, bluss, brann, bål, fakkel, flamme(hav), funke, fyr, glo, glød, gnist, 
hete, ildmørje, ildtunge, loge, lue, varme, vete; beskytning, kanonade, 
skyting; konflagrasjon; begeistring, eldhug, fyrighet, heftighet, ildfullhet, 
intensitet, iver, lidenskap, liv, ofse, opphisselse, temperament, verve 

The entry eld in Walter (2008) with Swedish synonyms offered the following synonyms, where 
expressions are written in italics (as in the original): 

1. Låga, flamma, glöd; brand, vådeld, eldsvåda; brasa, bål, fyr, härd, futt; 
temperament, livlighet, värme, hetta, brio, brinnande iver, lidelse, 
hänförelse, intensitet; fatta eld börja brinna; bli eld och lågor bli mycket 
entusiastisk, full av hänförelse 
2. Skottlossning, salva, eldgivning, beskjutning; strid, kamp 

Every lexeme from the collected list was translated from one language into the other, by means of 
bilingual dictionaries. For example, the Danish-Swedish dictionary (Molde & Ferlov 1998[1980]) 
offered the following translation from (a couple of) Danish fire words to Swedish (the entry words are 
here written in capitals): 

(Danish) BRAND 
A. 1. Brand; eldsvåda; hetta, lidelse, upphetsning; komme i brand taga 
eld (äv. bildligt). 2. sjö, bränning 3. läk. [kall]brand. 4. brand (i växter, 
trä) 
B. brandfackla; en brand i næsen ngt som är obehagligt för ngn 
C. brand (i folkvisespråk, för stock, stolpe, stång [på husgavel, i 
förstäven på skepp]) 

(Da) GLØD 
Glöd; stå (side) som på gløder stå (sitta) som på nålar 

(Da) FLAMME, 
1. Flamma, låga; komme i fyr og flamme bli eld och lågor; være fyr og 
flamme vara eld och lågor, äv. vara ilsken, ta eld; bringe i flamme antända. 2. 
flamma, käresta; kärlek[slåga] 3. tekn. färg-, mönsterskiftningar i tyg o garn. 
4. (används sällan) våg, ondulering [i hår] 

(Da) BLUS, 
Blossa; eld, bål; fackla; med bluse på kind med blossande kinder; have blus 
på lampen vara upprymd (berusad) (i familjär betydelse) 

(Da) GNIST, 
1. gnista; slå gnister slå gnistor, gnistra [t.ex. av vrede] 
2. liten smula, aning, gnutta ikke en gnist inte ett dugg.  
3. lätt rus; have en gniste på vara lätt berusad 

Similarly, the Swedish words were translated into Danish. The same procedure was repeated using the 
Norwegian-Swedish dictionary by Beckman, Mæhle, & Sigurd (1978). The lexemes were checked in 
the Norstedts Scandinavian dictionary (Nordiska språksekretariatet 1994). As is often the case with 
translations, circularity quickly emerged. All lexemes were preliminary collected at this stage, whereas 
lexicalised phrases (e.g. Danish bringe i flamme, for Swedish antända, ‘ignite’) were excluded. 
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The preliminary list of lexemes was thereafter successively reduced, based on preliminary searches in 
corpora. The criteria for exclusion of fire words were semantically based and form based. The 
semantically based criterion was applied for example with the given synonym for ‘fire’ in a Danish 
dictionary: hede ‘heat’. That lexeme is, semantically speaking, not directly referring to fire but to the 
co-occurring phenomenon. It was consequently excluded. Other examples of semantically based 
exclusions are the suggested synonyms in Norwegian for ild (collected from Gundersen 2011): liv 
‘life’ and temperament ‘temper’. Some suggested synonyms for flamma in Swedish (Walter 2008) 
were “käresta, hjärtevän, flickvän, sällskap, svärmeri, brud, tjej, brutta, fjälla” which all refer to a 
beloved one in one way or another, according to the preliminary concordances in the corpus and my 
first speakers’ intuition. Such lexemes are disregarded because they are judged not to share enough 
features with the main purpose of the thesis, namely to examine words referring to fire in the concrete, 
primary sense.  

The form based criterion in favour for the exclusion is homonymy. (Da) hede ‘heat’ tagged as a noun 
does also mean ‘meadow’. The form further occurs as a common derivational morpheme in words as 
vanskeligheder ‘difficulties’, from vanskelig ‘difficult’, and was disregarded from the study. The 
lexeme (No) funke was defined in lexica as ‘fire’ but appeared in strange contexts concerning 
machines and intents. The concordances exposed that the lexeme (No) funke was wrong-tagged, 
despite the formulated search strings to only retrieve nouns, but actually the verb å funke ‘to function’. 
Likewise was (No) Lue ‘smaller flame’ (a possible cognate to Swedish låga) common in the corpus. 
The concordances again revealed an overwhelming amount of the hits referring to headgears via the 
homonymous lexeme lue ‘hat’ (commonly co-occurring with verbs for creating, knitting and sewing). 
Some of the chosen lexemes in the study were downloaded containing false hits, e.g. homonyms, so 
these had to be manually reviewed, as with (Sw) bål tagged as a noun. (Sw) bål may refer to ‘fire’, 
‘torso/the upper part of the body’ or ‘festive drink’ common at bigger parties. In all the described 
cases, the lexeme was either excluded, or its total concordances were manually sorted to only contain 
the correct lexeme (or “version” of the form). The initial scope of lexemes that were included in 
preliminary searches in corpora is given in table 3. 

Table 3. List of lexemes investigated in corpora at this stage, sorted by language 

Danish Norwegian Swedish 
Bål Bål Bål 
Blus Bluss  Bloss 
Brand Brann  Brand 
Fakkel Fakkel Fackla 
Flamme Flamme Flamma 
Glød Glød Glöd  
Gnist Gnist Gnista 
  Låga 
  Brasa 
Ild Ild Eld 
  Eldsvåda 

 

Preliminary observations in the corpora reveal interesting differences and similarities among the many 
lexemes (e.g. the use of blus in Danish to refer to a fire on the cooking stove for everyday use, 
whereas the cognate bloss in Swedish tends to be used merely for ceremonial purposes, if not extended 
to smoke or inhalation of a cigarette). The common lexeme (Sw) låga is included in the scope. The 
cognates to (Sw) låga in Danish and Norwegian are attested in dictionaries, e.g. (Da) lue somewhat 
archaic (Den Danske Ordbog15) almost only in the expression slå ud i lys lue “stand in light flame” 
meaning to burn violently, also figuratively used for feelings or fights. The Norwegian cognate (No) 

                                                        
15 Den Danske Ordbog, lue (2017) http://ordnet.dk/ddo/ordbog?entry_id=11031058&query=flamme 

(retrieved August 29, 2017) 
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lue, “related to light” (Bokmålsordboka16) is very common in the corpus, but excluded primarily on 
two grounds. In the cases it occurs and refers to fire, it appears primarily in a lexicalized phrase stå i 
lys lue lit. ‘stand in light flame’ meaning to stand ablaze by flames/fire, (ibid.), indicated as a 
lexicalized phrase. On the other hand, lue most often occur in the corpus in its homonymic costume, 
meaning ‘hat’. The scrutiny in the corpus and the extraction of co-occurring words in a contiguous 
sequence of three items revealed a high co-occurrence with verbs for wearing, buying or e.g. hekle 
‘crochet’. 

Another exclusion to the scope of lexemes is (Sw) flamma, a cognate to (Da, No) flamme ‘flame’. The 
cognate (Sw) flamma is an apparent candidate to denote a similar fire, if considering its form. But 
when considering the use of (Sw) flamma, it has a narrower range than (Sw) låga ‘flame’, which is 
included in the scope instead. The two are considered as synonyms in a wordlist (SAOL 2006)17, but 
(Sw) flamma is not included. The observation of its contexts indicates that flamma has a smaller 
denotational space compared to the cognates in the two other languages. For example, (Sw) flamma 
cannot refer to such small fires as the burning fire on candles (which is the case in the use of the 
cognates in the Danish and Norwegian, exemplified in the result chapter). One interpretation of the 
definition of flamma in the Swedish National Encyclopædia is that flamma is a type of låga, but 
stronger, violent or more sudden18). Låga was more frequent in the corpus (with over 2000 tokens) 
compared to flamma (250 tokens), (certainly after removal in the data of wrong-tagged items referring 
to titles of newspapers or residential areas). 

Rather than trying to cover all gathered lexemes in the inventory, the focus is narrowed down to the 
lexemes given in table 4, enabling a more detailed description.  

Table 4. Selected lexemes in the study, sorted according to language and to the presentational order 

Danish Norwegian Swedish 
Ild Ild Eld 
Brand Brann Brand, eldsvåda 
Bål Bål Bål, brasa 
Flamme Flamme Låga 

 

To summarize, lexica offering the following have been used: pure definitions, synonymy within one 
language, across languages, and translations among the languages (occasionally also translations to 
and from English, as well as definitions of the translations in English due to the language’s status of 
communication in the current thesis). Not all lexica are included in this subchapter: many are referred 
to in the result chapter directly tied to the presentations of the nodes in use and in compounds. 

4.3.2 Extraction of concordances from corpora 

The co-occurring text surrounding the lexemes (or nodes) is crucial for the analysis of the current 
study. Such smaller ‘snippets’ of texts containing the node words can be referred to as concordances 
(Gries & Newman 2013: 277). Commonly, any corpus entails a division of the texts into smaller units; 
the corpus has to undergo the process of tokenization (involving challenges as to define what a small 
unit is and to assign their accurate features, discussed by e.g. Grefenstette & Tapanainen 1994). The 
tokenization was previously done in the used corpora (elaborated on in the method discussion). The 
‘search language’ for retrieving data also differs among corpora. Therefore, the search strings for this 
study are formulated according to the systems of each corpus, with a try-and-error-approach. Strings 
                                                        
16 Bokmålsordboka, lue (2017) “beslektet med lys” 

http://ordbok.uib.no/perl/ordbok.cgi?OPP=+lue&ant_bokmaal=5&ant_nynorsk=5&begge=+&ordbok=be
gge (retrieved August 29, 2017) 

17 The definition above is freely translated from the original Swedish entry: “Låga: brinnande gas, flamma” 
drawn from SAOL (2006). 

18 (Emphasis added here) Freely translated from Nationalencyklopedin, entry: “Flamma: stark eldslåga 
vanl. orolig el. plötslig” http://www.ne.se (retrieved January 25, 2017) 
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used in each corpus are exemplified throughout this section. The Danish CQP19-strings were 
formulated as follows:  

([lemma=".*flamme" & pos="N"]) 

 

The same string translated into words is given here: 

Search for the node word (Da) flamme ‘flame’, as a lemgram20, also when it appears towards the end 
of a compound or any longer word, with the restriction to the whole search that the retrieved word (or 

every unit in the compound) is tagged as a noun. 

 

The Norwegian search string in CQP-format for ild ‘fire’ was written as follows: 

[lemma=".*ild" %c & ((pos="n" & type="c"))] 

 

The same string translated into words is given here: 

Seach for the lemgram ild ‘fire’, also appearing at the end of other words (e.g. compounds), with the 
constraint that the word or every unit in a compound is tagged as a common noun (avoiding extremely 
common Norwegian proper names, such as Magnhild, Arild, Ingvild, see further commented on in 4.6 

in method discussion) 

 
For an example of the CQP-query in the Swedish corpus, see the following: 

[(lex contains "brand\.\.nn\.1" | suffix contains "brand\.\.nn\.1")] 

 

The same string translated into words is given here: 

Search for the lemgram brand, with the restriction that it is tagged as a noun alone or included in a 
compound where brand as a lemgram has the second position (or, as is the case with most Germanic 

languages (cf. Aikhenvald 2007 in the background chapter), is the head of the compound) 

 
As seen above, the nodes are searched for in lemgram and in compounds where the node is placed in 
the rightmost position. The node words were downloaded from the web interface along with varying 
amount of context, at minimum one sentence and maximum a larger paragraph depending on 
copyright issues. The downloaded files display the nodes in their context in a window of three 
columns at minimum, further described under section 4.4.1. In parts of the Swedish and Norwegian 
corpora, additional information such as metadata (speaker/language producer’s age), sub-corpora and 
year of publication are available in additional columns. The maximum downloadable nodes along with 
their concordances from the Danish corpus are 5000 excerpts, where every node word is counted 
regardless of its form. The Norwegian and Swedish corpora have no upper limit in terms of 
downloadable number of node words, except for when all instances given by a specific search string 
have been collected. 

  

                                                        
19 CQP is an abbreviation for corpus query processor, which (often) can be formulated directly via the web 

interface (if the corpus is available online). 
20 Lemgram includes every inflectional variant of a node word, e.g. (Sw) ‘bål’ includes ‘bål, bålets, bålen, 

bålens’ according to e.g. definiteness and/or plural. 
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4.4 Data processing and analysis 
A lexeme’s frame consists of the situations where the lexeme occurs. Identifying relevant parameters 
facilitates the description of a frame, which also enables categorization. Rakhilina (2010) uses the 
parameter controllable in a description of verbs for animal sounds used metaphorically for humans. 
The (non-verbal) uncontrollable sounds are e.g. to sneeze, snore, laughter, and the controllable sounds 
are e.g. to mutter, or to sing wordlessly (Rakhilina 2010: 322ff, with examples primarily in Russian). 
Rakhilina (2010) proposes that the parameter of controllability, among others, may be lexically 
distinguished in different languages. The parameters relevant for the descriptions of the fire lexemes in 
this study are controllability21, social cohesion, extinctive purpose and subcomponents of fire 
processes22, the first directly inspired by Rakhilina (2010). As will be presented in this and the coming 
chapter, one identified parameter receives much attention in the study. It is the degree of 
controllability of the fire to which the words refer. It contributed to a division of fire words into four 
sections: the most general fire words among the three languages, words referring to uncontrollable 
fire, words referring to controllable fire and lastly words referring to subcomponents of fire processes.  

The parameters were formulated in a dynamic manner during the analysis of the data, using manual 
and automatized methods. The relevancy of the parameters was checked with first language speakers 
according to their intuition during a small number of shorter discussions, in face-to-face 
communication and via e-mail. The processing and analysis are described in the following paragraphs, 
whereas the chosen parameters are elaborated on in the result section (due to the fact that they are 
highly relevant along with the presentation of the lexemes).  

4.4.1 Manual analysis and revision of files in Excel 

A manual analysis has been conducted in Excel to discover semantic features and prototypical 
situations in which the lexemes occur. The downloaded files were imported into handy formats, 
managing problems such as different chunking of the texts (in Danish concordances, the node word 
was surrounded by <> but for easier handling of data, the concordance was divided into columns 
showing the left context of the node word, the node word, and the right context. The import procedure 
from one format into the other caused loss of specific graphemes: <å> (shared by all three languages), 
<ö> and <ä> (for Swedish), <ø> and <æ> (for Danish and Norwegian). The concordances were 
examined to erase doublets and possible wrong-tagged elements. An example of how the data was 
presented in Excel is given in figure 1. 

                                                        
21 Controllability here refers very general to human capacity, separated from linguistic systems. It is not to 

be confused with the notion of volition, concerning specifications of whether actions are performed 
intentionally, i.e. with or without control, by an agent (e.g. by modifying a verb’s transitivity) 

22 The four are further explained in section 5.2 (in the result chapter).  
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Fig 1. An extract from the downloaded concordances in Excel, (Sw) eld ‘fire’, sorted alphabetically by right 

context (i.e. the context directly to the right from the node), displaying many (Sw) under kontroll ‘under 

control’ – assigning fire dangerous features, urgent to control. 

The concordances are displayed in columns, where the node word forms have their own column. The 
context to the left in relation to the node is presented in the column to the left of the node word’s 
column, and the context to the right of the node is displayed in the rightmost column. The columns 
may be arranged according to alphabetical order where all three columns may be the priority list (see 
for example in figure 1, where the rightmost column is sorted alphabetically and the current figure 
shows right contexts starting with <u>). These tools enabled examination of the direct context, which 
in the given figure for example indicates a pattern where control is frequently used. Such observations 
contributed to the formulation of the parameter labelled controllability. Out of these lists, tables were 
created to straightforwardly arrange the nodes and their co-occurrence in compounds by frequency, as 
in table 5 with the Danish lexeme brand ‘fire’. 
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Table 5. Overview of types of brand ‘fire’ in Danish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in 

compounds with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Type																																															Raw	frequency	
Brand	‘fire’	 1734	
Ildebrand	‘fire-fire’	 100	
Mordbrand	‘arson’	 48	
Skovbrand	‘forest-fire’	 45	
Steppebrand	‘prairie-fire’	 30	
Koldbrand	‘gangrene’	 27	
Pyromanbrand	‘pyromaniac-fire’	 19	
Halsbrand	‘heartburn’	lit.	‘throat-
fire’	

17	

Katastrofebrand	‘catastrophe-fire’	 12	
Oliebrand	‘oil-fire’	 12	
Skibsbrand	‘ship-fire’	 8	
Bilbrand	‘car-fire’	 7	
Dødsbrand	‘death-fire’	 7	
Millionbrand	‘million-fire’	 7	
Miltbrand	‘anthrax’	lit.	‘spleen-fire’	 7	
Eksplosionsbrand	‘explosion-fire’	 6	
Skorstensbrand	‘chimney-fire’	 6	
Gårdbrand	‘farm-fire’	 5	
Væskebrand	‘liquid-fire’	 5	
Bygningsbrand	‘building-fire’	 4	
Tagbrand	‘roof-fire’	 4	
Tunnelbrand	‘tunnel-fire’	 4	
Bybrand	‘city-fire’	 3	
Markbrand	‘soil-fire’	 3	
Togbrand	‘train-fire’	 3	
Verdensbrand	‘world-fire’	 3	
Hedebrand	‘heath-fire’	 2	
Kortslutningsbrand	‘short	circuit-fire’	 2	

 

Ledningsbrand	‘cable-fire’	 2	
Præriebrand	‘prairie-fire’	 2	
Rigsdagsbrand	‘parliament-fire’	 2	
terrorbrand	‘terror-fire’	 2	
TV-brand	‘TV-fire’	 2	
Biblioteksbrand	‘library-fire’	 1	
Bogbrand	‘book-fire’	 1	
Borgbrand	‘castle-fire’	 1	
Diskoteksbrand	‘discotheque-fire’	 1	
Elbrand	‘electricity-fire’	 1	
Gasbrand	‘gas	gangrene’	lit.	‘gas-fire’	 1	
Helvedbrand	‘hell-fire’	 1	
Hospitalsbrand	‘hospital-fire’	 1	
Hotelbrand	‘hotel-fire’	 1	
Københavnerbrand	‘Copenhagener-
fire’	

1	

Kornbrand	‘grain-fire’	 1	
Landsbybrand	‘village-fire’	 1	
Lyngbrand	‘heath-fire’	 1	
Magasinbrand	‘warehouse-fire’	 1	
Nytårsbrand	‘new-years[-eve]-fire’	 1	
Oliekildebrand	‘oil	source-fire’	 1	
Ostankino-brand	‘Ostankino-fire’	 1	
Plantagebrand	‘plantation-fire’	 1	
Plejehjemsbrand	‘nursing	home-fire’	 1	
Rhodosbrand	‘Rhodos-fire’	 1	
Sommerbrand	‘summer-fire’	 1	
Teaterbrand	‘theatre-fire’	 1	
Ulmebrand	‘smouldering	fire’	 1	
Villabrand	‘house-fire’	 1	
Total	 2164	

 

 

The distribution of the nodes in compounds is given in the table above. The node is found in 1732 
tokens, but it does more often form part in a compound, in 7548 tokens (of the specific type the study 
is limited to). Behind the totals of each type in table 5, there is a thorough manual sorting. Every row 
symbolizes the type of the word i.e. including all the possible inflected forms. In the table 6, the left-
most columns show all forms that have manually been merged under the form shown in the right-most 
column, where the arrow points. 
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Table 6. Example of compound types that are clustered under the neutral type (Da) skovbrann ‘forest-fire’ 

(indefinite, singular) 

skovbrand	 10	
skovbrand,	 4	
SKOVBRAND.	 2	
skovbrande	 16	
skovbrande-	 2	
skovbrande,	 2	
skovbrande.	 3	
Skovbranden	 4	
skovbrandene	 1	
skovbrandens	 1	
Total	 45	

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

skovbrand	 45	

 

A similar manual merging of forms has been performed with compounds with large spelling variation 
but semantic similarity. The different forms were sorted alphabetically and clustered under the form 
with highest frequency, as in the case of (No) sankthansbål ‘Midsummer bonfire’ exemplified in table 
7 (below). 

Table 7. Example of clashed compound types because of their larger spelling variation, but semantic 

similarity  

Sankthansbål	 47	
Sankthansbålene	 2	
Sankthansbålet	 8	
Santhansbålet	 2	
St-Hansbål	 1	
St.Hans-bålet	 1	
St.Hansbål	 10	
St.Hansbålet	 1	
St.hansbålet.	 1	
StHansbål	 3	
Total	 76	

 

 

sankthansbål	 76	

 

These are the first steps for observing typical components in the context of the node words, which are 
relevant for the description of a frame of a lexeme.  

4.4.2 Using a script in Python to extract trigrams  

The bulk of data collected in the previous steps results in a quantitatively rich databank of files in csv-
format. The concordances are however impossible to examine manually within the time frame of this 
study, which motivates the aid of automatically extracted shorter sequences of texts. As often stated in 
the study, a linguistic element is best studied in its contexts, or in relation to its typical neighbouring 
elements. Therefore, so-called trigrams are examined, defined as a contiguous sequence of three items. 
Trigrams are co-occurring items in a window of three following items, and these are added to the 
analysis to draw attention to “(…) prominent candidates for significant collocation[s] (…)” 
surrounding the node words (McEnery, Xiao & Tono 2006: 127). To extract trigrams out of the csv-
files at hand (containing the concordances, of each word in each language, in three columns), a script 
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was written (see appendix for details). The extraction was made using the script in Python Launcher23, 
an open source programming language, created by the Python Software Foundation, via a terminal. 
This method ignores the items’ word classes, dependency or other linguistic features, as it simply lists 
every item and its two adjacent neighbours. The data with trigrams were converted from txt-formats 
into csv-files in Excel, and arranged according to frequency in tables. The lists with trigram are 
thereafter manually revised and relevant (often occurring) trigrams are exemplified in the result 
chapter in the thesis, as a complement to the description of the frame of the word. Every trigram is 
counted individually and sorted in a toplist, as seen in table 8.  

Table 8. Trigrams of (No) ild ‘fire’ stated in raw frequency and hence rather anecdotal 

Trigram	(No)	ild	‘fire’	 Raw	frequency	
lekte	med	ilden	‘played	with	fire’	 484	
jern	i	ilden	‘iron	in	the	fire’	 401	
mange	jern	i	‘many	irons	in’	 313	
skal	i	ilden	‘go	into	the	fire’	 259	
leker	med	ilden	‘playing	with	fire’	 66	
i	tørt	gress	‘in	dry	grass’	 65	
vært	i	ilden	‘been	in	the	fire’	 65	
Brent	barn	skyr	‘burnt	child	shun’	 63	
i	kryssilden	mellom	‘in	the	crossfire	between’	 62	
ild	og	vann	‘fire	and	water’	 59	

 
The value of trigrams aided to identify typical contexts of the lexemes and to identify false hits (which 
were manually excluded, and the above steps had to be repeated). For example, (No) brann was very 
frequent in the Norwegian corpus, with 31469 tokens (counted as single node word and as the second 
element in compounds). Despite the formulation of the regular expressions to retrieve solely common 
nouns of brann as a lemgram, the data included Brann as a proper name of a soccer team. The 
trigrams aided to reveal the false hits with examples such as the following: Største tap kom ‘biggest 
loss came’, Branns største seier ‘Brann’s biggest victory’, seier på hjemmebane ‘victory on home-
soil’. These could thereafter be manually excluded. 

4.5 Semantic maps to visualize linguistic variation 
Observed cross-linguistic differences and similarities can be easier understood if they are visually 
displayed. Haspelmath (2003) proposes the ‘semantic map’24 as a tool to compare grammatical 
elements. Semantic maps enjoy growing popularity in linguistic typology, primarily for representing 
grammatical meanings, as advocated by Haspelmath (2003). Haspelmath (2003: 232) suggests that 
semantic maps may serve as a working hypothesis on how meaning is encoded in grammar, 
supplementary to e.g. cognitive-semantic analyses. The growing descriptive material on languages can 
be used to discover relevant functions, displayed on maps, to contribute to shape preliminary cross-
linguistic predictions. 

An early example visualizing linguistic variation in a manner that can be interpreted as a semantic map 
is given by Hjelmslev (1963) who studied lexical differences and similarities of the concepts 
‘tree’/‘wood’ in Danish, German, French and Spanish. In Hjelmslev (1963: 53), the five concepts 
‘tree’, ‘firewood’, ‘wood (stuff)’, ‘small forest’, and ‘large forest’ are placed on a semantic map. The 
boundaries of the meaning of the lexemes in the four languages are, using Haspelmath’s (2003: 237) 
words, “conveniently represented” together (see figure 2). 

                                                        
23 Python version 3.6.1-MacOSx10.6 https://www.python.org/downloads/ (retrieved April 12, 2017) 
24 The term ‘semantic map’ was probably first used in Kemmer (1993: 201) cited in Haspelmath (2003: 

219) 
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Fig 2. A semantic map for ‘tree’/’wood’ originally constructed by Hjelmslev (1963: 53), presented in 

Haspelmath (2003: 237) 

 

Semantic maps have also been used in more recent lexico-typological studies. Koptjevskaja-Tamm 
(2015a) presents a semantic map of temperature in the introductory chapter, building on studies in the 
edited extensive work Linguistics of Temperature (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2015b). The semantic map 
shows the distribution of temperature evaluations in Armenian, English, Japanese (Japonic), Palula 
(Indo-European) and Kamang (Timor-Alor-Pnatar). The identified frames are tactile temperature (as 
in ‘the stones are hot’), ambient temperature (as in ‘it is hot in here’) and personal-feeling temperature 
(as in ‘I am hot because I have been running’), abbreviated as TAC, AMB and PERS. The structure of 
the domain according to language can be seen in figure 3. The additional abbreviations for Palula, QR 
and NR refer to the distinction between quasi-referential (ambient temperature) and non-referential 
(ambient temperature). 

 

 

Fig 3. ‘Cold’ in Modern Eastern Armenian, English, Japanese, Palula and Kamang (from Koptjevskaja-

Tamm 2015a: 17) 

Modern Eastern Armenian English Japanese

KamangPalula

saŕn
TACT

c’urt
AMB

mrsum
PERS

cold
TACT AMB PERS

tsumetai
TACT

samui
AMB PERS

šidáalu
TACT AMB/QR

šid
AMB/NR PERS

kamal
TACT AMB

faatei
PERS
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The different frames of temperature evaluation are clustered differently in the languages, and the 
semantic map shows the different combinations. The crucial point is that the categories do not occur 
randomly. Furthermore, the grouping of tactile vs. personal feeling is fairly seldom whereas the 
ambient temperature evaluation may be clustered with any of the other two. The difference is 
presented on a single map, visualizing the prose description.  

4.6 Method discussion 

4.6.1 Advantages and disadvantages regarding data 

The methodological considerations here target two major components: data and procedure. This 
paragraph concerns the data. The current study is based on data from lexica, in a few cases the 
intuition of native speakers but primarily corpora. 

A general problem with lexica is that they may be outdated (one lexicon with Danish synonyms used 
in the current study was written 25 years ago), and their quality may vary between languages. The 
circularity among translations and definitions constitute a problem to any study focusing on semantic 
differences among lexemes generally regarded as rough synonyms. Lexica may however offer fairly 
extensive suggestions of relevant lexemes within certain semantic domains, such as fire as in the 
current study. A relevant group of lexemes can be collected from lexica if the suggestions are carefully 
scrutinized, preferably checked against corpora and speakers’ intuition.  

The main data source in the study is drawn from corpora. Such data is highly dependent on the 
features of the corpus, if it is balanced, representative and how it was sampled (e.g. to what extent 
different materials are included). The used corpora in this study were created with the intent to reflect 
a general language use, which maps onto the language type of which the study targets: Mainland 
Scandinavian in general. Representativeness can be gained by collecting the texts on external criteria. 
That is, based on a variation of genres, language producers or geographical area for the production, 
rather than on internal criteria (which would be for example to consciously collect texts from domains 
where observed or linguistic phenomena for example differ compared to the general language use25.) 
Generally, data drawn from a corpus always run the risk of presenting artificial linguistic patterns, but 
the risk is minimized if the corpus is carefully balanced in accordance to the research question. A 
corpus consisting of conversations among firemen at work would probably add nuances to the 
semantic description of any fire words compared to the balanced and more ‘general’ corpora chosen in 
the study.  

The target of study here are the Mainland Scandinavian languages in general, and the chosen corpora 
reflect this as far as possible. The Danish corpus is the most limited one in terms of its size and 
downloadable material. The Norwegian corpus is large but contain many wrong-tagged items, which 
decrease the efficiency of any search string. The Swedish corpus (which in fact consists of several 
sub-corpora) is far more extensively described in terms of contents, it consists of newspaper texts, 
blog texts and texts from online discussion forums among other types of texts. The selection of the 
Swedish sub-corpora was performed in a cherry-picked manner to reflect the sparse description of the 
Danish and the Norwegian corpora. The corpora are different in all the above-described ways (e.g. 
size, balance and representativeness). Consequently, comparison of data from different sources will 
not be precise, which holds true for any linguistic comparative research. Any observed patterns in data 
drawn from a corpus show primarily patterns of the specific corpus at hand, and may not be 
generalizable for the language in general. Furthermore, in general here must refer to written language, 
which is the target language type in the thesis. If the data in the study would have included spoken 
language, the lexical differences among the systems could have been more noticeable, if one accepts 
that written language is more expected to follow conventions. A construction may be orally produced 

                                                        
25 Which would be, for example in the current study, to use specific corpora of conversation between 

professional welders at work (or even worse, between professionals working at crematoriums) and apply 
the observed patterns to the average language user.  
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and then self-corrected, whereas greater considerations might be taken when publicizing a text (which 
might be especially true for genre specific texts such as news texts or authorities). Larger corpora often 
consist of written language and consequently, the above-mentioned ‘censorship’ could hamper 
investigations of lexical systems built on data from large corpora. 

The data among the languages vary in size and the frequencies are not fully comparable across the 
languages. The Norwegian corpus is larger; the Danish corpus is very small. The Danish corpus only 
allows a maximum of 5000 downloadable concordances (in term of node word and its context), and 
the remaining data is even smaller after the manual exclusion of wrong-tagged items. The maximum 
retrievable data is obtained from the Danish and Norwegian corpora. Due to the great size of the 
Norwegian data, it may contain wrong-tagged nodes. The over 30000 nodes and their contexts are 
impossible to review manually given the time limitations of the study. Similarly, the Swedish corpus 
provided 23772 individual hits for brand, when the interface allows only 1000 individual nodes and 
their contexts to be downloaded at once. Hence, only 6999 tokens of the total number were randomly 
downloaded, which constitutes around 30% of the total occurrences of the node (Sw) brand. Therefore 
the total number of tokens given in raw frequency of every node is only marginally enlightening, 
primarily due to the small size of the Danish corpus, the great size of the Norwegian and the limited 
collection of the specific node brand from the Swedish corpus. 

The corpora are, as previously mentioned, only available online and the amount of downloadable data 
varies between them. As pointed out by many, e.g. Gries & Newman (2013: 279), using corpora 
available via web interfaces is possibly the most restricted use of corpora. The possibilities for refining 
data and using additional measurements depend largely on the web interface and the creators. If the 
current study would include a creation of own corpora, a robust computer and hard drive would be 
required, along with further allowance in terms of copyright issues among others, which has not been 
possible here. The tokenization is differently performed in the corpora at hand, with the consequence 
that the concordances from the three languages are encoded to have different criteria for what a letter 
or a word is. This specifically impacts the extracted trigrams, which is addressed below.  

4.6.2 Advantages and disadvantages regarding procedure 

The procedure of retrieving the data entailed problems. The formulation of as accurate search strings 
as possible, in CQP-format was difficult especially in the Norwegian corpus in the search for ild ‘fire’. 
Norwegian proper names often end with -ild, as in Arild, Gunhild and Ragnhild. To exclude them 
from the frequency lists, the constraint ‘common name’ was added to the CPQ-string. Many other 
common nouns were (unfortunately) retrieved, e.g. bild ‘picture’, dild ‘dill’. Another extremely 
common topic in Norwegian is fish; herring; ‘sild’, in an enormous variation in compounds depending 
on recipe, e.g. tabascosild lit. ‘Tabasco-herring’. Trying the constraint of no instance of ‘s’ in front of 
ild would fail to gather true hits, e.g. kryssild ‘crossfire’. The same consequence emerged for no ‘d’s 
in front of ild, which excluded naudild ‘emergency-fire’. Thus, such false hits (such as Tabascosild) 
had to be excluded manually. Further examples of problems emerging from the corpus searches were 
false hits of the homonymous (Sw) låga ‘flame’ (noun) and låga ‘low’ (adjective). The context and 
compounds such as katastroflåga, ‘catastrophy-flame’ or ‘catastrophal-low’, revealed a discourse 
where låga concerned monetary resources being low at a catastrophal level, rather than a possible 
context of a flame with destructive consequences. These had also to be manually excluded. 

The node words are studied in their context and the context is presented in trigrams. Trigrams can be 
described as the perhaps simplest form of collocation, building on an assigned importance to the 
occurrence or rank of an item in terms of frequency. The presentations of trigrams in the current study 
reveal the raw frequency of that exact linguistic form with the immediate other exact forms in the data. 
Patterns of the immediate context surrounging the word emerge, but some trigram files were less 
informative, especially in the data from the Danish corpus. Trigrams have indeed relevant aspects, but 
the specific procedure in the current study counts trigrams without discernments. As a matter of fact, 
the most frequent items are function words (prepositions, determiners) and important co-occurring 
lexical items are less frequent in the contexts as a whole. Computationally driven lists of co-
occurrence can add value to the analysis, but as McEnery, Xiao & Tono (2006: 127) point out, lexical 
collocations can be studied in more interesting and valuable ways [than simply trigrams], e.g. if the 
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co-occurrences can take the distance between the collocates/collocating items into account. But more 
importantly, a measurement of collocations taking into account the probability for two words to co-
occur, despite their perhaps low frequency in the body of text at large, would benefit the analysis. 
Such corpus linguistic method is called Mutual Information. The method allows to “quantify how 
much more frequent a collocate [or, in this thesis, a lexeme] is around a word of interest w than one 
would expect given w’s and that collocate’s overall frequency in a corpus” Gries & Newman (2013: 
276). In other words, a picture of co-occurring patterns with MI measurements would not mirror their 
general commonality (as is actually the case with trigrams), but how common they are in relation to 
each other, their so-called ‘strength’ of co-occurrence. MI score is not counted due to time limitations.  

The tokenization in the three corpora is performed on different criteria. The formal descriptions of the 
corpora do not explicitly account for what is counted as types or tokens. The content of the Danish 
corpus is not described in terms of types/tokens but the even more ambiguous words, whereas the 
Swedish corpus accounts for the contents in terms of tokens. The importance of defining types (item in 
the vocabulary) and tokens (occurrence in a text) is widely recognized when using corpus linguistic 
methods, as the description e.g. in terms of size will vary greatly according to how the items are 
counted. The total number of items in a corpus will depend on how the tokenizer counts items such as 
quotation marks, numeral lists, apostrophes, and year indications. The tokenization process has an 
impact primarily on the retrieved trigrams, which in the Danish data results as relatively uninteresting. 
The inconsistent tokenization among the corpora reduces the comparability. The corpora are created 
with different systems for coding linguistic information. Instead of re-writing the script for the 
tokenizer, the trigram lists are manually edited to be informative. (The majority of the lists of trigrams 
are included in the appendix). 

There are a few violations of the general restrictions on the compounds of interest in the thesis. The 
research question specified that the compounding patterns of interest in the study were solely 
compounds consisting of two nominal stems (N+N) where the fire word functions as the head, not as 
the modifier. The strings retrieved data with compounds such as (No) katastrofeskogsbrann lit. 
‘catastrophe-forest-fire’, and even (Sw) ladugårdseldsvåda ‘barn-fire’, which theoretically can be 
rather fastidiously analysed: ladu-gårds-elds-våda ‘barn-farm-fire-danger’ i.e. recursive compounds 
which is a common strategy in Germanic languages (Bauer 2009: 350). Another exception of perhaps 
more severe degree is the inclusion of compounds where the modifying element might be an adjective, 
e.g. (Sw) kallbrand ‘gangrene’, lit. ‘cold-fire’. These should be excluded in accordance to the strict 
compound criterion, but are nevertheless kept due to their contribution to the description of the node 
words. To conclude, the outcome of the study of compounding patterns included compounds of a more 
generous definition than the one defined at first. 

The formulated search strings in the study were designed to retrieve compounds which have to be co-
written, i.e. not as in English: dog bed (such examples may occasionally be classified as compounds in 
the Mainland Scandinavian languages, although common practice is to co-write compounds). There 
are occasions particularly in Danish where compounds are co-written with a hyphen26, which could 
have constituted a problem. However, the formulation of the search strings included these compounds, 
(Danish Language Council & Society for Danish Language and Literature 201727). Due to differing 
tokenization among the corpora, some of the retrieved compounds have a hyphen between the nouns, 
but the majority had no hyphen. The discussion on compounding classification is left uncommented 
further and common practice in the languages is to actually omit hyphens. 

The initial criterion for the selection of nodes was semantic, demanding that they would belong to the 
conceptual domain of FIRE. The retrieved lexemes, when taking the compounds into account, resulted 
in a large dataset with lexemes that did not refer to fire. The criterion of reference to an actual fire was 
                                                        
26 A governmental research institution under the Danish Ministry of Culture, giving language cultivating 

recommendatios, The entry § 57. Bindestreg, http://sproget.dk/raad-og-
regler/retskrivningsregler/retskrivningsregler/a7-40-60/a7-57-bindestreg# 
https://dsn.dk/retskrivning/retskrivningsregler/a7-40-60/a7-57#57_5 (retrieved June 7, 2017) 

27 Sproget.dk is the result of collaborative work with the Ministry of Culture’s two institutions for language 
and literature: the Danish Language Council and Society for Danish Language and Literature. 
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not met. The method is not full-fledged as it excludes words that indeed refer to fire, e.g. (Sw) 
eldstorm ‘firestorm’ for a type of conflagration, and includes words that do not refer to an actual fire 
(Da) helvedesild lit. ‘hell-fire’ referring to the skin condition herpes. The latter is however a 
lexicalised compound with an assumingly figurative background, why it may be accurate for 
descriptions of the conceptual domain of FIRE. These observations illustrate flaws in the coverage of 
the domain but do also highlight the difficulty of defining a domain with fixed boundaries, an 
authentic problem for any domain-oriented lexico-typological study.  
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5. Results 
The general picture that emerges from the contextual use of the node words in the Mainland 
Scandinavian languages is that the lexical categorization of the fire domain is similar across the three 
languages. Nevertheless, as previously studies show, even closely related languages may differ from 
each other in terms of lexical patterning. The current chapter starts with an overview of the lexemes in 
tables. The tables are followed by a short presentation of the lexemes (Da) ild, (No) ild, (Sw) eld ‘fire’, 
which are arguably hyperonyms to the other lexemes in the study. In order to account for the semantic 
restrictions among the rest of the lexemes, a presentation of specific parameters are presented. These 
are relevant for the frames of the lexemes. Thereafter, a semantic map is presented and lastly, the bulk 
of lexemes are described in detail, including the patternings of the lexemes in compounds, in trigrams 
and in figurative use. A summary of the observed patterns in literal and figurative use is added at the 
very end of the chapter. 

5.1 Examined fire words 
Table 9 shows the lexemes included in the study sorted according to their presentational order. They 
are sorted in accordance with their cognates, as far as possible. 

Table 9. Studied Danish, Norwegian and Swedish lexemes sorted according to their presentational order 

Danish Norwegian Swedish 
Ild Ild Eld 
Brand Brann Brand, eldsvåda 
Bål Bål Bål 

Brasa 
Flamme Flamme Låga 

 

Table 10 gives an overview of the total number of tokens of every node (both unaccompanied and as 
the second element in compounds with other nouns, as they were retrieved from the corpora). 

Table 10. Overview of n of types of each node, both unaccompanied (e.g. Norwegian: flamme, flammene, 

flammenes) and as the last noun in compounds with other nouns (e.g. frihetsflamme ‘liberty-flame’, 

fyrstikksflamme ‘match-flame’) 

Danish N of types Norwegian N of types Swedish N of types 
ild 2760 ild 9338 eld 4772 
brand 2164 brann 31469 brand 

eldsvåda 
6748 

733 
bål 1084 bål 7201 bål 

brasa 
410 

1235 
flamme 886 flamme 5716 låga 2003 

5.2 Words referring to fire in general: (Da) ild, 
(No) ild, (Sw) eld 
The default translations from English fire into Danish, Norwegian and Swedish are ild, ild and eld 
respectively. These unspecific lexemes can refer to many types of fire. In fact, one could argue that 
these are hyperonyms for the other lexemes in the study. Similarly to the general presentation of fire 
given in the introductory chapter, the use of these nouns is related to the central point in human 
settlements, used for cooking, contributing with warmth, light and safety, as well as the natural place 
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for the oral tradition to flourish. The lexemes may also refer to fires used to demonstrate emotions of 
anger or protest, as in the Swedish example (1), referring to the revolutionary wave starting in Tunisia 
2010 and spreading to a number of other countries in North Africa and the Middle East: 

(1) 
(Sw) 

Man har säkert inte heller glömt grönsaksförsäljaren som tände eld på sig själv i 
Tunisien och var den utlösande faktorn för det som vi idag kallar den arabiska våren. 

 ‘He has certainly not been forgotten, the vegetable vendor who set himself on fire in 
Tunisia constituting the trigger for what we now call the Arab Spring’ 

 
To set fire on oneself is a powerful way to demonstrate protest against human authority according to 
Charteris-Black (2016: 2), who mentions that angry people set fire to buildings or even themselves. 
Next section presents fire words in compounds, among which many refer to fire used in war. 

5.2.1 (Da) ild, (No) ild, (Sw) eld in compounds 

The noun (Da) ild is combined with a broad range of other nouns in compounds, e.g. leirild ‘camp-
fire’, vulkanild ‘volcano-fire’ for a fire emerging from a volcano, maskingeværild for the concept of 
giving fire with a machine gun. Other examples of the compounds referring to natural phenomena are 
lynild ‘lightning’, and morild ‘bioluminescence’, for the emission of light by an organism (“the 
ghostly glow of bacteria on decaying meat or fish, the shimmering radiance of protozoans in tropical 
seas, or the flickering signals of fireflies”28). An overview of the types of (Da) ild with the number of 
their occurrences is given in table 11. (Although this is not the case with table 11, the data in the tables 
in the result chapter is to large extent shortened. Full lists of compounds and selected trigrams can be 
found in the appendices). 

Table 11. Overview of types of ild in Danish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds with 

other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

 

Type																																								Raw	frequency	
Ild	‘fire’	 2511	
Skærsild	‘purgatory’	 50	
Krydsild	‘crossfire’	 46	
Helvedesild	‘hell-fire’	 42	
Løbeild	‘run-fire’	 21	
Lynild	‘lightning’	 21	
Kaminild	‘fireplace-fire’	 12	
Morild	‘bioluminescence’	 10	
Kanonild	‘cannon-fire’	 8	
Trommeild	‘drum-fire’29	 7	
Offerild	‘sacrifice-fire’	 6	
Maskingeværild	‘machine-
gun-fire’	

4	

Langild	‘enlogated	bonfire’30	 3	

Morterild	‘grenade-fire’	 3	
Pejseild	‘fireplace-fire’	 2	
Steppeild	‘steppe-fire’	 2	
Vulkanild	‘volcano-fire’	 2	
Hyttesild	‘cabin-fire’	 1	
Køkkenild	‘kitchen-fire’	 1	
Kakkelovnsild	‘tiled	stove-fire’	 1	
Kampvognsild	‘caravan-fire’	 1	
Lejrild	‘camp-fire’	 1	
Livsild	‘life-fire’	 1	
Oprørsild	‘rebellion-fire’	 1	
Solild	‘sun-fire’31	 1	
Trækuldsild	‘charcoal-fire’	 1	
Trylleild	‘magic-fire’	 1	
Total	 2760	

 

                                                        
28 Bioluminescence. (2017). In Encyclopædia Britannica. 

http://academic.eb.com.ezp.sub.su.se/levels/collegiate/article/bioluminescence/79264 (retrieved August 
1, 2017) 

29 Very violent shooting in war situations, according to Ordbog over Det Danske Sprog 
http://ordnet.dk/ods/ordbog?query=trommeild (retrieved August 2, 2017) 

30 Archaic, meaning “Elongated bonfire or series of bonfires (for indoor heating)”, according to Ordbog 
over Det Danske Sprog http://ordnet.dk/ods/ordbog?query=Langild (retrieved August 1, 2017) 

31 Used for strong glowing sunlight according to Ordbog over Det Danske Sprog, retrieved August 1, 2017 
from http://ordnet.dk/ods/ordbog?query=solild  
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The patterning of compounds with (No) ild and (Sw) eld is similar to the Danish cognate, sharing e.g. 
(No) morild ‘bioluminescence’, maskingeværild ‘machine-gun-fire’, (Sw) mareld, and the very closely 
related artillerield ‘artillery-fire’. Another thing gaining its name using fire is the fish ‘porbeagle’ 
(No) håbrann. The compounds also display themes for religion, rituals and myths in (No) skjærsild 
‘purgatory’, offerild ‘sacrifice-fire’, (Da) trylleild ‘magic-fire’. The ten most common types of the 
compounds in Norwegian and Swedish are given in table 12 and 13 (below).  

Table 12. The ten most common types of (No) ild, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in 

compounds with other nouns 

Type	 Raw	frequency	
Ild	‘fire’	 7843	
Skjærsild	‘purgatory’	 319	
OL-ild	‘Olympic-games-fire’	 246	
Helvetesild	‘hell-fire’	 229	
Morild	‘bioluminescence’	 139	
Kryssild	‘cross-fire’	 113	
Returild	‘return-fire’	 98	
Kanonild	‘cannon-fire’	 66	
Maskingeværild	‘machine-gun-fire’	 66	
Artilleriild	‘artillery-fire’	 61	

 
Table 13. The ten most common types of (Sw) eld, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in 

compounds with other nouns 

Type	 Raw	frequency	
Eld	‘fire’	 4269	
Löpeld	‘wildfire’	lit.	‘run-fire’	 96	
Lägereld	‘camp-fire’	 64	
Moteld	‘return-fire’	 51	
Korseld	‘crossfire’	 33	
Artillerield	‘artillery-fire’	 30	
Påskeld	‘easter-fire’	 27	
Granateld	‘grenade-fire’	 20	
Automateld	‘automatic-fire’	 18	
Mareld	‘bioluminescence’	 15	

 
The Swedish compound korseld ‘crossfire’ is a military term for tactically handling weapons on the 
battlefield, increasing the chances of killing the enemy.  

5.2.2 (Da) ild, (No) ild, (Sw) eld in trigrams 

Trigrams extracted from the context of (Da) ild evolve around cooking, e.g. tag gryden af ‘take the pot 
of’, and probably the four classical elements earth, water, air, and fire in the trigram: jord, vand, luft 
‘earth, water, air’. The included trigrams are only shown for the Danish data, but the table is fairly 
representative for all the three languages. 
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Table 14. Selected trigrams from the context of (Da) ild 

Trigram	 Raw	frequency	
tag	gryden	af	‘take	the	pot	of’	 51	
i	ilden.	‘in	the	fire’	 46	
af	ilden,	‘of	the	fire’	 21	
mange	jern	i	‘many	iron	in’	 17	
åben	ild.	‘open	fire’	 14	
	og	vand.	‘and	water’	 13	
at	have	sat	‘to	have	set’	 13	
i	skæret	fra	‘in	the	light	of’	 13	
over		ilden.	‘above	the	fire’	 12	
på	grund	af	‘because	of’	 12	
til		ilden.	‘to	the	fire’	 11	
der	blev	sat	‘it	was	set’	 10	
var	ved	at	‘was	about	to’	 10	
ved	at	sætte	‘to	set’	 10	
at	puste	til	‘to	breath	to’	 9	
kastanjerne	ud	af	‘chestnuts	out	from’	 8	
men	det	er	‘but	it	is’	 8	
mod	en	‘against	one’	 7	
at	lege	med	‘to	play	with’	 7	
bredte	sig	som	‘spread	like’	 7	
har	mange	jern	‘have	many	iron’	 7	
havde	fået	‘had	gotten’	 7	
i	nærheden	af	‘close	to’	 7	
og	tag	gryden	‘and	take	the	pot’	 7	
over	en	sagte	‘over	a	softly’	 7	
sagte		ild	‘soft	fire’	 7	
satte	sig	på	‘sat	on’	 7	
vand,	luft	og	‘water,	air	and’	 7	
ved	siden	af	‘beside	the’	 7	
flammende		ild.	‘flaming	fire’	 6	
hellige		ild	‘holy	fire’	 6	
helvedesild		og	‘hell-fire	and’	 6	
jord,	vand,	luft	‘earth,	water,	air’	 6	
løbeild		i	‘running-fire	in’	 6	
med	benzin	og	‘with	petrol	and’	 6	

 

The trigrams in table 14 above include a topic of chestnuts, and jern i ilden ‘irons in the fire’. These 
are figurative uses, and will be described in next section.  

5.2.3 (Da) ild, (No) ild, (Sw) eld in figurative use 

The Danish trigrams above reveal the use of an idiomatic expression, (Da) rage kastanjerne ud af 
ilden ‘to help someone through an uncomfortable or difficult situation’32 lit. ‘wipe the chestnuts out 
from the fire’. The chestnuts (or any other important object, or person) are exposed to fire and 

                                                        
32 Den Danske Ordbog (2017), entry rage kastanjerne ud af ilden: “hjælpe sig selv eller en anden ud af en 

ubehagelig eller vanskelig situation” In http://ordnet.dk/ddo/ordbog?mselect=59004882&query=rage 
(retrieved September 20, 2017) 
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someone wipes them out, literally saves them. The fire in the expression stands for the difficult or 
uncomfortable situation. No counterpart is found in the other languages. 

The trigrams reveal further an expression shared among the three languages, here exemplified by 
Danish: (Da) have mange jern i ilden33, literally meaning to ‘have many irons in the fire’, used 
figuratively for an active person with several on-going projects simultaneously. The fire in this case is 
rewarding and effective, and the place where the iron (or project) is supposed to be ‘baked/created’. 
(See appendix for Norwegian and Swedish data). 

The three cognates are used figuratively in the compounds (Da) løbeild, (No) løpeild, (Sw) löpeld 
‘wildfire’ lit. ‘run-fire’. The nouns often co-occur with verbs for movements or growth, such as (Sw) 
sprida ‘spread’. The compounds are commonly figuratively used, borrowing the manner and speed in 
which fire can spread, to describe e.g. the spread of information as in example (2). 

(2) 
(Sw) 

Videon spreds som en löpeld över världen, och inom kort hade över 40 000 versioner lagts 
upp på YouTube och miljoner människor har tittat 

 ‘The video spread like a wildfire (lit. run-fire) across the world, and soon had over 40 000 
versions been posted on YouTube and millions of people have watched’ 

 
The cognates are also used in an extended sense for bodily sensations, which can be uncontrollably 
strong and hurtful: (Sw) infanterield, (No) infanteriild ‘sore thighs or chub rub’ lit. ‘infantry-fire’, or 
(Da) helvedesild lit. ‘hell-fire’, referring to the skin condition herpes. The equivalent compound in 
Swedish, helveteseld, is very rare in the data in the thesis, and has a different meaning compared to the 
Danish cognate. (Sw) helveteseld is only used literally, as in (3). (Note that the specific example is a 
literal use of the lexeme, despite the section being dedicated to figurative uses). 

(3) 
(Sw) 

När jag var 16 år drömde jag att jag var den sista människan på jorden, och att mitt 
öde var att snurra runt i universum i en brinnande helveteseld 

 ‘When I was 16, I dreamed that I was the last person on earth, and that my destiny was 
to spin around the universe in a burning ‘hell-fire’’ 

 
Examples of reoccurring themes of the cognates in metaphorical use are power, danger, war, love and 
passion. The Swedish example below kallelsens eld ‘summon’s fire’ refers to the passion or deep 
interest the prelate had towards religion.  

(4) 
(Sw) 

Den fetlagde prelaten hade möjligen känt kallelsens eld någon gång i ungdomen, men 
den flamman var längesedan släckt och höljd av vardagens aska. 

 ‘The fat prelate might have felt the calling [fire] of summon sometime in his youth, but that 
flame had long been extinguished and shrouded by the ashes of everyday life.’ 

 
The above-exemplified figurative uses are summarized in the table below. 

Table 15. Summary of identified figurative uses of (Da) ild, (No) ild, (Sw) eld ‘fire’  

Literal feature of node Idea conveyed  Example 
Potential destructive A difficult or 

uncomfortable situation 
(Da) rage kastanjerne ud af ilden ‘to help 
someone through an uncomfortable or 
difficult situation’ 

Potential productive and 
rewarding 

The center for anything 
productive 

(Da) have mange jern i ilden34, literally 
meaning to ‘have many irons in the fire’, for 
an active person with several ongoing 
projects simultaneously 

Manner and speed in Ideas, information (Da) løbeild, (No) løpeild, (Sw) löpeld 
                                                        
33 As indicated in dictionaries, e.g. Den Danske Ordbog (2017) 

http://ordnet.dk/ddo/ordbog?mselect=59004713&query=jern, (retrieved July 26, 2017) 
34 As indicated in dictionaries, e.g. Den Danske Ordbog (2017) 

http://ordnet.dk/ddo/ordbog?mselect=59004713&query=jern, (retrieved July 26, 2017) 
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which fire can spread spreading rapidly (cf. 
Charteris-Black 2016: 26) 

‘wildfire’ lit. ‘run-fire’  

Fire is hurtful and 
destructive 

Bodily 
sensations/diseases are 
hurtful and destructive 

(Sw) infanterield, (No) infanteriild ‘sore 
thighs or chub rub’ lit. ‘infantry-fire’, 
(Da) helvedesild ‘herpes’ lit. ‘hell-fire’. 

Fire is intense Deep interest, passion (Sw) kallelsens eld ‘summon’s call’ [lit. 
summons fire’] refers to the passion or deep 
interest the prelate had towards religion 

 

5.2.4 Summary of (Da) ild, (No) ild, (Sw) eld ‘fire’ 

The found patterns of the most general ‘fire words’ in the three languages are here roughly 
recapitulated.  

Table 16. Summary of identified patterns of (Da) ild, (No) ild, (Sw) eld ‘fire’ 

Feature Example  
Meaning The assumingly most general term for something burning 
Compounds Natural phenomena: (Da) vulkanild ‘volcano-fire’, lynild ‘lightning’, morild 

‘bioluminescence’ 
Social settings: (Da) leirild ‘camp-fire’, kaminild ‘fireplace-fire’, (Sw) lägereld 
‘campfire’ 
Religion, rituals and myths: (No) skjærsild ‘purgatory’, offerild ‘sacrifice-fire’, 
(Da) trylleild ‘magic-fire’. 
War: (Da) maskingeværild ‘machine-gun-fire’, (Sw) korseld ‘crossfire’, a military 
term for tactically handling weapons on the battlefield 

Trigrams Cooking: (Da) tag gryden af ‘take the pot of’ 
Figurative uses Fire is a difficult situation 

Fire is rewarding and effective for projects, (Da) have mange jern i ilden35, 
literally meaning to ‘have many irons in the fire’, for an active person and with 
several ongoing projects simultaneously 
Rapid spread of information and ideas 
Bodily sensations: e.g. diseases, or pain (cf. Bonch-Osmolovskaya et al. 2007: 
114) 
Deep interest, passion: e.g. (Sw) kallelsens eld ‘summon’s call’ [lit. summons 
fire’] for deep interest towards religion 

 

To summarize, the contexts of the three cognates briefly discussed here occur in many different 
situations, ranging from war and natural phenomena in the literal sense to bodily sensations or difficult 
situations in metaphorical sense. The lexemes refer to such a large range of different fires that they can 
be viewed as hyperonyms to the lexemes in the following sections. Now follows the task to describe 
the relevant parameters, useful for the description of the lexemes. 

5.3 Relevant parameters to describe the lexemes 
The remaining lexemes in the study were structured according to four paramters. These were based on 
the concordances and the definitions in dictionaries. The parameters are labelled controllability, social 
cohesion, extinctive purpose and subcomponents of fire processes. The four are described 
subsequently. The reader is first reminded that the fire words in the current study are suggested 

                                                        
35 As indicated in dictionaries, e.g. Den Danske Ordbog (2017) 

http://ordnet.dk/ddo/ordbog?mselect=59004713&query=jern, (retrieved July 26, 2017) 
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synonyms for (Da) ild, (No) ild, (Sw) eld ‘fire’, and the purpose of the parameters is to point out 
important semantic restrictions on their use and differences among them. 

The perhaps most important parameter of the four is controllability of the fire, i.e. if humans are 
capable of mastering it. Lexemes relevant for this parameter refer to the degree of controllability. If 
the lexemes refer to a fire that is mastered, intentionally created, introduced and established by (often a 
group of) humans, it is controllable. If it refers to an uncontrollable fire, the fire can be a natural 
phenomenon, often occurring outdoors. Uncontrollable fires often constitute a threat as they lack 
human control. Lexemes referring to uncontrollable fires are (Da) brand, (No) brann and (Sw) brand 
‘conflagration’. Such fires might also have been ignited with malicious intent, e.g. (Sw) mordbrand 
‘arson’, out of control once it has been ignited. The relevant nodes for this parameter (as stipulated 
here) might appear contradictory, see for examples the compound (Sw) pyromanbrand ‘pyromaniac-
fire’. Such fires are indeed created with intent and humanly purpose, but are nevertheless 
uncontrollable. One of the prominent features of the mental disorder pyromania is a lack of impulse 
control. The ability to control the fire is lost once it is ignited. Furthermore, the fire is not established 
on forehand among humans, which for example a bonfire is. 

Another important parameter is here labelled social cohesion. When humans make fire on purpose, it 
may have a socially beneficial effect, hence labelled social cohesion. A lexeme denoting this type of 
fire is for example (Sw) brasa ‘log-fire’, see example (5). 

(5) 
(Sw) 

I morgon är det september och vi kan i höst se fram emot en massa mys med tända ljus, 
sprakande brasor i kaminen och filmkvällar. 

 ‘Tomorrow is September and we look forward to a lot of cosy times with candles, crackling 
log fires in the fireplace and movie nights.’ 

 
If the language producer in this example instead used the lexeme (Sw) brand, it would be perceived as 
odd and even contradictory, as one would never combine movie nights with fires of conflagration 
type. The concept of social cohesion is borrowed from sociological studies defined and measured in 
varying ways (discussed considering its structural dimensions in sociology by e.g. Cota et al. in 1995). 
In this thesis, the ‘cohesive’ variable is limited to the fire and its effect, in short to strengthen the 
community and interpersonal relations, closely linked to the domestic needs of fire for light, cooking 
and warmth. 

The third stipulated parameter entails an extinctive component. Relevant lexemes captured by this 
parameter refer to fires ignited in situations of symbolic or ritual character. It can be linked to certain 
times during the year to indicate a start or an end of an era, and may have certain cultural or political 
undertones, as for the fires that were used for the executions of women accused for ‘witch-craft’ 
during the 16-18th century in Europe, or as in example (6).  

(6) År 1933 fråntogs han sitt tyska medborgarskap och hans böcker brändes på bål. 
(Sw) ‘By the year of 1933 he was deprived of his German citizenship and his books were burnt on 

[book burnings] bonfires’ 
 
As will be shown, the fire word’s semantic restrictions become visible in patterns of compounding. 
For example, the difference between (Sw) bål ‘bonfire’ and (Sw) brasa ‘log-fire’ is observable in the 
possible combinations with (Sw) häx- ‘witch’. The compound häxbål ‘witch-bonfire’ refers to the 
execution of women, in Early Modern Europe between 16-18th centuries, whereas häxbrasa ‘witch-
fire’ only occurs once in the corpus of over 200 million tokens. It is perceived as odd since brasa is 
merely has a social function, creating a ‘cosy’ mood. The infrequency of häxbrasa strengthens the 
oddness of using (Sw) brasa ‘log-fire’ to refer to a fire with political undertones. (Instead, häxbrasa is 
used for a fire in the context of a role-playing game in connection with the annual festival in Sweden: 
The Medieval week. Visitors wear contemporary clothes for that time, enjoy tournament games and 
visit markets, and the fire is part of the play setting.) 

The fourth and last parameter is labelled subcomponents of fire processes (in spatial and temporal 
range). The fire words that fit under the parameter of subcomponents are indeed subcomponents of a 
larger type of fire in terms of spatial and temporal extension. As opposed to durative bonfires and 
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conflagrations, the subcomponents are corresponding to e.g. flame in English, defined as “the glowing 
gaseous part of a fire [...]36”, italics added here for emphasis of the subcomponential feature, or part of 
the whole. Flames are shorter in duration, are countable, may emerge and vanish quickly. Furthermore, 
the data at hand seem to suggest that plurality of such lexemes (e.g. flames) may be used as a synonym 
for larger processes of fires. This will be elaborated on under subchapter 5.7 in the result chapter. 

A particular value on the controllability parameter may exclude another parameter. An uncontrolled 
fire is for example hardly socially cohesive. Words referring to fires of social function can also be 
ignited with extinctive purposes (in Danish and Norwegian, whereas Swedish tends to lexify socially 
cohesive fires versus the extinctive fires, as above exemplified). Though the fire words may have 
several of the above-stipulated features simultaneously, the nature of fire entails that any fire may 
change in a matter of seconds. A cosy (No) lejrbål ‘camp-bonfire’ may turn into a (No) brann 
‘conflagration’ or even (No) skogsbrann ‘forest-fire’ if not handled with care. The parameters are 
summarized in table 17. 

Table 17. Summary of suggested parameters, ordered according to the result chapter’s structure 

Parameter Explanation: features of the fire or its immediate context 
Controllability 
Controllable vs. non-
controllable  

Lexemes relevant for this parameter refer to the degree of controllability. 
If the lexemes refer to a fire that is mastered, intentionally created and 
introduced by (often a group of) humans, it is controllable. 
If it refers to an uncontrollable fire, the fire can be a natural phenomenon, 
often occurring outdoors. Uncontrollable fires often constitute a threat as 
they lack human control. 

Social cohesion 
 

Lexemes relevant for this parameter refer to a fire that strengthens the 
community, interpersonal relations and also in a domestic sense, for light, 
cooking or warmth 

Extinctive purpose 
 

Lexemes relevant for the parameter refer to fires used for extermination or 
elimination of unwanted objects, ceremonial and/or celebrative situations. 
Often symbolic, ritual (e.g. indicating a start or an end of an era), political, 
as the fires used for the executions of women accused for ‘witch-craft’ 
during the 16-18th centuries in Europe 

Subcomponents of fire 
processes  
Words referring to 
processes of durative 
fires vs. subcomponents 
of spatially and 
temporally limited fires  

Lexemes that fit under the parameter refer to subcomponents of fire 
processes (in spatial and temporal range), such as the fiery ‘tongue’ 
swaying from a conflagration, corresponding to e.g. flame in English. Such 
fires are smaller in terms of spatial and temporal extension, can emerge 
and vanish quickly.  

 

5.4 Semantic map of fire words 
The semantic map in figure 4 displays the denotational space of the fire words in the study. The 
boundaries or lines on the map are fairly thin for Norwegian and Danish. The Swedish lines on the 
map are thicker, to accentuate the differences between Swedish versus the other languages. The map 
does not include the lexemes (Da, No) ild nor (Sw) eld ‘fire’ that were described above. The reason for 
the exclusion is that they would fit more to. 

                                                        
36 Flame. (2017). In Encyclopædia Britannica 

http://academic.eb.com.ezp.sub.su.se/levels/collegiate/search/dictionary?query=flame (retrieved 
August 24, 2017) 
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Fig 4. Semantic map displaying lexemes aligned to the parameters describing typical situations for the 

lexemes (apart from the “most general” lexemes ild or eld) 

The result chapter is for convenience from here on divided into three sub-sections presenting the fire 
words. Words that refer to uncontrollable fire are presented first. Then, words referring to controlled 
fires are presented. Lastly, subcomponents of fire processes, but with spatial and temporal limitations, 
are presented. The additional (or fourth) section is a merely summary of the chapter as a whole. 
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5.5 Words referring to uncontrollable fire 
The typical situation where (Da) brand, (No) brann, (Sw) brand is used are texts describing greater 
uncontrollable fire, translatable into English conflagration. In Danish, brand is primarily described as 
a flammehav ‘sea of flames’ (Bergenholtz, Vrang, Almind & Pedersen 1999)37. One definition in 
Swedish for brand is a “bigger fire that is not under control and is caused by accident or is illegally 
planned” in the National Encyklopædia38. The lexemes referring to this type of fire will here be 
described, similarly to the above-described lexemes referring to the more general concept of fire, in 
terms of compounds, trigrams and exemplified in figurative use. 

5.5.1 Words referring to uncontrollable fire in compounds 

This fire destroys specific areas or properties, which can be seen in its patterns in compounds with 
other nouns, e.g. (Da) skovbrand ‘forest-fire’, tunnelbrand ‘tunnel-fire’, bilbrand ‘car-fire’. An 
overview of types of brand in Danish is given in table 18. The fourth most frequent compound, 
ildebrand is translated to ‘fire-fire’, somewhat tautological. It is a suggested synonym to brand in Den 
Danske Ordbog39, but its own entry in the same lexicon states that ildebrand ‘fire-fire’ is more 
colloquially used, even among children40. 

 Table 18. Overview of types of brand in Danish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds 

with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Type																																															Raw	frequency	
Brand	‘fire’	 1734	
Ildebrand	‘fire-fire’	 100	
Mordbrand	‘arson’	 48	
Skovbrand	‘forest-fire’	 45	
Steppebrand	‘prairie-fire’	 30	
Koldbrand	‘gangrene’	 27	
Pyromanbrand	‘pyromaniac-fire’	 19	
Halsbrand	‘heartburn’	lit.	‘throat-
fire’	

17	

Katastrofebrand	‘catastrophe-fire’	 12	
 

Oliebrand	‘oil-fire’	 12	
Skibsbrand	‘ship-fire’	 8	
Bilbrand	‘car-fire’	 7	
Dødsbrand	‘death-fire’	 7	
Millionbrand	‘million-fire’	 7	
Miltbrand	‘anthrax’	lit.	‘spleen-fire’	 7	
Eksplosionsbrand	‘explosion-fire’	 6	
Skorstensbrand	‘chimney-fire’	 6	
Gårdbrand	‘farm-fire’	 5	
[see	appendix]	 …	
Total	 2164	

 

 

The data on compounds in (Sw) brand is given below (in table 19), whereas (No) brann can be found 
in the appendix. The three cognates are the most common words among the three languages and they 
show the perhaps most apparent unity among the total scope of lexemes. Their formations into 
compounds reveal that the fire is most often specified in terms of location, e.g. located at a larger area 
as in (Sw) markbrand ‘soil-fire’, (Sw) operabrand ‘opera-fire’, (Sw) hotellbrand ‘hotel-fire’ as in 
example (7), where co-occurring lexemes indicate to an unintended and accidental fire.  

 

                                                        
37 Freely translated from the full entry in the given source: “brand: flammehav. Flammer, ild, ildebrand, 

ildløs, ildsvåde” 
38 Freely translated from the entry in Nationalencyklopedin “Brand: större eld som inte är under kontroll 

och som uppstått genom en olyckshändelse el. är olovligt anlagd […]” Nationalencyklopedin, brand. 
http://www.ne.se (retrieved August 20, 2017) 

39 Den Danske Ordbog (2017), brand http://ordnet.dk/ddo/ordbog?entry_id=11005978&query=brand- 
(retrieved August 20, 2017) 

40 Den Danske Ordbog (2017), ildebrand http://ordnet.dk/ddo/ordbog?entry_id=11022920&query=brand- 
(retrieved August 20, 2017) 
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(7) 
(Sw) 

Hennes död liknade på sätt och vis hotellbranden, en meningslös olyckshändelse, oplanerad, 
oskuldsfull och oansvarig. 

 ‘Her death was similar in some ways to the hotel-fire, a meaningless accident, unintended, 
innocent and irresponsible’ 

 
Larger areas (buildings and even forests) form the first component in the compounds (Sw) 
lägenhetsbrand ‘apartment-fire’, skogsbrand ‘forest-fire’. These contribute to the understanding of the 
three lexemes denoting a large, disastrous and uncontrolled fire. The Norwegian data includes many 
compounds where the first noun is, despite the constraints on the search strings, a proper noun for a 
city (Vindafjord-, Sogndal-, London-, Australia-, Gamleby-brann ‘-fire’). Together, these can also be 
seen in the contexts of larger areas (where a fire in that particular city is reported for example in the 
news, referred to as ‘the fire of the city X’). One Swedish compound åttiotalsbrand ‘the eighties-fire’ 
is different since the first component locates the fire not in space, but in time. 

Apart from the often-used component of location in the compounds, other combinations of nouns form 
specifications with regard to the intent or actor behind the fire, (Sw) pyromanbrand ‘pyromaniac-fire’ 
or mordbrand ‘arson’ lit. ‘murder-fire’. Such fires are ignited with malicious intent and are quickly 
bewildered. Similarly, the Danish lexeme terrorbrand ‘terror-fire’ does not entail terrorism on fire, but 
rather that someone ignited a fire with malicious or terror intents, while (Da) dødsbrand ‘death-fire’ 
refers to the fatal consequences of this uncontrollable and primarily accidental type of fire. Again, the 
uncontrolled fire can kill, and may be used for this purpose, which might seem contradictory in 
relation to the parameter (where humanly intent belongs to the fire of controllable type). A fire started 
by an e.g. pyromaniac is hardly controlled once it has been ignited, despite the intent by its creator. In 
the three languages, there are also compounds in the data affirming that the type of fire is 
uncontrollably caused, e.g. in (Da) kortslutningsbrand ‘short circuit-fire’ and (Da) eksplosionsbrand 
‘explosion-fire’. Consequences of fires of the type here discussed are exemplified in (Da) 
katastrofebrand ‘catastrophe-fire’, (No) katastrofeskogsbrann lit. ‘catastrophe-forest-fire’. 

Odd and less common compounds specify fires where the burning entity is rather small (as opposed to 
the otherwise common description of the type of fire is big), e.g. in (Da) sukkerrørsbrand ‘sugar cane-
fire’ or (Sw) väskbrand ‘suitcase-fire’, (Sw) hårbrand ‘hair-fire’. Exceptions from the typical 
situations are few and the added effect is peculiar. The compound (Sw) hårbrand ‘hair-fire’ refers to 
an indicent at a supermarket where a woman was attacked. The attacker set fire to her hair, as reported 
in newspaper text in 201341. The use of the compound in this context adds a dramatic tone to the 
content as it alludes to a fire of an uncontrolled type, typically located at larger areas. 

Table 19. Overview of types of brand in Swedish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds 

with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Type																																															Raw	frequency	
Brand	‘fire’	 5230	
Mordbrand	‘arson’	 518	
Skogsbrand	‘forest-fire’	 257	
Gräsbrand	‘grass-fire’	 98	
Bilbrand	‘car-fire’	 89	
Lägenhetsbrand	‘apartment-fire’	 78	
Villabrand	‘house-fire’	 47	

 

Markbrand	‘soil-fire’	 35	
Mjältbrand	‘anthrax’	lit.	‘spleen-fire’	 25	
Kallbrand	‘gangrene’	 19	
Skolbrand	‘school-fire’	 17	
kyrk(o)brand	‘church-fire’	 14	
Glödbrand	‘glow-fire’	 13	
[see	appendix]	 …	
Total	 6748	

 

 
A suggested synonym for brand in Swedish is eldsvåda, which in the corpus is not as common as 
brand. Eldsvåda is defined as a larger type of brand in a wordlist (Svenska Akademiens ordlista över 
svenska språket 2006), which cannot be either confirmed or disproved by the data at hand (for lists of 
trigrams drawn from the contexts, see appendix). Eldsvåda is defined etymologically as “danger of 

                                                        
41 Svenska Dagbladet https://www.svd.se/tande-eld-pa-kvinnas-har-i-kassako (retrieved July 27, 2017) 
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fire”, but refers nowadays to the fire itself, comparable to brand (Hellquist 194842). The lexeme, or 
compound, refers to an accidental and uncontrollable fire, similarly to (Sw) brand. The contexts show 
that the lexemes are used in very similar situations. Eldsvåda is defined as a “bigger fire, which is out 
of control, ignited by accident or with criminal intents”43. The definition of brand is similar: “Greater 
fire that is not under control and which has been caused by an accident or is unauthorized, planned”44. 
No difference between the two is found other than the very seldom formation of eldsvåda into 
compounds with other nouns. The data in the current study only offers one (see table 20). 

Table 20. Overview of types of eldsvåda in Swedish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in 

compounds with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Type	 Raw	frequency	
Eldsvåda	‘fire’	 732	
Ladugårdseldsvåda	‘barn-fire’	 1	
Total	 733	

 
Contributing to the obscurity above is the cognate in Danish, ildsvåde, which is not defined but 
suggested as a synonym for (Da) brand (Bergenholtz, Vrang, Almind & Pedersen 1999). With solely 
three occurrences in the Danish corpus, it has not been included in the thesis. 

 

5.5.2 Words referring to uncontrollable fire in trigrams 

Also the contexts of (Da) brand, (No) brann, (Sw) brand, eldsvåda show that the fire is perceived as 
dangerous, disastrous and accidental. The trigrams from the Danish contexts of brand (in table 21) and 
(No) brann in table 22 give an overview of their contexts (the Swedish trigrams are included in 
appendix). 

Table 21. Selected trigrams of (Da) brand 

Trigram	(Da)	brand	 Raw	frequency	
at	slukke	en	‘to	extinguish	a’	 12	
kom	til	skade	‘were	hurt’	 8	
Branden	blev	opdaget	‘the	fire	was	detected’	 7	
bredte	sig	hurtigt	‘spread	rapidly’	 7	

 
Table 22. Selected trigrams of (No) brann 

Trigram	(No)	Brann																																																				Raw	frequency	
omkom	i	brann	‘killed	in	fire’	 116	
i	nærheten	av	‘close	to’	 101	
etter	en	brann	‘after	a	fire’	 72	
personer	ble	evakuert	‘persons	were	evacuated’	 69	
en	person	omkom	‘one	person	died’	 62	
eksplosjon	og	ulykker	‘explosion	and	accidents’	 56	
mann	er	savnet	‘man	is	missing’	 47	

                                                        
42 Freely translated from "Våda, eldsvåda: ’eldfara, fara för brand’, men betecknar nu i regel själva 

branden", http://runeberg.org/svetym/1238.html (retrieved September 16, 2017) 
43 Freely translated from the entry “Eldsvåda: (större) eld som inte är under kontroll och som uppstått av 

våda el. är (brottsligen) anlagd", Nationalencyklopedin http://www.ne.se (retrieved August 22, 2017) 
44 Freely translated from the entry “Brand: större eld som inte är under kontroll och som uppstått genom 

en olyckshändelse el. är olovligt anlagd" Nationalencyklopedin, http://www.ne.se (retrieved August 22, 
2017) 
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Brannvesenet	rykket	ut	‘the	Fire	department	
hurried’	(or	lit.	pulled	out’)	

33	

 

5.5.3 Words referring to uncontrollable fire in figurative use 

A few compounds with the node words are lexicalized and denote phenomena that can hardly be 
classified as fire in the strict sense. They might have been first used metaphorically, i.e. used to 
describe a phenomenon in terms of another phenomenon. The majority of these refer to medical 
conditions of more or less severe and uncontrollable types. (Da) halsbrand, (No) halsbrann ‘throat-
fire’ or brystbrann ‘breast-fire’, are used for the medical condition heartburn. In Swedish, the 
compound for heartburn is halsbränna45, ‘throat-fire’. As identified by Bonch-Osmolovskaya et al. 
(2007: 114), fire and burning is a common means to describe pain experiences, using verbs 
metaphorically, such as ‘burning’ or ‘bake’. Another compound shared among the three cognates refer 
to a condition of serious character. (Da) Koldbrand, (No) koldbrann and (Sw) kallbrand ‘gangrene’, 
refer to the life threatening condition necrosis where body parts often have to be amputated, and (Da) 
miltbrand, (No) miltbrann (Sw) mjältbrand lit. ‘spleen-fire’, refers to ‘Anthrax’, a deadly infection if 
not treated. Further fatal conditions encoded with the nodes are in the domain of vegetation; (No) 
isbrann lit ‘ice-fire’ refers to the damage on vegetation caused by a too wide fluctuation of 
temperature during spring. (No) rotbrann (Sw) rotbrand ‘crop or plant rot’ lit. ‘root-fire’ also refers to 
the infection on plants caused by fungus46, or (No) pærebrann ‘fireblight’ lit. ‘pear fire’.  

A common metaphor with the cognates in this section is where the heart is/stand in/on fire, for strong 
positive feelings towards something, as in Danish: hjerte/hjerter i brand lit. ‘heart/hearts in fire’, in 
figurative use for a passionate love (Den Danske Ordbog47). The passionate strong feelings are not 
limited to interpersonal love in Norwegian but can also be used for strong feelings for places and 
memories, as in example (8). 

(8) 
(No) 

En strøm av gamle minner og turer på gjengrodde stier. Hjertet står i brann for min 
barndomsøy og for tusen på tusen av sekunder, minutter og timer av ting jerg trodde var 
glemt. 

 ‘A stream of old memories and walks overgrown paths. The heart stands in fire for my 
childhood-island and for thousands of thousands of seconds, minutes and hours of things I 
thought were forgotten.’ 

 
The same is true for Swedish. The general expression stå i brand ‘stand in fire’, which literally means 
to be burning, might also be used metaphorically for disasters of uncontrollable fashion, as in example 
(9).  

(9) När världen står i brand, hur hanterar man det obegripliga? 
(Sw) ‘When the world stands in fire, how can one handle the ungraspable?’ 
 

Such metaphorical use of fire is in e.g. Charteris-Black (2016) identified as a common means in 
English to convey dramatic emotions. In (9), ‘the world’ is described as burning, which is not meant 
literally. Instead, the speaker conveys that the world is difficult to understand, uncontrolled and scary. 
The subordinate clause indicates a request from the speaker to be able to process specific events in the 
world, since they at the time of the utterance are ungraspable. 

                                                        
45 Not covered in the data in the study due to its form, but translated and included using my intuition as a 

native speaker 
46 Rotbrann “sykdom som kan gjøre stor skade på småplanter” (2009). Store norske leksikon. 

https://snl.no/rotbrann (retrieved September 22, 2017) 
47 Freely translated under the entry “hjerte/hjerter i brand”, as an expression Den Danske Ordbog (2017) 

http://ordnet.dk/ddo/ordbog?mselect=59003938&query=brand (retrieved August 20, 2017) 
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Regarding the metaphorical use of eldsvåda, only one token was identified in the concordances. The 
person in the example has cooked a meal using a hot chili sauce (specifically sriracha), using a 
metaphor of FIRE IS HOT SPICES/FOODS, and encourages his or her guests to be careful if they want to 
add more of the sauce on their plates:  

(10) 
(Sw) 

Jag hade även på sriracha då som ni förstått så ta det lite varsamt med den så slipper ni 
eldsvådan ;). 

 ‘I also had sriracha as you might have guessed, so be careful with that so that you can avoid 
the fire’ 

 
The figurative uses are summarized in table 23. 

Table 23. Summary of identified figurative uses of (Da) brand, (No) brann, (Sw) brand ‘fire’  

Literal feature of node Idea conveyed  Example 
Uncontrolled, 
destructive, spreading 
rapidly 

Pain, disease, also 
infections for plants 

(Da) halsbrand, (No) halsbrann ‘throat-fire’, 
brystbrann ‘heartburn’ lit. ‘breast-fire’ 
(Sw) kallbrand ‘gangrene’ 
(No) miltbrann ‘Anthrax’ lit. ‘spleen-fire’  

Uncontrolled Dramatic emotions (Da) hjerte/hjerter i brand lit. ‘heart/hearts on 
fire’ 

 

5.5.4 Summary of words referring to uncontrollable fires 

To summarize, the typical situations for the words referring to uncontrollable fires are when areas 
and/or entities are accidentally and uncontrollably burnt. The compounding patterns reveal a 
preference for the node together with other nouns to refer to primarily big areas. The extended uses of 
the lexemes also indicate that the cognates are semantically restricted to uncontrolled fires, either 
unpleasant or dangerous phenomena (medical conditions) or in the sense of strong feelings (passionate 
and positive as in the Norwegian hjertet står i brann, or negative as in the Swedish example where the 
world was on fire). See summary in table 24. 

Table 24. Summary of identified patterns of (Da) brand, (No) brann, (Sw) brand ‘fire’ 

Feature Example  
Meaning Greater uncontrollable, often unintended, accidental and disastrous 
Compounds Located at larger areas: (Da) skovbrand ‘forest-fire’, tunnelbrand ‘tunnel-fire’, 

steppebrand ‘prairie-fire’, (Sw) markbrand ‘soil-fire’, operabrand ‘opera-fire’, 
hotellbrand ‘hotel-fire’ 

Trigrams Important to extinguish: (Da) at slukke en ‘to extinguish a’, Branden blev opdaget 
‘the fire was detected’ 
Kills innocent people: (No) omkom i brann ‘killed in fire’ 
Causes evacuation: (No) personer ble evakuert ‘persons were evacuated’ 

Figurative use Uncontrolled unpleasant or dangerous medical conditions: (Sw) kallbrand 
‘gangrene’ 
Uncontrolled strong feelings: passionate and positive as in (No) hjertet står i 
brann, or negative as in (Sw) världen står i brand lit. ‘the world stands in fire’ 

 

Next section presents fire words referring to fires of more or less the same size, but with the suggested 
or identified difference that those refer to controllable types of fire. 
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5.6 Words referring to controllable fire 
The lexemes in this section refer to a primarily controllable type of fire, (Da) bål (No) bål (Sw) bål. 
Such fires are often deliberately ignited among a group of people in situations with specific symbolic 
or ritual purposes. One Swedish lexicon, Svensk ordbok och svensk uppslagsbok, defines bål as a ‘big 
log-fire, often ignited on a pile of wood or shrub, often in public purpose to celebrate, earlier also used 
to warn or punish’48, and another as “a big fire in the wild” (SAOL 2006)49. The fires referred to as bål 
are typically big and can be linked to certain times during the year to indicate a start or an end of an 
era, where the previous era is exterminated along with its twigs. The contextual study of the cognates 
in the three languages reveals a destructive component of the fire being used for annihilation as well. 
Danish and Norwegian differ from Swedish since they have both unpleasant and pleasant compounds 
with bål, whereas Swedish use bål only for extinctive purposes, apart from the exception of majbål 
‘May-bonfire’, which is also referred to as majbrasa ‘May-log-fire’, for the celebration at Walpurgis 
eve when the winter comes to an end and the summer begins (Ejdestam 1944: 40ff).  

A lexicon in Danish by Bergenholtz, Vrang, Almind & Pedersen (1999) offers no definition of bål, but 
the example Jeanne d’Arcs martyrium endte med, at hun blev brændt på bålet which means ‘Jeanne 
d’Arc’s martyrdom ended with her being burned at the stake’50. Similar concordances are found in the 
data in the current study. An example from a news text in Swedish where bål is used refers to a 
situation of riots on streets, where vandals throw paving stones and set fire to furniture from outdoor 
cafés. The fire of collected outdoor furniture is labelled bål as it is ignited destructively, perhaps to 
openly show repulsion or to protest against something. 

(11) De kastade gatsten, krossade skyltfönster och tände bål av möbler från uteserveringar. 
(Sw) ‘They threw paving stones, smashed shop windows and lit bonfires of furniture from outdoor 

cafés.’ 
 
Unlike the Danish and Norwegian cognates bål, which cover an equally large area on the semantic 
map, the Swedish cognate bål covers a smaller area on the map. Swedish seems to lexify the fire used 
for extinction and political purposes (using the lexeme bål ‘bonfire’) as opposed to the type of fire 
used for social cohesion and cooking (using the lexeme brasa ‘log-fire’). Brasa can be defined as a 
“smaller arranged fire (intended to heat and create mood, usually in a fireplace but also outside)” 
(Svensk ordbok och svensk uppslagsbok 199751). Another suggested definition is “log-fire stove: cast 
iron stove with glass door” (SAOL 2006)52, referring to an indoor fire. To easier illustrate the 
difference in Swedish between bål and brasa, the latter will be translated as ‘log-fire’. The mood-
creating component is visible in examples such as 12, where the indoor variable also is present. 

(12) 
(Sw) 

I morgon är det september och vi kan i höst se fram emot en massa mys med tända ljus, 
sprakande brasor i kaminen och filmkvällar. 

 ‘Tomorrow is September and we can look forward to the autumn full with cosy times with 
candles, crackling log fires in the fireplace and movie nights.’ 

 
The fire referred to as brasa is specifically wished and taken care of: “smaller, planned fire for warmth 

                                                        
48 Freely translated from the entry “bål: stor brasa (vanl. antänd på trave av ved, ris). Ofta i offentligt 

syfte att fira något, särskilt förr även som varning, bestraffning.” from Svensk ordbok och svensk 
uppslagsbok (1997) 

49 Freely translated from the entry “bål: stor eld i det fria” 
50 The example is freely translated from the example given under the entry bål in said lexicon 
51 Freely translated from the entry “Brasa: mindre uppgjord eld (avsedd att värma och skapa stämning, 

vanl. i öppen spis men även i det fria” (Svensk ordbok och svensk uppslagsbok 1997) 
52 Freely translated from the entry “Brasa. Braskamin: gjutjärnskamin försedd med glaslucka” from SAOL 

(2006) 
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and good ambiance, often in a fireplace but also outdoors” (Swedish National Encyclopædia53). None 
of the lexica reviewed in the thesis offer a clear counterpart in Norwegian or Danish to the Swedish 
brasa. Suggested translations in Danish were collected by discussions with first language speakers: 
pejs ‘fireplace’, branneugn ‘fire oven’ and arne ‘hearth’, although they are perceived as somewhat 
odd and are seldom used. For example to sit in front of a pejs ‘fireplace’ is somewhat odd, implying 
that someone sits in front of a fireplace where no fire is burning. One use of pejs ‘fireplace’ is 
exemplified in (13).  

(13) Hun lyttede, men hørte kun den svage syden fra pejsens gløder. 
(Da) ’She listened, but only heard the weak cry from the ardour in the fireplace.’ 
 
The other suggestion however, arne, is defined by Den Danske Ordbog (DDO) as an open fireplace in 
a house, and by the expression hjemmets arne ‘the hearth of the home’, as emblematic for one’s home 
as a safe place54. The definition does not tell if the lexeme refers to a fire or a fireplace. In example 
(14), arne is referred to as an object which has to be kept alive, which aligns with classical metaphors 
of fire as a living thing (but it could also be a case of partonymy, and with solely nine tokens in the 
whole corpus, it was not included in the scope in the thesis.).  

(14) 
(Da) 

Måske, filosoferer jeg om natten, når jeg ammer eller giver flaske, er maskuliniseringen af 
den vestlige verdens kvinde og moderskabets deraf følgende fatale prestigetab, vejen til 
slægtens undergang. For hvem skal holde liv i arnen, hvis alle er ude at jage? 

 ‘Maybe, I philosophize at night when I am breastfeeding or giving a bottle, are the 
masculinization of the western world woman and the fatal loss of prestige for motherhood, 
the way to the demise of the family. Who will keep the ‘arne’ alive, if everyone has gone 
hunting?’ 

 
Similarly, Norwegian may display the lexeme (No) peis ‘fireplace’, referring to the place for the fire to 
be ignited. The same place would be referred to as (Sw) eldstad ‘fireplace’ in Swedish. For example, 
when buying a house in a Norwegian context, it is specified if the house includes peis, which 
normally/hopefully does not include a vivid fire but rather a stove or fireplace. As an additional note, 
the exemplified lexemes here may function as the modifying element in compounds with the more 
general term (Da) ild, (No) ild, as can be seen in table 11 on page 27: (Da) kaminild ‘fireplace-fire’, 
pejseild ‘fireplace-fire’. Such compounds resemble (Sw) brasa perhaps the most. 

The type of fire referred to as brasa in Swedish is covered in Danish by bål, exemplified in (15) where 
a man sits beside a fire, supervising and keeping it alive by adding sticks (which implies a rather small 
and mood-creating fire). 

(15)  Han satte sig og så ind i bålet, og når det var nødvendigt smed han flere pinde på 
(Da) ‘He sat down and looked into the bonfire, and when it was necessary he added more sticks on 

it.’ 
 
(Da) bål plays a role as a company, providing light and warmth, which is true for the type of fire, 
referred to as brasa in Swedish. Similarly, in Norwegian, (No) bål can refer to a big fire ignited to 
remove unwanted items such as twigs and bushes, lacking political cargo. The unwanted objects 
collected into a pile however, does not even have to be ignited to ba referred to as (No) bål in the 
Norwegian case, which is included in a definition: “a pile of wood, twigs and other items to be burnt 
or that are burning” (Bokmålsordboka 198655). The use of the fire has been, exemplified in Bø (2013), 
to protect settlements from evil, why they were often ignited on places where they are visible. Not 

                                                        
53 The National Encyclopædia, Nationalencyklopedin, brasa. http://www.ne.se (retrieved January 25, 

2017) 
54 Freely translated from “Arne: åbent ildsted i et hus […] hjemmet betragtet som et trygt sted” Den 

Danske Ordbog (2017) http://ordnet.dk/ddo/ordbog?query=arne (retrieved July 4, 2017) 
55 Freely translated from the entry “bål: Haug av ved, kvister og annet som skal brennes eller som 

brenner.” from Bokmålsordboka, definisjons- og rettskrivingsordbok (1986). 
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only so, but this fire “also had and has a social function. People gathered around the fire with food and 
drink. In our days there are often associations and organizations that arrange bålfest [‘bonfire-feast’]” 
(Bø 2013, italics added here to indicate the compound where bål is the modifying element)56. The 
Danish cognate is also used for fires with the social and festive function (and for cooking), 
exemplified in (16) where a group of people is collaborating in setting up a camp. 

(16) 
(No) 

(…) supersonisk og forrykende fart satte vi opp 5 telt og en presenning, rigget til bål og 
startet grillingen. Det skulle vise seg å bli en meget koselig kveld (…) 

 ‘(…) [in] supersonic and remarkable speed we set up 5 tents and a tarpaulin, rigged a bonfire 
and started grilling. It turned out to be a very cosy evening (...)’ 

 

Further cues on cultural and political undertones in the lexemes are noticeable in the compounding 
patterns presented in the next section.  

5.6.1 Words referring to controllable fire in compounds 

The following example in Swedish pinpoints towards the extinctive component of the lexeme bål, 
combined with the noun häx- ‘witch’. The message that the language producer sees when books and 
other symbolic items are burnt, despite the fact that witches no longer are burnt at the stake, is that 
some persons are unwanted in society, even extricated. 

(17) 
(Sw) 

Även om häxbålens tid är förbi finns det underliggande budskapet kvar när böcker eller 
andra symboliska föremål antänds: någon eller några bör förpassas till helvetet för att för 
evigt slickas av djävulens lågor 

 ‘Although the times of witch-bonfires have passed, the underlying message is still there, 
when books or other symbolic objects are ignited; someone should be relegated to hell to be 
licked by the devil’s flames in eternity’ 

 
Bål may be combined with the noun (Sw) häx- ‘witch’ into a compound. The same modifying noun is 
hardly combined with (Sw) brasa. It is attested only once in the data drawn from a corpus containing 
over 200 million tokens, and its infrequency strengthens the perceived oddness of the combination. 
These observations point towards semantic differences among the words. The typical situations where 
brasa is used seem to be for the annual festive celebration in Sweden, Valborgsmässoafton ‘Walpurgis 
eve’, where a fire is ignited, commonly called (Sw) majbrasa ‘May-log-fire’. The same festive fire 
may also be referred to as majbål ‘May-bonfire’ but far more seldom (an alternate interpretation of the 
compound is ‘green-leaves-bonfire’57). The former seem to focus on the social cohesion and the latter 
perhaps accentuates the purpose of the fire, which is to extinct old twigs and the like. 

  

                                                        
56 Freely translated from Store Norske leksikon, bål: “[…] Men bålet hadde og har også en sosial funksjon. 

Folk samlet seg gjerne omkring bålet med mat og drikke. I våre dager er det ofte foreninger og 
organisasjoner som arrangerer bålfest” (Bø 2013). 

57 Hellquist (1948) Maj: grönt löv, lövad gren ’green leave, green-attached twig’ (freely translated), 
http://runeberg.org/svetym/0537.html (retrieved July 4, 2017) 
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Table 25. Overview of types of brasa ‘log-fire’ in Swedish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in 

compounds with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Type																																															Raw	frequency	
Brasa	‘log-fire’	 987	
Majbrasa	‘May-log-fire’	 70	
Påskbrasa	‘Easter-log-fire’	 37	
Inflationsbrasa	‘inflation-log-fire’	 37	
Åkarbrasa	‘warming-log-fire’58	 29	
Julbrasa	‘christmas-log-fire’	 10	
Vårbrasa	‘spring-log-fire’	 6	
Björkvedsbrasa	‘birchwood-log-fire’	 6	
Vedbrasa	‘log-log-fire’	 4	

 

Mysbrasa	‘cosy-log-fire’	 3	
Kolbrasa	‘coal-log-fire’	 3	
Debattbrasa	‘debate-log-fire’	 3	
Videobrasa	‘video-log-fire’	 2	
Transaktionsbrasa	‘transaction-log-
fire’	

2	

Konsumtionsbrasa	‘consumptions-
log-fire’	

2	

Bolånebrasa	‘mortgage-log-fire’	 2	
[see	appendix]	 …	
Total	 1235	

 

 
The lexeme (Sw) brasa is most oftenly used in its default form, i.e. not forming part of a compound. 
The compounding pattern that can be observed in the data is that celebrations are a theme, e.g. 
påskbrasa ‘Easter-log-fire’, julbrasa ‘Christmas-log-fire’, vårbrasa ‘spring-log-fire’. Other 
compounds specify what is being burnt, björkvedsbrasa ‘birchwood-log-fire’, vedbrasa ‘log-log-fire’, 
or reinforce the suggestion that brasa is primarily ignited to create mood: mysbrasa ‘cosy-log-fire’. As 
a contrast, the Swedish bål does not generally refer to festive or socially cohesive fires. Its patterning 
in compounds are given in table 26.  

Table 26. Overview of types of bål in Swedish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds 

with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Types																																														Raw	frequency	
Bål	‘bonfire’	 283	
Bokbål	‘book	burnings’	lit.	‘book-bonfire’	 80	
Majbål	‘May-bonfire’	 9	
Häxbål	‘witch-bonfire’	 8	
Lägerbål	‘camp-bonfire’	 5	
Likbål	‘funeral	pyre’	lit.	‘corpse-bonfire’	 5	
Midsommarbål	‘midsummer-bonfire’	 3	
Aftonbål	‘evening-bonfire’	 2	
Pengabål	‘money-bonfire’	 2	

 

Gravbål	‘grave/burial-bonfire’	 2	
Kättarbål	‘Heretics-bonfire’	 2	
Mässbål	‘mass-bonfire’	 2	
Begravningsbål	‘funeral-bonfire’	 1	
Kärleksbål	‘love-bonfire’	 1	
Kreditbål	‘credit-bonfire’	 1	
Offerbål	‘sacrifice-bonfire’	 1	
Påskbål	‘easter-bonfire’	 1	
Röntgenbål	‘X-ray-bonfire’	 1	
Tröjbål	‘shirt-bonfire’	 1	
Total	 410	

 

 

The most common Swedish compound with (Sw) bål is bokbål lit. ‘book-bonfire’, refers to book 
burnings (exemplified in 18). The cognates bål in the three languages share the occurrence in contexts 
of political matters.  

(18) 
(Sw) 

För många har tanken att bränna böcker väckt associationer till bokbål i Europa under förra 
seklet. 

 ‘For many, the idea of burning books has brought associations to the book burning [lit. 
‘book-bonfire] in Europe during the last century.’ 

                                                        
58 A method to keep warm by crossing ones arms across the torso, historically used since 1880 (freely 

translated from Nationalencyklopedin, entry “åkarbrasa: uppvärmning genom att slå armarna i kors över 
bålen (…)” from http://www.ne.se retrieved August 25, 2017) 
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The same use in terms of destructiveness is observed in the contexts of the cognates in Norwegian and 
Danish. See table 27 for the Danish patterning of the cognate in compounds.  

Table 27. Overview of types of bål in Danish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds 

with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Type																																																	Raw	frequency	
Bål	‘bonfire’	 961	
Lejrbål	‘camp-bonfire’	 25	
Sankthansbål	‘Midsummer	bonfire’	 21	
Ligbål	‘funeral	pyre’	lit.	‘corpse-bonfire’	 11	
Kætterbål	‘the	stake’	lit.	‘Heretics-
bonfire’		

8	

Benzinbål	‘petrol-bonfire’	 4	
Heksebål	‘witch-bonfire’	 4	
Bylejrbål	‘town-camp-bonfire’	 3	

 

Glødebål	‘ardour-bonfire’	 3	
Havebål	‘garden-bonfire’	 3	
Madbål	‘food-bonfire’	 3	
Midsommarbål	‘midsummer-
bonfire’	

3	

Offerbål	‘sacrifice-bonfire’	 2	
Velkomstlejrbål	‘welcoming-camp-
bonfire’	

2	

[see	appendix]	 …	
Total	 1084	

 

 

As seen above, (Da) bål may be combined with other nouns to refer to a destructive or extinctive fire, 
e.g. in ligbål ‘funeral pyre’ lit. ‘corpse-bonfire’, kætterbål ‘the stake’ lit. ‘Heretics-bonfire’, heksebål 
‘witch-bonfire’. The stipulated parameter of extinctive purpose is relevant for the cognates bål in the 
three languages. The Norwegian data displays one instance of lynsjingsbål ‘lynching-bonfire’, used for 
murdering or lynching: “to put to death (as by hanging) by mob action without due process of law”59 
according to Britannica, E (2013). The lexemes refer to fires ignited in situations of symbolic or 
political character, i.e. (No) bål in a compound with ‘bra’ in the example given below. 

(19) 
(No) 

70-tallet betyr BH-ens katastrofale sammenbrudd. Hippie jenter hiver både BH-en og blusen 
og går gjerne toppløs. BH-bålene flammer i kvinnefrigjøringens navn. 

 ‘The 70’s means the bra’s catastrophic breakdown. Hippie girls throw both the bra and the 
blouse away and go preferably topless. Bra-bonfires are flaming in the name of the women’s 
liberation.’ 

 
The contrast between (Sw) bål and the (Da, No) bål to refer to fires that lack political cargo can be 
seen in the combinatorial patterns, see some of the Norwegian compounds in table 28, e.g. leirbål 
‘camp-bonfire’, sankthansbål ‘Midsummer bonfire’, grillbål ‘barbeque-bonfire’, julebål ‘christmas-
bonfire’ (cf. the Swedish julbrasa ‘Christmas-log-fire’, where ?julbål would be extremely odd for any 
type of fire). 

Table 28. The most common types of bål in Norwegian, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in 

compounds with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Types																																															Raw	frequency	
Bål	‘bonfire’	 6045	
Leirbål	‘camp-bonfire’	 467	
sankthansbål60	‘Midsummer	bonfire’	 155	
Bokbål	‘book	burnings’	lit.	‘book-
bonfire’	

132	

kaffebål/kaffibål	‘coffee-bonfire’	 112	

                                                        
59 Britannica, E. (2013). Britannica Academic Edition. Homepage of Encyclopaedia Britannica Online. 

http://academic.eb.com.ezp.sub.su.se/levels/collegiate/search/dictionary?query=lynching (retrieved 
September 24, 2017) 

60 Bonfire lit to celebrate the ecclesial feast in memory of John the Baptist’s birth (Alver 2015) 
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Peisbål	‘fireplace-bonfire’	 37	
Heksebål	‘witch-bonfire’	 34	
Likbål	‘corpse-bonfire’	 32	
Bibelbål	‘Bible-bonfire’	 17	
Kjetterbål	‘heretic-bonfire’	 14	
Åpningsleirbål	‘opening-camp-
bonfire’	

11	

Slinningsbål	‘Slinnings-bonfire’	 10	
Avslutningsleirbål	‘ending-of-camp-
fire-bonfire’	

9	

Grillbål	‘barbeque-bonfire’	 9	
Pølsebål	‘hot	dogs-bonfire’	 8	
Pornobål	‘porn-bonfire’	 7	
BH-bål	‘bra-bonfire’	 6	
[see	appendix]	 …	

 
One of the most frequent compounds in the Norwegian data is Slinningsbål, which refers to a yearly 
celebration where a bål is ignited, which holds the world record of highest bonfire in the world since 
201661. The translation of (No) bål into English is in this case bonfire. According to the Oxford 
English Dictionary, bonfire is a fire ignited to consume corpses, to burn heretics, bibles or proscribed 
books. More generally in a modern context, it refers to fire during festive occasions, for celebration of 
public or local interest (Oxford English Dictionary62). This definition aligns with the compounding 
patterns revealed from the corpora regarding all three cognates, adding substance to the chosen 
translation to English bonfire in the current thesis. 

An interesting but very infrequent case in Norwegian is where bål is combined with brann in bålbrann 
‘bonfire-fire’ (which due to its compositionality should have been presented in the chapter with words 
referring to uncontrollable fire, but fits better in the presentation of the controllable fire). The case is 
unusual but shows the use of bål when it refers to a fire of controlled and established settings, when it 
escalates. The compound comes from a news article63 that reports on an occasion when a man ignited a 
bål ‘bonfire’. He had not reported it on forehand to the fire services as he planned to keep it under 
control. Despite his planning, it escalated and the fire services had to intervene and extinguish the fire. 
The newspaper labelled the fire bålbrann ‘bonfire-fire’ to indicate that the uncontrolled brann from 
scratch actually would be referred to as bål ‘bonfire’. It turned into a serious fire, of the type that is 
referred to as brann, and the article mentions that it is undecided whether any charges will be pressed 
against the man.  

To summarize, the three cognates bål can refer to a fire that carries political and destructive purposes, 
as indicated by the compound patterns given above. The parameter of social cohesion is also relevant 
for (No) bål and (Da) bål, but not relevant for (Sw) bål (where such fires are instead lexified: brasa 
‘log-fire’).  

                                                        
61 The tallest bonfire in the world was achieved by Slinningsbålet (Norway), 

http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/tallest-bonfire (retrieved June 3, 2017) 
62 Entry: "bonfire, n.". in OED Online. Oxford University Press, 

http://www.oed.com.ezp.sub.su.se/view/Entry/21316?isAdvanced=false&result=1&rskey=YC4xGx& 
(retrieved June 10, 2017) 

63 Sandefjords Blad, by Skavhellen, Ø & Beckett Holmslet, G (2016), 
https://www.sb.no/brann/nyheter/stokke/rykket-ut-til-balbrann/s/5-73-288289 (retrieved September 
15, 2017) 
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5.6.2 Words referring to controllable fire in trigrams 

The trigrams’ indications on the typical situations of (Sw) brasa concern spreading information about 
when and where the planned festive fire starts, primarily in news texts: brasan tänds kl ‘the fire starts 
at’, info om majbrasor ‘information about maj-log-fires’, tänds kl 19:00 ‘ignited at 7 pm’. Further 
examples are given in appendix. 

The festive and social components of the Norweigan bål can be observed in table 29 where trigrams of 
the contexts. The trigrams reveal the patterns of the contexts for humans to sit rundt et bål ‘around a 
bonfire’, cooking food mat på bål ‘food on bonfire’, together with the trigrams mat og steking ‘food 
and frying’ and pølser på bål ‘hot dogs on [the] bonfire’ [in order for them to be edible]. 

Table 29. Trigrams of the contexts surrounding (No) bål stated in raw frequency 

Trigram	(No)	bål	‘fire’	 Raw	frequency	
bensin	på	bålet	‘petrol	on	the	bonfire’	 89	
rundt	et	bål	‘around	a	bonfire’	 62	
å	tenne	bål	‘to	light	a	bonfire’	 55	
mat	på	bål	‘food	on	bonfire’	 50	
opp	et	bål	‘up	a	bonfire’	 49	
brent	på	bål	‘burnt	at	the	stake’	lit.	‘burnt	
on	bonfire’	

45	

mer	bensin	på	‘more	petrol	on’	 29	
er	forbudt	.	‘is	forbidden’	 26	
brent	på	bålet	‘burnt	on	the	bonfire’	 21	
fyrte	opp	bål	‘started	a	bonfire’	 20	
St.	Hans	Bål	‘St	Hans	bonfire’	 19	
å	fyre	opp	‘to	lighten	up’	 17	
å	tenne	opp	‘to	light	up’	 17	
helle	bensin	på	‘pour	petrol	on’	 17	
kaste	bensin	på	‘throw	petrol	on’	 16	
bål	for	mat	‘bonfire	for	food’	 15	
helle	mer	bensin	‘pour	more	petrol’	 15	
mat	og	steking	‘food	and	cooking’	 15	
pølser	på	bål	‘hot	dogs	over	bonfire’	 15	
ulike	typer	bål	‘different	types	of	bonfire’	 15	
i	skogen	,	‘in	the	forest’	 14	
kan	helle	mer	‘can	pour	more’	 14	
med	mat	og	‘with	food	and’	 14	
med	servering	av	‘with	serving	of’		 14	

 

Similarly to the gathering around the fire as indicated by rundt et bål ‘around a bonfire’ above, is the 
Danish cognate used in human collectives, as in (20). Early human activity traditionally evolved 
around the fire. The cognate (Sw) bål in Swedish seems less commonly used in context of social 
events. 

(20) 
(Da) 

(…) til det allerførste simple sprog, som de tidligste homo sapiens benyttede, når de gik på 
jagt eller sad rundt om bålet. 

 ‘(…) to the very first simple language that the early homo sapiens used, when they were 
hunting or sitting around the bonfire’ 
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5.6.3 Words referring to controllable fire in figurative use 

The lexemes refer to fire that is intentionally created and established by (often a group of) humans are 
used in a range of metaphors. The context of (Sw) brasa in metaphorical use might concern heated 
debates debattbrasa ‘debate-log-fire’ and questions of economy and consumption, inflationsbrasa 
‘inflation-log-fire’. The most neutral attitude towards the fire in literal sense is not wishing increased 
amplitude. It is, so to speak, not preferred to add further fuel to it, because any fire might grow out of 
control and spread if not handled correctly. Added fuel is negative in metaphorical use of the node in 
example (21) below. The economic recovery will be impoverished if the rate is set too high, but if it is 
set too low, the ‘mortgages-log-fire’ will increase, and will by then not be a pleasant experience. The 
fire as well as the mortgage might potentially grow out of control. A common feature is that humans 
control (or try to control) both the economy and fires. 

(21) 
(Sw) 

Inte för hög för att bromsa den ekonomiska återhämtningen, inte för låg för att lägga 
ytterligare ved på bolånebrasan. 

 ‘Not too high to slow down the economic recovery, not too low to put additional wood on the 
mortgage-log-fire’ 

 
The metaphor of bolånebrasa here might be a playful way to refer to a fire, which should be 
controlled but appears not to be taken care of. In the discourse of growing mortgages, the situation 
might become uncontrolled. A speedy economical inflation constitutes a threat against individuals but 
also against the society, and the inflation level is therefore regulated via measurements, rates, and 
regulations such as mortgage limits, defined by political decisions. One possible interpretation is that 
the speaker deems the regulations as incorrect (a cue is for example ytterligare ‘additional’, implying 
that the fire is already loaded with [enough] wood). 

A common means to describe (often political) discussions is by using the cognates bål in Norwegian 
and Danish. Many topics can be subject to pouring petrol on, which will add fuel to for example a 
debate. The joyful activity to watch a fire in a cosy setting is also transferred and used destructively, to 
watch something burn bearing the semantic load of watching e.g. a debate derail. Such patterns are 
given in the trigram (Sw) bensin på bålet ‘petrol on the bonfire’, where the bonfire is not literal but 
metaphorical. Petrol poured on the fire will increase its size and intensity dramatically, (No) helle mer 
bensin på ‘pour more petrol on’. It is used extendedly in example (22) about an already highly infected 
topic, the polarization between the “West” and the “Islamic world”. IS/jihad refers to the terrorist 
organization, and jihad is an Arabic word often used in Islamic context, translated to English ‘holy 
war’, as one of many possible interpretations64). 

(22) 
(No) 

Han vil nok helle mer bensin på IS/jihad-bålet slik at han kan få lov å bombe Syria, eller noe 
annet land i nabolaget. 

 ‘He will probably pour more petrol on the IS/jihad-bonfire so that he can be allowed to 
bomb Syria, or any other neighbouring country.’ 

 
In the example, someone expects someone to add more destructive, possible false, rumours to the 
already toxic topic, in order to obtain motives to bomb Syria (or any other neighbouring country, 
implying negligence towards the situation in the region).  

Another example of a metaphorical use of bål ‘bonfire’ is given in (23). The speaker has been 
involved in derailed political discussions concerning feminism, and states that her own ‘group’ is 
attacking her verbally. This is conveyed via the formulation of being burnt at the stake and being 
chased by the own ‘group’. The burning at the stake symbolizes their rejection. 

(23) 
(Sw) 

Att motta hat från män och antifeminister är varje kvinnas vardag och det börjar ju redan i 
lågstadiet, men att bli bränd på bål och jagad med högafflar av sin egna är en helt annan 
liga men jag ska försöka att gå vidare och inte älta så mycket i det. 

 ‘To receive the hatred from men and anti-feminists is every woman’s daily life and it starts 
already in primary school, but getting burned on the bonfire [lit. at the stake] and chased with 

                                                        
64 Jihad. (2016). In Store norske leksikon. https://snl.no/jihad (retrieved October 1, 2017) 
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pitchforks by one’s own [people] is a completely different story but I’ll try to move on and 
not dwell on it.’ 

 
A further example of figuratively used (Sw) bål underscores the ceremonial component of the lexeme 
combined with the extinctive purpose to remove unwanted objects (which includes a fresh start, e.g. to 
welcome a new era). A friend suggests that his/her friend burns every memory of the potential ex-
boyfriend in order to move on or ‘get over him’. 

(24) 
(Sw) 

Om du vill höra vad jag tycker så borde du anordna ett ceremoniellt bål och sedan glömma 
honom totalt. 

 ‘If you want to hear what I think, I think you should organize a ceremonial bonfire and then 
forget about him completely’ 

 
The figurative uses are summarized in table 30. 

Table 30. Summary of identified figurative uses of (Da) bål (No) bål, (Sw) bål ‘bonfire’, (Sw) brasa ‘log-

fire’  

Literal feature of node Idea conveyed  Example 
Keeping the fire under 
control 

Keeping economy and 
consumption under control 

The fire as well as the mortgage rate 
might potentially grow out of control 

Adding petrol increases 
size and intensity 

Worsen infected topics Increase the polarization between the 
“West” and the “Islamic world”, adding 
destructive, possible false, rumours to 
the already toxic topic 

Extinctive purposes, 
burnt at the stake, 
Removal of unwanted 
objects 

Being rejected and/or 
attacked verbally by the own 
group 
Removal of unwanted 
objects: memories from an 
ex-boyfriend 

Derailed political discussions 

 

5.6.4 Summary of words referring to controllable fires 

The lexemes in this section have been discussed according to the parameters of social cohesion and 
extinctive purpose. Both parameters seem relevant also in the metaphorical use of the lexemes. The 
section is briefly summarized in table 31. 

Table 31. Summary of identified patterns of (Da) bål, (No) bål ’bonfire’, (Sw) brasa ‘log-fire’ 

Feature Example  
Meaning Bål: symbolic, cultural or political undertones, among a group of people. Certain 

times during the year to indicate a start or an end of an era, also for extinction. 
If (Da, No), also for social cohesion. 
(Sw) brasa: social cohesion and cooking 

Compounds Celebrations: (Sw) e.g. påskbrasa ‘Easter-log-fire’, julbrasa ‘Christmas-log-fire’, 
vårbrasa ‘spring-log-fire’, (Da) Sankthansbål ‘Midsummer bonfire’ 
Removal of objects: (Sw) björkvedsbrasa ‘birchwood-log-fire’, vedbrasa ‘log-log-
fire’ 
Extinctive component: (Sw) häxbål ‘witch-bonfire’, (Da) ligbål ‘funeral pyre’ lit. 
‘corpse-bonfire’, kætterbål ‘the stake’ lit. ‘Heretics-bonfire’  

Trigrams Information about when and where the planned festive fire starts brasan tänds kl 
‘the fire starts at’ 
Early human activity, social gathering around the fire 
(Da, No) cooking food mat på bål ‘food on bonfire’, together with the trigrams 
mat og steking ‘food and frying’ and pølser på bål ‘hot dogs on [the] bonfire’ 
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Figurative use Economy, consumption: inflationsbrasa ‘inflation-logfire’ 
Heated political debates: verbally attacked, debattbrasa ‘debate-log-fire’ 
Add petrol to a fire: increase size and intensity, worsen infected topics 
Burnt at the stake: being rejected by the own group 
Getting over boyfriends by using the fire to ‘burn’ mental memories 

 

5.7 Words referring to subcomponents of the 
above-described words that denote fire processes 
The above-described words refer to processes of fires in a durative, spatial and temporal range. The 
bigger and encompassing fire processes can be broken down into subcomponents. The lexemes 
denoting subcomponents are (Da) flamme, (No) flamme and (Sw) låga, translated as ‘flame’65. 
Bergenholtz, Vrang, Almind & Pedersen (1999) defines (Da) flamme by suggesting the synonyms 
flame, fire and lit. ‘fire-tongue’66. The subcomponents have similar shapes as a tongue, and the tongue 
also forms a part of the human body67. Similarly, the flame may form part of a bigger fire. 
Interestingly, one and the same lexicon (the above used) suggested two synonyms for (Da) brand: 
flammehav, ‘a sea of flame’ lit. ‘flame-sea’, and flammer ‘flames’. According to the definition, the 
plural form of flamme is equated to a brand ‘fire’ or ‘conflagration’. The controllability of this type of 
fire depends on a number of features. One observed pattern is that if the fire occurs alone, it most often 
refers to a controlled fire, for example used as a tool for welding or for the flame emerging from 
candlelights. In Danish, flamme can refer to the fire emerging from the process in a gas stove for 
cooking purposes and to candle lights (see example 25) (Olsen 2008). This is also true for Norwegian, 
exemplified in (26).  

(25) 
(Da) 

(…) hun kunnet holde sin finger så længe i stearinlysets flamme at den blev kulsort, og der 
dagen efter kom blister på 

 ‘(…) she could hold her finger in a candle light’s flame for so long that it became black as 
coal, and she got blisters the next day’ 

 
The extreme darkness in (26) is not appreciated in the specific example and the outdoor lights are 
described as efficient as ‘candle-flames’. The implication here is that this type of fire is not efficient 
for lightning purposes, therefore logically small in size. The Swedish preferred lexeme for such fires is 
låga (as in example 27 below).  

(27) Stearinljus brinner alltid med en jämn och klar låga 
(Sw) ‘Candles always burn with an even and bright flame’ 
 
The subcomponents of fire processes might also be of more violent fashion, but these occurrences of 
the lexemes seem often to be in plural: 

(28) När räddningstjänsten kom till platsen slog lågor ut från samtliga fönster i lägenheten och 

                                                        
65 The cognate (Sw) flamma is not included, being a certain type of (Sw) låga, as motivated in the method 

chapter in section 4.3.1. 
66 Freely translated from the entry ”Flamme: lue, ild, ildtunge” 
67 Another definition suggests the same meaning: (Da) flamme ”reddish, golden or blue-ish tongue of fire 

from something that is burning” (freely translated) Den Danske Ordbog (2003) Flamme, 
http://ordnet.dk/ddo/ordbog?query=flamme (retrieved August 28, 2017) 

 

(26) Det er mørkt ute. Stupmørkt. Utelysa er like effektive som stearinlysflammer i dette været 
(No) ‘It is dark outside. Extremely dark. The outdoor lights are as efficient as candlelight-flames 

in this weather’ 
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(Sw) boende från två trapphus fick evakueras. 
 ‘When the rescue service came to the scene, flames broke out from all windows of the 

apartment and the residents of two stairwells had to bee evacuated.’ 
 
The violent components in the given example are for example choice of verb: slå ut ‘break out’, and 
the consequence is to evacuate two stairwells. The example below also refers to a violent outbreak of 
flames. 

(29) Få minutter senere var huset og de to drenge omspændt af meterhøje flammer. 
(Da) ‘A few minutes later, the house and the two boys were remended by meter-high flames’ 
 
A few minutes after a fire has started, an entire house and two boys are remended by flames of several 
meters height.  

5.7.1 Subcomponents of fire processes in compounds 

The compounds of the lexemes are presented in tables 32, 33 and 34 below. The lexemes in the three 
languages have similar patterns in compounding; they are not often combined with other nouns into 
compounds. (The Norwegian cognate being the most frequently combined in compounds, which could 
be due to the larger amount of data from the Norwegian corpus). The compounds typically refer to 
candle lights, flames used for cooking or welding, lighters for cigarettes and the like. 

Table 32. Overview of types of flamme in Danish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds 

with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Type																																														Raw	frequency	
Flamme	‘flame’	 815	
Stikflamme	‘match-flame’	 23	
Gasflamme	‘gas-flame’	 12	
Svejseflamme	‘blowtorch’	lit.	
‘welding	flame’	

8	

Spritflamme	‘spirituous-flame’	 4	
Bunsenflamme	‘Bunsen-flame’	 3	
Ildflamme	‘fire-flame’	 3	
Arneflamme	‘fireplace-flame’	 2	
Lysflamme	‘candle-flame’	 2	
Livsflamme	‘life-flame’	 2	
Benzinflamme	‘petrol-flame’	 1	

	

Elskovsflamme	‘love-making-flame’	 1	
Formflamme	‘form-flame’	 1	
Kerteflamme	‘candle-flame’	 1	
Lighterflamme	‘lighter-flame’	 1	
Nytårsflamme	‘New-years-flame’	 1	
Sejrsflamme	‘victory-flame’	 1	
Stearinflamme	‘candle-flame’	 1	
Sukkerflamme	‘sugar-flame’	 1	
Svovlbrinteflamme	‘hydrogen	sulfide-
flame’	

1	

Tændstikflamme	‘match-flame’	 1	
Turboflamme	‘turbo-flame’	 1	
Total	 886	

	

 

Table 33. Overview of types of låga in Swedish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds 

with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency)  

Type																																									Raw	frequency	
Låga	‘flame’	 1506	
Sparlåga	‘spare-flame’	 267	
Eldslåga	‘fire-flame’	 107	
Ljuslåga	‘light-flame’	or	‘candle-flame’	 41	
Gaslåga	‘gas-flame’	 24	
Svetslåga	‘blowtorch’	lit.	‘welding	
flame’	

21	

	

Livslåga	‘life-flame’	 12	
Gasollåga	‘liquefied	petroleum-gas’	 3	
Helveteslåga	‘hell-flame’	 3	
Frihetslåga	‘liberty-flame’	 2	
Propanlåga	‘propane-flame’	 2	
Stearinljuslåga	‘candle	light-flame’	 2	
Kärlekslåga	‘love-flame’	 2	
[see	appendix]	 …	
Total	 2003	
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The Swedish compound varmluftslåga ‘warm-air-flame’ refers to the flame used in air balloons:  

(30) 
(Sw) 

Vi guidades till vår ballong, som höll på att fyllas med luft. Efter en viss punkt startades 
varmluftslågan och småningom steg ballongen och den ikopplade korgen vände sig från 
liggande till stående läge. 

 ‘We were guided to our balloon, which was being filled with air. After a certain point, the 
warm-air-flame was ignited and the balloon gradually rose and the coupled basket was 
turned from lying to standing position.’ 

 

Table 34. Overview of types of flamme in Norwegian, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in 

compounds with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Type																																															Raw	frequency	
Flamme	‘flame’	 5407	
Gassflamme	‘gas-flame’	 46	
Stikkflamme	‘match-flame’	 45	
OL-flammen	‘Olympic-game-flame’	 44	
Sveiseflamme	‘blowtorch’	lit.	‘welding	
flame’	

14	

eks-flamme	‘ex-flame’	 9	
Fyrstikkflamme	‘match-flame’	 9	
Lighterflamme	‘lighter-flame’	 8	
Stearinlysflamme	‘candle-light-flame’	 8	
Munningsflamme	‘muzzel	flash’	 7	

	

Peisflamme	‘fireplace-flame’	 7	
Filmflamme	‘film-flame’	 6	
Oksygenflamme	‘oxygen-flame’	 5	
Pilotflamme	‘pilot-flame’	 5	
fotballflamme	‘football-flame’	 4	
Frihetsflamme	‘freedom-flame’	 4	
Gamleflammen	‘old-flame’	 4	
Loddeflammen	‘solder-flame’	 4	
[see	appendix]	 …	
Total	 5716	

	

 

(No) Narreflamme ‘fake-flame’ occurs in an example from a famous hotel built almost completely of 
ice.  

(31) 
(No) 

Ishotellet har riktignok også en peisestue, men det blir mest for å sitte ned litt mens man nyter 
sin blå igloo fra isbaren og ser på narreflammer fra en ispeis. 

 
 

‘The ice hotel also has a fireplace-room, but it's primarily for sitting down for a bit while 
enjoying a 'blue igloo' from the ice bar and watching fake flames from an ice-fireplace’ 

 
Ispeis ‘ice-fire-place’ is an interesting and contradictory compound, if not knowing that the example 
concerns a hotel built almost completely of ice. 

The tables with the compounds show patterns distinct to the other lexemes in the thesis. For example,  
(Sw) låga is not combined with other nominal stems in the same fashion as (Sw) brand ‘apartment-
fire’. There are no occurrences in the data of (Sw) *lägenhetslåga ‘?apartment-flame’, as a fire 
referred to as låga must be a subcomponent.  

5.7.2 Subcomponents of fire processes in trigrams 

Selected trigrams of the lexemes reveal common patterns, as in the Swedish table 35 with examples 
such as (bli) eld och lågor ‘(to become) fire and flames’, which is a common metaphorical expression 
meaning that a person becomes/is excited. (For further presentation on metaphorical use, see next 
section). The Norwegian flamme and Danish flamme ‘flame’ in trigrams are presented in the appendix. 
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Table 35. Trigrams of the contexts surrounding (Sw) låga stated in raw frequency 

Trigram	(Sw)	låga	‘flame’																			Raw	frequency	
eld	och	lågor	‘fire	and	flames’	 40	
på	sparlåga	.	‘on	spare-flame’	 13	
på	sparlåga	,	‘on	spare-flame’	 12	
blev	eld	och	‘became	fire	and’	 11	
går	på	sparlåga	‘go	on	spare-flame’	 11	
och	lågor	.	‘and	flames’	 11	
ge	hopp	till	‘give	hope	to’	 8	
att	hålla	lågan	‘to	hold	the	flame’	 7	
en	stor	låga	‘a	big	flame’	 6	
gått	på	sparlåga	‘went	on	spare-flame’	 6	
i	lågor	.	‘in	flames’	 6	
lågan	vid	liv	‘flame	alive’	 6	
möter	samma	öde	‘face	the	same	fate‘	 4	
stor	låga	inom	‘big	flame	within’	 4	
vill	förändra	världen	‘want	to	change	
the	world’	

4	

ännu	är	livslågan	‘still	the	life-flame’	 3	
 

The Swedish node (Sw) låga ‘flame’ occurs in trigrams indicating discourses of changing the world, 
facing fates or growing hope, which are figurative uses, as will be presented in next section. 

5.7.3 Subcomponents of fire processes in figurative use 

The three lexemes appear in a number of metaphors. As previously shown, the compounds with (Da) 
flamme can be used in metaphor for victory and life, in sejrsflamme ‘victory-flame’, livsflamme ‘life-
flame’, in questions such as (Da) Brænder din indre livsflamme? ‘Is you inner life-flame burning?’ 
alluding to FIRE IS A LIVING THING, as a common metaphor in English (Ivanova & Afanasieva 2015: 
1125-7). Subcomponents of fire processes are also used for describing love or sexual desire: (Da) 
elskovsflamme ‘love-making-flame’, (Sw) kärlekslåga ‘love-flame’. The Swedish compound 
sparlåga68 ‘spare-flame’ refers to the lowest heat on a gas cooker, but in metaphorical use for a low 
degree of activity, for example to economize with resources. 

A small (Sw) låga in the size of a small candle needs extra careful handling to avoid extinction, which 
can be transferred metaphorically for older womens’ decreasing sexual desire, in the Swedish 
example, with the expression hålla lågan vid liv ‘to keep the flame burning/alive’: 

(32) 
(Sw) 

För äldre kvinnor så är det extra viktigt med onani för att hålla lågan vid liv så det är inte 
bara ett komplement för ett sämre sexliv. 

 ‘For older women, masturbation is particularly important to keep the flame alive so it’s 
[probably referring to a certain product or method] not just a complement to a diminished sex 
life.’ 

 

The same construction of ‘flame-of-hope’ is attested in the three languages, as in the examples (33), 
(34) and (35). The claim that (Da, No) flamme share typical features with (Sw) låga can be strengthen 
if considering their respective use in the metaphorical expression.  

 

                                                        
68 Sparlåga; “svagaste möjliga låga på gasspis, överfört i uttr. för låg grad av aktivitet” 

Nationalencyklopedin http://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/ordbok/svensk/sparl%C3%A5ga (retrieved 
September 24, 2017) 
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(33) 
(Da) 

At hælde vand på den sidste spinkle håbets flamme, som et sted dybt inde i ham blafrede 
svagt og gav et lille rosa skær til den indre gråhed. 

 ‘Pouring water on the last frail flame of hope, which in a location deep inside him flickered 
weakly and gave a slight rosy nuance to the inner greyness.’ 

 

(34) 
(No) 

Nå skal man kanskje ikke vente mirakler i norskopplæringsbransjen, men håpets flamme 
slukner selvsagt aldri. 

 ‘Now, you should perhaps never expect miracles to happen in the Norwegian language 
education, but the flame of hope will of course never go out.’ 

 

(35) 
(Sw) 

Här har vinden många gånger rytit och blivit till en orkan som hotat att släcka lågan som 
glimtar och fladdrar i den kraftiga blåsten, men hoppets låga den brinner aldrig ut! 

 ‘Here the wind has repeatedly growled becoming a hurricane that threatened to extinguish the 
flame of hope that flashes and flares in the violent wind, but the flame-of-hope wont be 
extinguished!’ 

 

The Danish and Norwegian flamme may be used metaphorically for a beloved one, often in a 
beginning of a relationship, or with the attribute gammel ‘old’ referring to a typically short-lived 
relationship long time ago, as in the example below. (The same reference specifically for a beloved 
one would be flamma in Swedish). 

(36) 
(No) 

26-åringen fra Texas møtte igjen en gammel flamme og følelsene skal ha blusset opp, og 
Melissa annonserte forlovelsen på programmet 

 ‘The 26-year-old from Texas met an old flame again and the feelings should have break out, 
and Melissa announced the engagement on the program’ 

 
The two met after a long time apart and the feelings came back suddenly, with the verb blusse opp ‘to 
break out’. In the Danish example below, the compound nytårs-flamme ‘New-years[-eve]-flame’ 
refers to a short-lived relationship for the New Years eve in particular (without implications of a 
further relationship, which can be interpreted by the choice of the actor to go to a late dinner at a 
friend’s house). 

(37) 
(Da) 

Styrmand Karlsen himself- Per Pallesen- havde ingen nytårs-flamme. Han tog ud til natmad 
hos sin gode ven, TVs Poul Martinsen. Norske Rolv Wesenlund valgte en stille familiemiddag 

 ‘S.K himself had no flamme-for-the-New Years’ Eve. He went to have late dinner at his 
dear friends’, TV’s P.M. The Norwegian R.W. chose a calm family dinner.’ 

 

Norwegian Bokmålsordboka and Danish Den Danske Ordbog report the expression fyr og flamme ‘fire 
and flames’ meaning excitement, whereas The National Encyclopædia in Swedish suggests eld och 
lågor (indicated under the entry låga69). This pattern is observed in the trigrams in the three languages, 
and hereafter exemplified. 

(38) 
(Da) 

Da Ingmar sendte manuskriptet til mig, blev jeg fyr og flamme og tænkte, at her var en 
spændende chance for at få lov til at fortælle noget om Bergman. 

 ‘When Ingmar sent me the manuscript, I was very excited [lit. fire and flame] and thought 
that this was an exciting chance to tell something about Bergman.’ 

 

  

                                                        
69 National Encyclopædia, Nationalencyklopedin, låga (2017). 

http://www.ne.se.ezp.sub.su.se/uppslagsverk/ordbok/svensk/l%C3%A5ga-(1) (retrieved August 28, 
2017) 
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(39) 
(No) 

Forvirringen er i full sving. Men språkforskerne er i fyr og flamme, dette er utvikling, 
multikulturell utvikling, det er bare gøy 

 ‘The confusion is in full swing. But linguists are very excited [lit. fire and flame], this is 
development, multicultural development, it’s just fun’ 

 
(40) 
(Sw) 

Jag blev eld och lågor när svärföräldrarna erbjöd sig att betala makens skor och kostym; nu 
kunde jag ju klä upp min drömprins som en prins. En jättefin bröllopspresent tycker jag 

 ‘I became fire and flames [very excited] when my parents-in-law offered to pay for my 
husband’s shoes and suit; Now I could dress my prince charming as ac actual prince. A really 
nice wedding gift, I would say’ 

  
A Norwegian metaphor of freedom is seen in the compound (No) frihetsflamme ‘freedom-flame’. 

(41) 
(No) 

Et trettitalls demonstranter skal ha blitt drept. Men juntaen klarer ikke å slukke burmesernes 
frihetsflamme 

 ‘Around thirty demonstrators have been killed. But the junta did not manage to extinguish the 
Burmese people’s flame-of-freedom’ 

 
The junta tries to extinguish the flame-of-freedom but cannot, which symbolizes the Burmesian 
willpower. An extinction of a fire, according to Charteris-Black “may refer metaphorically to a 
reduction or decrease in the intensity of an emotional state” (2016: 42). A decrease of emotional 
intensity among the people is what the junta probably tries to accomplish. Another metaphorically 
example related to strong willpower is maintained interest, as in the Norwegian compound dataflamme 
‘computer/data-flame’. The compound is surrounded by quotation marks that further underlies the 
figurative or in other ways deviant form in this context: 

(42) 
(No) 

I mine øyne har Blackberry hjulpet til å holde den "mobile dataflammen" i live. Blackberry 
har også hjulpet industrien å rettferdiggjøre investeringer i GPRS. 

 ‘In my eyes, Blackberry has helped keeping the “mobile data flame” alive. Blackberry has 
also helped industry to justify investments in GPRS’ 

 
The figurative uses of this section are summarized in table 36. 

Table 36. Summary of identified figurative uses of (Da) flamme, (No) flamme, (Sw) låga.  

Literal feature of node Idea conveyed  Example 
Heat on a gas cooker Heat as a resource (money, 

personal energy, health, 
relationship) to economize 
with.  

If put on low, it conveys an intent to 
economize with resources: (Sw) sparlåga 
‘spare-flame’ (Not found in the 
Norwegian nor Danish data in the use of 
the chosen lexemes) 

Brings light Brings hope: LIGHT is 
POSITIVE 

‘Flame-of-hope’ as attested in the three 
languages 

May emerge and vanish 
quickly 

Love, short-lived or new 
(passionate) relationships, 
sexual desire 

(Da) nytårs-flamme ‘New-years[-eve]-
flame’. (Da) elskovsflamme ‘love-making-
flame’, (Sw) kärlekslåga ‘love-flame’ 

Subcomponent of a fire 
process (i.e. on-going)  

Willpower (also in sports), 
emotional intensity, 
maintained interest 
(excitement) 

(No) frihetsflamme ‘flame-of-freedom’ 
(No) ‘In my eyes, Blackberry has helped 
keeping the “mobile-data-flame” 
[mobildataflammen] alive.’  
(Da, No) fyr og flamme, (Sw) eld och 
lågor ‘(be) excited’ 
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5.7.4 Summary of words referring to subcomponents of fire processes 

In table 37, the presented words referring to subcomponents are summarized. 

Table 37. Summary of identified patterns of words referring to subcomponents of fire processes 

Feature Example  
Meaning Refer to fire of similar shapes as a tongue, may form part of a bigger fire. The 

controllability of this type of fire depends on a number of features. If singular, it 
most often refers to a controlled fire for welding or from candlelight. If plural, 
more often referring to more violent fires 

Compounds Candlelight, flames used for cooking or welding, lighters for cigarettes and the 
like. (Da) svejseflamme ‘blowtorch’ lit. ‘welding flame’, (Sw) svetslåga 
‘blowtorch’ lit. ‘welding flame’, (No) gassflamme ‘gas-flame’, stikkflamme 
‘match-flame’, stearinlysflamme ‘candle-light-flame’  

Trigrams (Sw) (bli) eld och lågor ‘(to become) excited’, ge hopp till ‘give hope to’, (Sw) vill 
förändra världen ‘want to change the world’ 

Figurative use Willpower (also in sports), emotional intensity, maintained interest (excitement) 
Love, short-lived or new (passionate) relationships, sexual desire 
Heat as a resource (money, personal energy, health, relationship) to economize 
with. 
Brings hope 

 

5.8 Summary of identified patterns of the fire 
words 
The chapter displays patternings of the chosen lexemes in the study. The “most general” or 
“hyperonymic” fire words, (Da, No) ild, (Sw) eld ‘fire’ were proven to be used in the widest range of 
situations compared to the other lexemes, and they were therefore not linked to any of the stipulated 
parameters. The “most general” lexemes demand a study on their own.  

The largest part of the chapter was dedicated to disentangle semantic patterns among the other 
lexemes. Semantic similarities and differences among them are manifested in three aspects: how the 
lexemes are combined with other nominal stems into compounds, their patterning in trigrams and their 
patternings in metaphorical uses. The semantic restrictions that are manifested in the patterns are 
explained by the mapping of lexemes with relevant parameter.  

As seen, the lexemes in the three languages are to large extents used similarly. The main difference 
was found among the words referring to controllable fires. Swedish lexify fire used for primarily 
extinctive purposes (Sw, bål) versus socially fires (Sw, brasa) such as campfires, whereas the cognates 
in Danish and Norwegian (bål) seem to be relevant for both parameters. 

The lexemes in the study may refer in literal sense to fire caused by natural phenomena, fire created by 
humans for social settings, fire used for cooking (e.g. heat on a gas cooker), war, light (e.g. matches, 
candlelights), festive celebrations, fire created by humans for extinction of unwanted objects. The 
metaphorical uses may concern themes such as religion, rituals and myths, or convey excitement, 
dramatic emotions (passion, love, [maintained] interest, willpower), sexual desire, hope and high level 
of activity. The topics are not only positive, but can be used in destructive situations to various extents, 
e.g. for medical conditions, diseases or political situations (such as infected topic in heated debates). 

Finally, a summary of the identified patterns is given in table 38 on next page. The table structurally 
conveys what situations the different words are used for and what they refer to in the data at hand. The 
total outcome of the study is a first attempt to increase the understanding how a limited part of the fire 
domain is carved up, by a specific group of nouns, in the Mainland Scandinavian languages. 
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Table 38. Summary of the results: identified patterns of the fire words 

Relevant parameters Lexemes Referring to (in literal and metaphorical sense) 
- (Da, No) ild, (Sw) 

eld ‘fire’ 
Literal: natural phenomena, social settings, 
religion, rituals and myths, war, weapons and 
military terms for handling weapons, cooking 
 
Metaphor: a difficult situation, as something 
rewarding and effective, an active person, passion, 
interest, spreading of information, bodily 
sensations, skin conditions e.g. thighs rub, herpes 

Uncontrollable fire (Da, Sw) brand, 
(No) brann ‘fire’ 

Literal: fires over larger areas e.g. forest-
conflagrations, accidental, disastrous, natural 
phenomena, constituting a threat  
 
Metaphor: dramatic emotions, medical infections, 
conditions (also deadly conditions), also for plants 

Controllable fire Social cohesion 
(Da, No) bål (Sw) 
brasa ‘log-fire’ 
 
 
 
 
Extinctive purpose 
(Da, No, Sw) bål 
‘bonfire’ 

Literal: cooking, light, warmth, typically 
outdoors, strengthening community, festive 
celebrations 
 
Metaphor: Economy, pouring petrol on: worsen 
infected topics 
 
Literal: mastered, introduced by a group of 
humans, for extinction of unwanted objects, 
ceremonies 
 
Metaphor: Heated political debates, ‘burnt at the 
stake’ for being rejected by the own group, 
symbolic extinction of unwanted objects: get over 
boyfriends by using the fire to ‘burn’ mental 
memories 

Subcomponents of fire 
processes 

(Da, No) flamme 
(Sw) låga ‘flame’ 

Literal: Candlelight, blowtorch, matches, heat on 
a gas cooker, lighters for cigarettes, flame to 
create heated air to raise air balloons 
  
Metaphor: willpower (also in sports), hope, 
emotional intensity, maintained interest, love, 
short-lived or new (passionate) relationships, 
sexual desire 
Heat as a resource (money, personal energy, 
health, relationship) to economize with. 
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6. Discussion 

6.1 Discussion of results 
The selected ‘fire nouns’ in the three languages have been studied regaring their use (literal and 
figuratively) and their combinatorial patterning in compounds. The analysis of the components of the 
lexemes and the prototypical situations in which they occur underlies the formulation of four 
parameters. The lexemes were displayed on a semantic map in accordance with the parameters. 

As seen in the various uses of fire words in Mainland Scandinavia, fire is a multifold concept. 
Charteris-Black (2016: 8) argues that humans’ relationship to fire is complex; it is for example 
difficult to conceptualize fire as either dead or alive, as it has regenerative forces, is can spread and 
reproduce by itself70. Fire is conceptually ambiguous, both good and bad, and may be used for 
productive or destructive purposes. The majority of the lexemes in the three languages have similar 
patterns. The three languages unsurprisingly show a great overlap of lexemes in the domain, where the 
majority of the chosen lexemes are cognates. Closely related languages might generally be expected to 
show similar patterns, but as advocated by Bonch-Os Bonch-Osmolovskaya et al. (2007), they may 
display some fine-grained differences, which also is the case in this study. 

The first section in the result chapter treated ‘fire words’ with a very general meaning, referring to 
large ranges of different types. Compounds with the fire show great diversity, and observed 
metaphorical uses of the lexemes are e.g. power, danger, war, love and passion, as identified in 
previous research (Charteris-Black 2016; Ivanova & Afanasieva 2015; Lakoff & Johnson 1980; 
Lakoff 1987). 

The second group of words in the result chapter refer to uncontrollable fires, which are different 
lexemes. The issue on how to translate the lexemes into English became clear, as well as how to 
present the results, as addressed by Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al.: “The problem of a consistent meta-
language for describing meaning, and in particular lexical meaning, cannot be overestimated” (2015: 
436). These words, which are also cognates, share the most unity among the words in the study. Their 
compounding patterns often concern larger areas where the fire is burning. Figurative use concerns 
many different domains, e.g. medical conditions or pains as identified by Bonch-Osmolovskaya et al. 
(2007). 

The third group of words refers to controllable fires, showing fine-graned but perhaps most apparent 
differences. The nodes’ compounding patterns and their context show that properties to the noun (Sw) 
brasa differ from (Sw) bål, whereas the Norwegian and Danish cognates bål seem to cover both types 
of fire. They were used in metaphors for questions of economy, consumption or for heated political 
debates. 

The last group of words referred to subcomponents of fire processes. The words referring to 
subcomponents might be controllable when referring to e.g candlelights, but the same lexemes may 
refer to subcomponents of larger fires (e.g. in newspaper texts for accidental and big fires), but then 
typically in plural. For some of the cases, the Swedish lexeme (Sw) flamma is relevant, seemingly 
suitable for larger fiery flames. (Sw) låga can instead denote both small and larger subcomponents of 
fire processes, but it is clear that further distinctions and additional parameters are needed. 

The parameter of subcomponents of fire processes illustrates the fact that a stipulated division between 
controllable and uncontrollable fire is an extreme simplification, since (Da, No) flamme, (Sw) låga 
‘flame’ do not lend themselves to either controllable or uncontrollable fire. It is best viewed as a 
gradient scale rather than two discrete categories. The ranges of possible parameters that may interfere 

                                                        
70 The arguments of Charteris-Black (2016) are based on English data drawn from corpora, but the 

observations are relevant since they align with the results of the current study. 
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with the lexical choice are probably infinite. Thus, the parameter of control is given priority here due 
to convenience rather than exclusive importance. 

The parameters seem to play a role in the lexical choice. As highlighted in the background chapter, fire 
has been crucial for survival and development of civilization. Bodily experience of pain is hardly 
controlled by humans (although they wish so), and abstract notions or sensations such as pain are often 
described using the FIRE domain. Charteris-Black (2016) identify that medical issues are commonly 
described with fire terms, and it seems to be the case in the Mainland Scandinavian languages that the 
uncontrolled fire words are used for this purpose. It does not appear peculiar that languages may 
lexicalize these types of meanings described in the parameters into separate words. 

The compounding patterns display certain restrictions among the lexemes. A possible cross-
combination among the lexemes and their compounding patterns is not plausible. As seen, (Sw) låga 
is not combined with other nominal stems in the same fashion as (Sw) brand ‘[uncontrolled] fire’. 
(Sw) *lägenhetslåga ‘?apartment-flame’ would be perceived as odd to the native speaker and the 
construction is also non-existent in the data. 

The study is conducted with the intent to avoid bias, although every study faces that risk. The results 
could be viewed with superstition, interpreted as ‘Swedish seem to have more lexemes denoting fire 
than Danish and Norwegian have’, knowing that the author’s first language is Swedish. This is 
however not the intent. For example, (Sw) brasa has no counterpart in the study in one specific lexical 
item according to the used lexicon. Suggested translations were collected by discussions with first 
language speakers, (No) peis, (Da) pejs, branneugn and arne. Den Danske Ordbog defines arne as 
ildsted ‘fireplace’71, presented in the typical expression hjemmets arne ‘the fireplace of one’s own 
home’ as emblematic for shelter. These lexemes were however not included, not referring to actual 
fires.72 

My intuitive hypothesis was that the numerous lexemes should have restrictions, but the only guess on 
forehand was that Swedish lexemes bål ‘bonfire’ and brasa ‘log-fire’ could not be substituted by each 
other. Indeed, in e.g. the compounds, häxbål ‘witch-bonfire’ and bokbål ‘book-bonfire’ were attested 
in the results, whereas the same modifiers were not combined with brasa (with one exception of 
häxbrasa ‘witch-fire’ for a very specific and festive occasion). The results show unity with the 
hypothesis of (Sw) bål and (Sw) brasa. In general, the data at hand indicate semantic restrictions 
among the lexemes. 

The title of the current study signposts a thorough examination of ‘fire nouns’ in the Mainland 
Scandinavian languages. The language scope is rather small and the three languages are closely 
related. As already addressed in the background chapter, specifically the written forms of Danish and 
Norwegian (Bokmål) are very similar due to political and historical reasons. Additionally, there are 
two official written languages in Norway where one of them better reflects the local varieties whereas 
the other is more similar to the Danish writing system. The former is not included in this study. One 
could argue that it would have been more interesting to include Nynorsk (the other Norwegian writing 
system) in the scope of the thesis, as it better reflects the variety of dialects in Norwegian rather than 
the ‘danicised’ writing conventions. A larger scope would better reflect the actual language situation in 
the Mainland Scandinavian languages, as implied in the title. Nynorsk is not included in the scope, 
primarily due to non-accessibility of corpora (where larger and easier accessible corpora consist of 
Bokmål). Although the study only focuses on written language, it must be stated that the writing 
systems in Danish and Norwegian Bokmål are more similar compared to the spoken types of Danish 
and Norwegian. The major issue with the exclusion of Nynorsk is that Norway actually has two 
writing systems, and one of them is not considered in the performance of the current study, why the 
Mainland Scandinavian languages in the written forms are not fully embraced. As a consequence, the 
results have to be considered as preliminary. 

                                                        
71 Den Danske Ordbog (2017), arne http://ordnet.dk/ddo/ordbog?query=arne (retrieved September 20, 

2017) 
72 Furthermore, arne in the Danish corpus is found in nine tokens 
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The stipulated parameters could be used to carve up the domain of FIRE by means of the selected 
lexemes onto a semantic map, but these are one way of showing the possible differences among the 
lexemes. The Mainland Scandinavian languages’ words denoting fires are hardly translatable into 
English in terms of one-to-one-mapping and parts of the results can be slightly difficult to access. 
There are certainly further relevant parameters to formulate for this specific domain, which have been 
neglected or excluded here. For example, other parts of speech such as primarily verbs and adjectives 
have not been studied in the current thesis, although they certainly play an important role in the study 
of the ‘fire’ domain (the issue will receive further attention in section 6.3 suggesting topics for future 
research). 

6.2 Discussion of methodology 
The method can be developed in numerous ways. Lexico-typological linguistic examinations are 
preferable not exclusively computationally driven, but enriched with questionnaires to contribute with 
supplementary data, interviews, case studies, and practical performance tasks for native speakers. The 
study at hand present results highly dependent on the type of corpora. Although native speakers and 
lexica are used to a certain extent, no questionnaires were used. Further, the corpora are balanced in 
slightly different ways, so the data convey a partially capture of the semantics of the lexemes. A vast 
quantity of the texts in the corpora is for example shorter news and blog texts (and specifically forum 
texts for the Norwegian corpus), privileged by the avoidance of copyright-issues. 

Nevertheless, the fact that there are no (or very few) instances of a certain combination (in e.g. 
compounding) may indicate possible semantic restrictions. A more authentic account for the 
compounding patterns would be possible in larger data sets, where frequency could play a bigger role. 
Noun compounds can be interpreted building on statistics in computationally driven studies, but data 
sparseness is indeed a problem, as addressed by Girju, Moldovan, Tatu & Antohe despite working 
with English data: “most noun compounds are rare and thus, statistics on such infrequent instances 
lead in general to unreliable estimates of probabilities” (2005: 481). Danish, Norwegian and Swedish 
enjoy the possibility of creating many compounds, and an additional component to take into account in 
the study is their degree of conventionalization. Aikhenvald (2007) claims that the distinction between 
creative and productive compounds is important: the two types share a combinatorial nature but are 
structurally distinguished. Creative compounds are usually low frequent, short-lived, often understood 
with a stylistic effect, as opposed to the productive compounds that are of more stable character, as a 
result of the inbuilt possibility in human languages to construct infinitely n of utterances (Aikhenvald 
2007: 57ff). The two were not explicitly separated in the thesis, primarily due to the rather small 
dataset. Such distinctions, as the one between creative and productive compounds, are highly relevant 
and suggested for future studies to take into account. Further suggestions for future research are 
presented in next section.  

6.3 Suggestions for future research 
Urgent to the limited but detailed scope of fire words in the thesis, is to identify the semantic 
differences between (Sw) eldsvåda and (Sw) brand. The minor differences observed here are merely 
that eldsvåda seldom form part of a compound, which might be due to its etymological properties, as a 
compound consisting of eld ‘fire’ and våda ‘injury, accident, danger’ Hellquist (194873). It refers in 
other words, similarly to brand, to an accidental fire. The two lexemes are defined identically in lexica 
and the trigrams drawn from their contextual use show the same typical situations. The less frequent 
lexeme, eldsvåda, is only found once in the data used for in figurative sense, whereas brand often 
lends itself to figuratively uses. The small dataset cannot contribute to formulate any preliminary 

                                                        
73Våda, eldsvåda: "fire danger, but now usually denoting the fire itself" freely translated from "Eldsvåda, 

’eldfara, fara för brand’, men betecknar nu i regel själva branden" 
http://runeberg.org/svetym/1238.html (retrieved September 5, 2017) 
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suggestions. A speculative suggestion is that register might play a role, where (Sw) eldsvåda could be 
more frequently occurring in more formal or technical registers as opposed to the more ‘collocially 
coloured’ (Sw) brand. No further speculations regarding the two lexemes are offered here. However, 
future examinations are encouraged to take register into account regarding the two lexemes. 

The scope of lexemes in the current study could be extended to include compounds where node words 
functions as modifier, which would broaden the scope to include nouns for the Fire Department, e.g. 
(Sw) brandstation ‘fire station’, brandbil ‘fire engine’ lit.‘fire-car’, brandlarm ‘fire-alam’, brandfara 
‘danger of fire’ lit. ‘fire-danger’. Such examinations may answer questions such as why firemen are 
labelled (Sw) brandmän and not *bålmän lit. ‘bonfire-men’, or similarly why (Sw) brandvägg 
‘firewall’ is not labelled *eldvägg, roughly translated: ‘general-fire-wall’. Also, including (No) 
bålrester ‘rest-of-bonfire’, as in (43). 

(43) 
(Da) 

(…) forklaret, hvordan han året efter mordet kom tilbage for at brænde de ligrester, som han 
tidligere havde begravet. Bålresterne er fundet, og der er fundet små benrester, som stammer 
fra et barn. 

 ‘(…) explained, how he the year after the murder came back to burn the remainder of the 
corpse, which he had earlier buried. The ‘rests of the bonfire’ are found along with findings 
of smaller bones, that once belonged to a child’ 

 
The above example indicates an indirect use of bål in Danish to hide evidence from a murder, using 
the lexeme bål for extinction and purposedly erase traces of a corpse. Such compounds were not 
covered in the study, but accentuate the relevancy of the parameter extinctive purpose. Such 
compounds would probably add valuable semantic information. 

In detail, the nouns have far more variables to investigate, e.g. morphosyntactic patterns. As advocated 
by Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al. “However, there is a long tradition of distinguishing between 
grammatical typology, focusing on the grammatical behaviour of words and on morphosyntactic 
patterns as encoding meanings, and lexical typology, that has to a large extent been restricted to 
domain categorization by lexical means, without further considering their grammatical behaviour” 
(2015: 450). Any lexical item cannot be described semantically without the complete description of it, 
by integrating both lexical and grammatical behaviour of the words. As seen here, words referring to 
subcomponents of fire processes seem to denote different types of fires, in terms of size and perhaps 
degree of violence, in accordance with numerus (in singular: referring to candlelights; in plural: 
referring to not only a larger quantity of flames, but to larger variants of flames e.g. emerging from 
buildings on fire.)  

Not only should domain specific studies include several features regarding the studied word class (e.g. 
nouns and their morphosyntactic behaviour). There is also an urgent need to study patternings of other 
parts of speech, for the domain as a whole. It is important to capture how languages carve up the 
domain in terms of words referring to actions (e.g. words conveying actions such as to burn, to ignite, 
to extinguish). Further significant collocations to include in ‘fire studies’ are adjectives. A few 
examples in English are flaming, ablaze, burned or further adjectives describing e.g. the tempo of a 
fire (slow) or its effects (disastrous). Some of these have been analysed in specific excerpts in the 
current study, but no systematic account is made. Additionally, larger scopes of nouns than the here 
selected are also highly relevant to study in order to increase the knowledge about the domain in 
question. Examples of such could be nouns not directly referring to fires but to co-occurring 
phenomena such as ashes, coal, explosions, fervour, fuel and smoke.  

To summarize, future lexico-typologically oriented studies could try to integrate lexical and 
grammatical features. The edited work by Koptjevskapa-Tamm (2015b) in fact constitutes the first 
serious attempt to include both lexical and grammatical features in typological descriptions 
(Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2015a: 36-7), in a promising field. 
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7. Conclusion 
The thesis is an attempt to account for the meaning of selected nouns in the Mainland Scandinavian 
languages in the domain of FIRE, a domain that as far as I am aware not has been subject to systematic 
lexico-typological studies before. The scope is limited to a few nouns and these are studied in their 
context, their patterning in compounding where the node functions as the head of the compound, as 
well as the use of the nouns metaphorically. 

Using lexica, speaker intuition and primarily corpora, the following can be stated: 

• The current study supports that controllability of phenomena is an important feature for 
lexico-typological classifications, as identified by Rakhilina (2010). 

• The four stipulated parameters (formulated on the basis of concordances from corpora and 
lexica) controllability, social cohesion, extinctive purpose and subcomponents of fire 
processes are relevant for the description of the lexemes, and for pointing out important 
semantic restrictions among them. 

• The FIRE domain is quite similarly carved up in Danish, Norwegian (Bokmål) and Swedish by 
means of the selected lexemes.  

• The main difference among the lexeme is the semantic load of words referring to controllable 
fires. Swedish tend to lexify a socially cohesive fire (Sw, brasa) versus a fire ignited with 
extinctive and/or political purposes (Sw, bål), whereas the cognates in Danish and Norwegian 
(bål) seem to be relevant for both parameters. 

• The lexemes referring to subcomponents of fire processes share patternings across the 
languages in both compounding and metaphorical use. However, an asymmetry between the 
cognates (Da, No) flamme and (Sw) flamma is observed. In contrast with the other cognates, 
(Sw) flamma does not denote a small subcomponent of fire processes but rather larger 
subcomponents. The lexeme (Sw) flamma was not included in the scope as a whole. Instead, 
the lexeme (Sw) låga is included, which may refer to both small and larger subcomponents of 
fire processes. 

• The metaphorical use of the lexemes shows that the domain is, as previous studies support, a 
rich source domain for metaphors. Such metaphors often convey excitement, dramatic 
emotions (e.g. passion, love, hope, interest, willpower), sexual desire and high level of 
activity. The lexemes are also used metaphorically in destructive situations to various extents, 
e.g. for medical conditions, diseases and for infected topics in political debates.  

• On the whole, at least the controllability of the fire is lexically encoded, possibly because that 
property is crucial for survival. 
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Appendix 1. Method chapter, lexeme collection 
 
In addition to the method chapter’s presentation of entries from lexica, a couple of entries from a 
Danish-Swedish dictionary are given below. Lexica played a big role in the process of collecting the 
fire words in the thesis. The below given entries are directly drawn from Molde, B. & Ferlov, N. 
(1998[1980])74, but have minor additional indications such as language specification, aligning with the 
conventions of the thesis as a whole. The included expressions are written in italics for Danish, and 
followed by the Swedish equivalent. 
 
(Da) BRAND, 
(Sw) A. 1. Brand; eldsvåda; hetta, lidelse, upphetsning; komme i brand taga eld (äv. bildligt), 2. sjö, 
bränning 3. läk. [kall]brand. 4. brand (i växter, trä) 
B. brandfackla; en brand i næsen ngt som är obehagligt för ngn 
C. brand (i folkvisespråk, för stock, stolpe, stång [på husgavel, i förstäven på skepp]) 
 
(Da) GLØD, 
(Sw) Glöd; stå (side) som på gløder stå (sitta) som på nålar 
 
(Da) FLAMME, 
(Sw) 1. Flamma, låga; komme i fyr og flamme bli eld och lågor; være fyr og flamme vara eld och lågor, 
äv. vara ilsken, ta eld; bringe i flamme antända. 2. flamma, käresta; kärlek[slåga] 3. tekn. färg-, 
mönsterskiftningar i tyg o garn. 4. (används sällan) våg, ondulering [i hår] 
 
(Da) BLUS, 
(Sw) Blossa; eld, bål; fackla; med bluse på kind med blossande kinder; have blus på lampen vara 
upprymd (berusad) (i familjär betydelse) 
 
 
Appendix 2. Method chapter, list of excluded lexemes 
 
Excluded lexeme (in Danish) Motivation 
Funke Mostly referring to a music genre or as a surname 
Blus Referring to a great extent to clothing ‘blouse’ 
 
 
Excluded lexeme (in Norwegian) Motivation 
Funke Mostly referring to people, as a surname 
Fyr Referring to fire, often lights for cigarettes, but also problem 

ambiguity, ‘man’ and ‘fire’ 
Vete Suggested in lexicon, but the very small number of hits in 

corpora were mostly unfortunate hits, as in: 
“selv i et kinosete ti minutter senere og lurte på hvordan i h * *vete jeg 
hadde havnet der. Ikke hadde jeg popcorn heller” 
‘alone at the cinema ten minuters later wondering how the f* * k I had ended 
up there. I didn’t have popcorn either’ 

Lue Homoymy 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                        
74 Source indication: Molde, B. & Ferlov, N. (1998[1980]) Norstedts dansk-svenska ordbok: [50000 ord 

och fraser]. (3. ed) Stockholm: Norstedts ordbok. 
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Appendix 3. Method chapter, details of Swedish corpora 
 
Table with details of the 15 chosen corpora in Swedish, whose names are freely translated into English 

Name of sub-
corpus via KORP 

N of tokens Containments Latest update during 
the current study’s 
data collection 

Bloggmix15 27824479 Texts from blogs 2016-10-16 
Webbnyheter08 27526323 News drawn from the web 2016-01-22 
Webbnyheter11 26253078  2016-01-25 
Webbnyheter09 25865862  2016-01-22 
Webbnyheter10 23780314  2016-01-22 
Diskussionsforum 22014167 Posts from the discussion 

forum Familjeliv, 
specifically the subpart 
Änglarum ‘Angel-room’ 

2014-08-30 

GP2013 16872043 The newspaper 
GöteborgsPosten (GP) 

2017-02-01 

Press97 13703279 The Swedish newspapers 
Dagens Nyheter (DN), 
GöteborgsPosten (GP), 
Svenska Dagbladet (SvD) 
among others 

2016-10-05 

Press98 10740408 Same as the previous 
described Press97 

2016-10-14 

Press95 7668039 The Swedish newspapers 
Arbetet, Sydsvenskan, and 
Press97, above described 

2016-10-14 

Press96 6516030 GP, SvD 2016-10-15 
Bonniersromaner II 4304271 60 novels in Swedish 

written between 1980-1981 
 

2016-04-22 

Norstedtsromaner 2534307 23 novels publicised in 
1999 on Norstedts förlag 
 

2016-03-14 

SUC 3.0 1166593 A balanced corpus 
consisting of a wide variety 
of genres in carefully 
selected proportions75. 

2016-11-28 

Tidskrifter 744000 Material from the magazine 
Forskning & Framsteg, 
‘Research & Progress’, with 
a popular science profile  

1992-1996 

Total n of tokens 217513193   
 
 
 
  

                                                        
75 As indicated in the information from the Department of Linguistics, Stockholms University 

http://www.ling.su.se/english/nlp/corpora-and-resources/suc last updated at February 11, 2016 at the 
date of retrieval 
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Appendix 4. Method chapter, script for Python 
 
#!/usr/bin/python3 

 

from tokenizer import tokenize 

import sys 

 

""" 

Usage: python3 csv-to-trigram.py [data-file] [out-file] 

 

where [data-file] is replaced with the csv-file to be read and [out-file] is  

replaced with the location to save the trigams to 

""" 

 

def main(filepath, outpath): 

    with open(filepath, 'r') as inf, open(outpath, 'w') as outf: 

        for line in inf: 

            s = " ".join(line.split(';')).split(' ') 

            for i in range(len(s) - 2): 

                print(s[i], s[i+1], s[i+2], file=outf) 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    import sys 

    try: 

        main(sys.argv[1], sys.argv[2]) 

    except IndexError as e: 

        print("Needs two arguments: filename to read and filename to write.") 
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Appendix 5. Result chapter, lists of compounds 
The following tables display detailed data, as basis for the analysis and result chapter. Specifically, the 
nodes are presented in accordance to frequency, both unaccompanied and forming part of a compound 
with other nominal stems. The data that has not been already presented in the result chapter is 
presented here. 
 
Table A. Overview of types of ild (No), both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds with other 

nouns 

Type                                        Raw frequency 
Ild ‘fire’ 7843 
Skjærsild ‘purgatory’ 319 
OL-ild ‘Olympic-games-fire’ 246 
Helvetesild ‘hell-fire’ 229 
Morild ‘bioluminescence’ 139 
Kryssild ‘cross-fire’ 113 
Returild ‘return-fire’ 98 
Kanonild ‘cannon-fire’ 66 
Maskingeværild ‘machine-gun-fire’ 66 
Artilleriild ‘artillery-fire’ 61 
Geværild ‘gun-fire’ 18 
Sperreild ‘barrage’ lit. ‘barrier-fire’ 15 
Løpeild ‘wildfire’ lit. ‘run-fire’ 13 
Peisild ‘fireplace-fire’ 12 
Luftvernild ‘flak-fire’ lit. ‘air-
defense-fire’ 

10 

GP-ild ‘Grand-Prix-fire’ 9 
Bombekasterild ‘bomb-throwing-fire’ 8 
Mitraljøseild76 ‘machine-gun-fire’ 8 
Motild ‘return-fire’ 5 
Idol-ild ‘Idol-fire’ 4 
Kullild ‘coal-fire’ 4 
Helena-ild ‘Helena-fire’ 3 
Rakettild ‘rocket-fire’ 3 
Kjærlighetsild ‘love-fire’ 3 
Automatild ‘automatic-fire’ 2 
Friksjonsild ‘friction-fire’ 2 
Kaminild ‘fireplace-fire’ 2 
Krigsild ‘war-fire’ 2 

 

Leirild ‘camp-fire’ 2 
lutrings-ild ‘refining-fire’ 2 
Lynild ‘lightning’ 2 
Nødild ‘emergency-fire’ 2 
Offerild ‘sacrifice-fire’ 2 
Pinseild ‘Pentecost-fire’ 2 
remake-ild ‘remake-fire’ 2 
VM-ild ‘World-champion-fire’ 2 
Kjøkkenild ‘kitchen-fire’ 2 
Arneild ‘fireplace-fire’ 1 
Donald-ild ‘Donald-fire’ 1 
Drageild ‘dragon-fire’ 1 
Fakkelild ‘torch-fire’ 1 
Granatild ‘grenade-fire’ 1 
Infanteriild ‘sore thighs’ lit. ‘infantry-
fire’ 

1 

Krysningsild ‘crossing-fire’ 1 
Kunnskapsild ‘knowledge-fire’ 1 
Naudild ‘emergency-fire’ 1 
Semifinaleild ‘semi-final-fire’ 1 
Signalild ‘signal-fire’ 1 
Skarpskytterild ‘sniper-fire’ 1 
Skjæringsild ‘purgatory’ 1 
Skorsteinsild ‘chimney-fire’ 1 
Skuddild ‘shot-fire’ 1 
Skytsild ‘shot-fire’ 1 
Skyttsild ‘shot-fire’ 1 
Total 9338 

 

 
 
Table B. Overview of types of eld (Sw), both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds with 

other nouns 

Type                                           Raw frequency 
Eld ‘fire’ 4269 
Löpeld ‘run-fire’ 96 

Centraleld ‘central-fire’ 2 
Mynningseld ‘orifice-fire’ 2 
Offereld ‘sacrifice-fire’ 2 

                                                        
76 From French mitrailleuse 
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Lägereld ‘camp-fire’ 64 
Moteld ‘return-fire’ 51 
Korseld ‘crossfire’ 33 
Artillerield ‘artillery-fire’ 30 
Påskeld ‘easter-fire’ 27 
Granateld ‘grenade-fire’ 20 
Automateld ‘automatic-fire’ 18 
Mareld ‘bioluminescence’ 15 
OS-eld ‘Olympic Games-fire’ 15 
Verkanseld ‘effect-fire’ 10 
Raketeld ‘rocket-fire’ 10 
Helveteseld ‘hell-fire’ 9 
Ljungeld ‘lightning’ lit. ‘heather-fire’ 7 
Krypskytteeld ‘sniper-fire’ 7 
Vådeld ‘conflagration’ lit. ‘danger-fire’ 7 
Spärreld ‘barrage’ lit. ‘barrier-fire’ 6 
Koleld ‘coal-fire’ 5 
Kulspruteeld ‘machine-gune-fire’ 5 
Gevärseld ‘gun-fire’ 4 
Kokeld ‘boil-fire’ 4 
Våreld ‘plant with flower’ li. ‘spring-
fire’ 

4 

Luftvärnseld ‘flak-fire’ lit. ‘air-defense-
fire’ 

3 

Automatvapeneld lit. ‘automatic-
weapon-fire’ 

3 

Stridsvagnseld ‘tank-fire’ 3 
Maskingevärseld ‘machine-gun-fire’ 2 
Forneld ‘ancient-fire’ 2 
Midsommareld ‘midsummer-fire’ 2 
Svedjeeld ‘shifting-cultivation-fire’ 2 
Majeld ‘May-fire’ or ‘green-leaves-fire’ 2 

 

Skäreld ‘purgatory’ 2 
Backupeld ‘backup-fire’ 1 
Berättareld ‘teller-fire’ 1 
Granatkastareld ‘grenade-thrower-fire’ 1 
Hans-eld ‘Hans-fire’ 1 
Fiendeeld ‘enemy-fire’ 1 
Jakteld ‘hunting-fire’ 1 
Kaffevedseld ‘coffee-log-fire’ 1 
Kanoneld ‘cannon-fire’ 1 
Fyrverkerield ‘fireworks-fire’ 1 
Kvällseld ‘evenings-fire’ 1 
Maranataeld ‘Maranata-fire’ 1 
Pelleteld ‘pellet-fire’ 1 
Prärieeld ‘prairie-fire’ 1 
Signaleld ‘signal-fire’ 1 
Själseld ‘soul-fire’ 1 
Skogseld ‘forest-fire’ 1 
Skotteld ‘shot-fire’ 1 
Skräpeld ‘dump-fire’ 1 
Soleld ‘sun-fire’ 1 
Sopeld ‘garbage-fire’ 1 
Soteld ‘soot-fire’ 1 
Svarseld ‘answer-fire’ 1 
Svaveleld ‘sulphur-fire’ 1 
Träkolseld ‘tree-coal-fire’ 1 
Värmeeld ‘warmth-fire’ 1 
Vedeld ‘log-fire’ 1 
Verkningseld ‘effectiveness-fire’ 1 
Vulkaneld ‘volcano-fire’ 1 
Trumeld ‘drum-fire’ 1 
Total 4772 

 

 

Table C. Overview of types of brand in Danish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds 

with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Type                                        Raw frequency 
Brand ‘fire’ 1734 
Ildebrand ‘fire-fire’ 100 
Mordbrand ‘arson’ 48 
Skovbrand ‘forest-fire’ 45 
Steppebrand ‘prairie-fire’ 30 
Koldbrand ‘gangrene’ 27 
Pyromanbrand ‘pyromaniac-fire’ 19 
Halsbrand ‘heartburn’ lit. ‘throat-
fire’ 

17 

Katastrofebrand ‘catastrophe-fire’ 12 
Oliebrand ‘oil-fire’ 12 
Skibsbrand ‘ship-fire’ 8 

Ledningsbrand ‘cable-fire’ 2 
Præriebrand ‘prairie-fire’ 2 
Rigsdagsbrand ‘parliament-fire’ 2 
terrorbrand ‘terror-fire’ 2 
TV-brand ‘TV-fire’ 2 
Biblioteksbrand ‘library-fire’ 1 
Bogbrand ‘book-fire’ 1 
Borgbrand ‘castle-fire’ 1 
Diskoteksbrand ‘discotheque-fire’ 1 
Elbrand ‘electricity-fire’ 1 
Gasbrand ‘gas gangrene’ lit. ‘gas-fire’ 1 
Helvedbrand ‘hell-fire’ 1 
Hospitalsbrand ‘hospital-fire’ 1 
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Bilbrand ‘car-fire’ 7 
Dødsbrand ‘death-fire’ 7 
Millionbrand ‘million-fire’ 7 
Miltbrand ‘anthrax’ lit. ‘spleen-fire’ 7 
Eksplosionsbrand ‘explosion-fire’ 6 
Skorstensbrand ‘chimney-fire’ 6 
Gårdbrand ‘farm-fire’ 5 
Væskebrand ‘liquid-fire’ 5 
Bygningsbrand ‘building-fire’ 4 
Tagbrand ‘roof-fire’ 4 
Tunnelbrand ‘tunnel-fire’ 4 
Bybrand ‘city-fire’ 3 
Markbrand ‘soil-fire’ 3 
Togbrand ‘train-fire’ 3 
Verdensbrand ‘world-fire’ 3 
Hedebrand ‘heath-fire’ 2 
Kortslutningsbrand ‘short circuit-
fire’ 

2 
 

Hotelbrand ‘hotel-fire’ 1 
Københavnerbrand ‘Copenhagener-
fire’ 

1 

Kornbrand ‘grain-fire’ 1 
Landsbybrand ‘village-fire’ 1 
Lyngbrand ‘heath-fire’ 1 
Magasinbrand ‘warehouse-fire’ 1 
Nytårsbrand ‘new-years[-eve]-fire’ 1 
Oliekildebrand ‘oil source-fire’ 1 
Ostankino-brand ‘Ostankino-fire’ 1 
Plantagebrand ‘plantation-fire’ 1 
Plejehjemsbrand ‘nursing home-fire’ 1 
Rhodosbrand ‘Rhodos-fire’ 1 
Sommerbrand ‘summer-fire’ 1 
Teaterbrand ‘theatre-fire’ 1 
Ulmebrand ‘smouldering fire’ 1 
Villabrand ‘house-fire’ 1 
Total 2164 

 

 

Table D. Overview of types of brann (No), both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds with 

other nouns  

Type                                     Raw frequency 
Brann ‘fire’ 24882 
Skogbrann ‘forest-fire’ 1614 
hals(e)brann ‘heartburn’ lit. 
‘throat-fire’ 

537 

Bybrann ‘town-fire’ 487 
Boligbrann ‘residential-fire’ 482 
Husbrann ‘house-fire’ 278 
Mordbrann ‘arson’ lit. ‘murder-
fire’ 

243 

Dødsbrann ‘death-fire’ 238 
Kirkebrann ‘church-fire’ 172 
Hyttebrann ‘cottage-fire’ 142 
Bilbrann ‘car-fire’ 129 
Koldbrann ‘gangrene’ 126 
Pipebrann ‘chimney-fire’ 126 
Håbrann ‘Porbeagle’ [name of a 
fish] 

103 

Gressbrann ‘grass-fire’ 84 
Katastrofebrann ‘catastrophy-fire’ 81 
Miltbrann ‘Anthrax’lit. ‘spleen-
fire’ 

79 

Brystbrann ‘heart-burn’ lit. ‘breast-
fire’ 

77 

Ulmebrann ‘smouldering fire’ 72 
Barnehagebrann ‘kindergarten-
fire’ 

71 

Kålbrann ‘cabbage-fire’ 2 
Lagerbrann ‘stock-fire’ 2 
Leilighetsbrann ‘apartment-fire’ 2 
Loftsbrann ‘attic-fire’ 2 
Målselv-brann ‘Måselv-fire’ 2 
Oljeriggbrann ‘oil-platform-fire’ 2 
Overflatebrann ‘surface-fire’ 2 
Rombrann ‘room-fire’ 2 
Romsbrann ‘room-fire’ 2 
Skaugum-brann ‘Skaugum-fire’ 2 
Skuterbrann ‘scooter-fire’ 2 
Skyskraperbrann ‘skyscraper-fire’ 2 
Slemmestad-brann ‘Slemmestad-
fire’ 

2 

Smittebrann ‘infect-fire’ 2 
solstudio-brann ‘sunstudio-fire’ 2 
Sykehjemsbrann ‘nursing-home-
fire’ 

2 

Sykkelbrann ‘bicycle-fire’ 2 
Tankbilbrann ‘tank-truck-fire’ 2 
telt-brann ‘tent-fire’ 2 
Trikkebrann ‘tram-fire’ 2 
TV-brann ‘TV-fire’ 2 
Varehusbrann ‘mall-fire’ 2 
Vekkelsesbrann ‘revival-fire’ 2 
Våler-brann ‘Våler-fire’ 2 
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Båtbrann ‘boat-fire’ 63 
Pærebrann ‘fireblight’ lit. ‘pear 
fire’ 

58 

Skolebrann ‘school-fire’ 45 
Tunnelbrann ‘tunnel-fire’ 35 
Bussbrann ‘bus-fire’ 30 
Bygningsbrann ‘building-fire’ 30 
Ildebrann ‘fire-fire’ 30 
Karbonbrann ‘carbon-fire’ 30 
Verdensbrann ‘world-fire’ 30 
bråte(/a)brann ‘oodles-fire’ 27 
Isbrann ‘ice-fire77’ 26 
Krattbrann ‘brushwood-fire’ 26 
Lyngbrann ‘bush-fire’ 26 
Gassbrann ‘gas-fire’ 20 
Hotellbrann ‘hotel-fire’ 20 
Buskbrann ‘bush-fire’ 19 
Gruvebrann ‘mine-fire’ 18 
Oljebrann ‘oil-fire’ 17 
Containerbrann ‘container-fire’ 16 
Flammebrann ‘flame-fire’ 16 
Landbruksbrann ‘farming-fire’ 16 
Rotbrann ‘sponge infection for 
plants’ lit. ‘root-fire’ 

16 

Bryllupsbrann ‘wedding-fire’ 14 
Ambassadebrann ‘Embassy-fire’ 12 
California-brann ‘California-fire’ 12 
Froland-brann ‘Froland-fire’ 12 
Glødebrann ‘ardour-fire’ 12 
Kabelbrann ‘cable-fire’ 12 
S-brann ‘S-fire’ 12 
Sentrumsbrann ‘central-fire’ 12 
Togbrann ‘train-fire’ 12 
Campingbrann ‘camping-fire’ 11 
Ferjebrann ‘ferry-fire’ 11 
Fjøsbrann ‘barn-fire’ 11 
Gårdsbrann ‘garden-fire’ 11 
Bensinbrann ‘petrol-fire’ 10 
Diskotekbrann ‘disco-fire’ 10 
Fabrikkbrann ‘factory-fire’ 10 
Låvebrann ‘barn-fire’ 10 
Nattklubbrann ‘night-club-fire’ 10 
Væskebrann ‘liquid-fire’ 10 

Yellowstone-brann ‘Yellowstone-
fire’ 

2 

A-klassebrann ‘A-class-fire’ 1 
Aalesund-brann ‘Aalesund-fire’ 1 
Aluminiumsbrann ‘aluminum-fire’ 1 
Anekdotebrann ‘anecdote-fire’ 1 
Asylmottak-brann ‘Asylum-
reception-fire’ 

1 

Atom-brann ‘Atom-fire81’ 1 
Australia-brann ‘Australia-fire’ 1 
Badstubrann ‘sauna-fire’ 1 
Bangkok-brann ‘Bangkok-fire’ 1 
Batteribrann ‘battery-fire’ 1 
Bestillingsbrann ‘booking-fire’ 1 
Bilverkstedbrann ‘car-repair-place-
fire’ 

1 

Bilvrakbrann ‘car-wreck-fie’ 1 
Bloggbrann ‘blogg-fire’ 1 
Bombebrann ‘bomb-fire’ 1 
Borgo-brann ‘Borgo-fire’ 1 
Bossbrann ‘litter-fire’ 1 
Bratsberg-brann ‘Bratsberg-fire’ 1 
Bryggbrann ‘pier-fire’ 1 
Brøytebilbrann ‘[snow]-plough-
truck-fire’ 

1 

Deponibrann ‘escrow-fire’ 1 
Desemberbrann ‘December-fire’ 1 
Dybdebrann ‘tree-fire’ 1 
Fantoft-brann ‘Fantoft-fire’ 1 
Fartøysbrann ‘ship-fire’ 1 
Fergebrann ‘ferry-fire’ 1 
Fjerdingen-brann ‘Fjerdingen-fire’ 1 
Frityrbrann ‘deep-fry-fire’ 1 
Gamleby-brann ‘Gamleby-fire’ 1 
Goetheanum-brann ‘Goetheanum-
fire’ 

1 

Grassbrann ‘grass-fire’ 1 
Grillbrann ‘barbeque-fire’ 1 
Halden-brann ‘Halden-fire’ 1 
Haugesund-brann ‘Haugesund-
fire’ 

1 

Heisbrann ‘elevator-fire’ 1 
Helsfyr-brann ‘Helsfyr-fire’ 1 
Hudbrann ‘skin-fire’ [infectious 
disease in cattle]  

1 

                                                        
77 Refers to damages on vegetation due to fluctuation of temperature (cold-warm) during spring 
81 Atom-fire here is referring to an accidental fire in the buildings where a company developing nuclear 

analysis software operates, but the somewhat alarming compound might be explained by its source 
domain: news texts. 
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Ålesunds-brann ‘Ålesunds-fire’ 10 
Blokkbrann ‘block-fire’ 9 
Garasjebrann ‘garage-fire’ 9 
Metallbrann ‘metal-fire’ 9 
Rekkehusbrann ‘townhouse-fire’ 9 
Sykehusbrann ‘hospital-fire’ 9 
alarmsentral-brann ‘alarm-central-
fire’ 

8 

Flybrann ‘flight-fire’ 8 
Grasbrann ‘grass-fire’ 8 
Skorsteinsbrann ‘chimney-fire’ 8 
Stålbrann ‘steel-fire’ 8 
Tippbrann ‘dump-fire’ 8 
Hellas-brann ‘Greece-fire’ 7 
Industribrann ‘industry-fire’ 7 
Motorbrann ‘enginge-fire’ 7 
Startbrann ‘start-fire’ 7 
Angeles-brann ‘Angeles-fire’ 6 
Bokbrann ‘book-fire’ 6 
Bryggebrann 6 
El-brann ‘electricity-fire’ 6 
Kullbrann ‘coal-fire’ 6 
Nord-brann ‘Nord-fire’ 6 
Præriebrann ‘prairie-fire’ 6 
Stallbrann ‘stable-fire’ 6 
Takbrann ‘roof-fire’ 6 
Bibliotekbrann ‘library-fire’ 5 
Glasurbrann ‘glaze-fire’ 5 
Jesusita-brann ‘Jesusita-fire’ 5 
Julebrann ‘Christmas-fire’ 5 
Lødingen-brann ‘Lødingen-fire’ 5 
Madrassbrann ‘matress-fire’ 5 
Områdebrann ‘area-fire’ 5 
Oslo-brann ‘Oslo-fire’ 5 
PC-brann ‘PC-fire’ 5 
Propanbrann ‘propane-fire’ 5 
Riggbrann ‘[oil]platform-fire’ 5 
Riksdagsbrann ‘Parliaments-fire’ 5 
seilbåt-brann ‘sailboat-fire’ 5 
Sotbrann ‘soot-fire’ 5 
Utmarksbrann ‘outfield-fire’ 5 
Aula-brann ‘Aula-fire’ 4 
Brønnbrann ‘well-fire’ [where 
water is stored] 

4 

Butikkbrann ‘shop-fire’ 4 
Bygårdsbrann ‘townhouse-fire’ 4 

Hybelhusbrann ‘boarding-house-
fire’ 

1 

Hårbrann ‘hair-fire’ 1 
Høyhusbrann ‘high-house-fire’ 1 
Ildstedsbrann ‘fire-place-fire’ 1 
Januarbrann ‘january-fire’ 1 
Jihad-brann ‘Jihad-fire’ 1 
Jordbruks-brann ‘agriculture-fire’ 1 
Kammerbrann ‘chamber-fire’ 1 
Kaserollebrann ‘saucepan-fire’ 1 
Kiwi-brann ‘Kiwi-fire’ 1 
Kjøkkenbrann ‘kitchen-fire’ 1 
Kjøpesenterbrann ‘mall-fire’ 1 
Klosterbrann ‘monastery-fire’ 1 
Klubbhusbrann ‘club-house-fire’ 1 
Komponentbrann ‘component-fire’ 1 
Kongsgård-brann ‘Kongsgård-fire’ 1 
Kontorbrann ‘office-fire’ 1 
Krydderbrann ‘spice-fire’ 1 
Laptop-brann ‘laptop-fire’ 1 
Lastebilbrann ‘truck-fire’ 1 
Lavvubrann ‘lavvu82-fire’ 1 
lokalbrann ‘local-fire’ 1 
London-brann ‘London-fire’ 1 
Lungebrann ‘pneumonia’  1 
Lysbuebrann ‘electric-arc-fire’ 1 
Mac-brann ‘Mac-fire’ 1 
Molde-brann ‘Molde-fire’ 1 
Monsterbrann ‘monster-fire’ 1 
Moskebrann ‘Mosque-fire’ 1 
Murgårdsbrann ‘wall-yard-fire’ 1 
Musikkbrann ‘music-fire’ 1 
Naturbrann ‘nature-fire’ 1 
Nordre-brann ‘Nordre-fire’ 1 
Offerbrann ‘sacrifice-fire’ 1 
Paris-brann ‘Paris-fire’ 1 
Personbilbrann ‘car-fire’ lit. 
‘person-car-fire’ 

1 

Kristiansund-brann ‘Kristiansund-
fire’ 

1 

Pizzabrann ‘pizza-fire’ 1 
Primusbrann ‘primus-fire’ 1 
Pub-brann ‘pub-fire’ 1 
Påskebrann ‘Eastern-fire’ 1 
Rakettbrann ‘rocket-fire’ 1 
Rovbrann ‘turnips-fire’ 1 

                                                        
82 Traditional temporary housing of Sami people in northern Scandinavia 
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Dekkbrann ‘tire-fire’ 4 
Fengselsbrann ‘prison-fire’ 4 
Hybelbrann ‘dorm-fire’ 4 
Hydrogenbrann ‘hydrogen-fire’ 4 
Kullgruvebrann ‘coal-mine-fire’ 4 
Lillestrøm-brann ‘Lillestrøm-fire’ 4 
Løpebrann ‘run-fire78’ 4 
Museumsbrann ‘museum-fire’ 4 
Passasjerskipsbrann ‘passenger-
ship-fire’ 

4 

Skipsbrann ‘ship-fire’ 4 
Solbrann ‘sunburn’ lit. ‘sun-fire’79 4 
Steppebrann ‘prairie-fire’ 4 
Søppelbrann ‘garbage-fire’ 4 
Torvbrann ‘peat-fire’ 4 
Trehusbrann ‘tree-house-fire’ 4 
Tribunebrann ‘tribune-fire’ 4 
Aires-brann ‘Aires-fire’ [referring 
to fires in Buenos Aires] 

3 

B-brann ‘B-fire’80 3 
Bergens-brann ‘Bergen-fire’ 3 
Bibelbrann ‘Bible-fire’ 3 
Campingvognbrann ‘caravan-fire’ 3 
Flygebrann ‘airborne-fire’ 3 
Gartneribrann ‘Gartneri-fire’ 3 
Helvetesbrann ‘hell-fire’ 3 
herberge-brann ‘herberge-fire’ 3 
Hovedbrann ‘main-fire’ lit. ‘head-
fire’ 

3 

hydrokarbon-brann ‘hydrocarbon-
fire’ 

3 

Initialbrann ‘initial-fire’ 3 
Jetbrann ‘jet-fire’ 3 
Kafébrann ‘café-fire’ 3 
katastrofe-skogbrann 3 
Kebab-brann ‘Kebab-fire’ 3 
Kjellerbrann ‘attic-fire’ 3 
Lipobrann ‘fat-fire’ 3 
lyn-brann ‘lightning-fire’ 3 
Magnesiumbrann ‘magnesium-
fire’ 

3 

Malvik-brann ‘Malvik-fire’ 3 

Sandefjord-brann ‘Sandegjord-
fire’ 

1 

Shell-brann ‘Shell-fire’ 1 
Sjarkbrann ‘fishing-boat-fire’ 1 
Sjøbodbrann ‘boathouse-fire’ 1 
Skobrann ‘shoe-fire’ 1 
Slettebrann ‘heath-fire’ 1 
Sogndal-brann ‘Sogndal-fire’ 1 
Stavanger-brann ‘Stavanger-fire’ 1 
Stavkirkebrann ‘stave-church-fire’ 1 
Stordalen-brann ‘Stordalen-fire’ 1 
T-banebrann ‘metro-fire’ 1 
Tilfellebrann ‘confliction-fire’ 1 
Tårnbrann ‘tower-fire’ 1 
Ungdomsbrann ‘youth-fire’ 1 
Universitetsbrann ‘university-fire’ 1 
Utegrillbrann ‘outside-barbeque-
fire’ 

1 

Vindafjord-brann ‘Vindafjord-
brann’ 

1 

Vinderen-brann ‘Vinderen-fire’ 1 
Vogntog-brann ‘train-car-fire’ 1 
York-brann ‘York-fire’ 1 
Øvelsesbrann ‘rehearsal-fire’ [for 
firemen] 

1 

Total 31469 
 

                                                        
78 Terminology for professionals, for a fire spreading in vegetation on the ground 

http://www.kbt.no/faguttrykk.asp?Uttrykk=lav%20l%F8pebrann (retrieved September 25, 2017) 
79 The concept of sunburn on vegetation, for flaking and shredding of the bark on e.g. trees 
80 Commercial products for fire extinction are classified according to their functionality, along an 

alphabetical scale, depending on area of applications, e.g. in vehicles or in industry. Cf. for example A-
brann ‘[class]-A-fire’ 
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Markbrann ‘land-fire’ 3 
Millionbrann ‘million-fire’ 3 
Rasistbrann ‘racist-fire’ 3 
Reaktorbrann ‘reactor-fire’ 3 
Sengebrann ‘bed-fire’ 3 
Tivolibrann ‘amusement-park-fire’ 3 
Vikingbrann ‘viking-fire’ 3 
Villabrann ‘house-fire’ 3 
ASVO-brann ‘ASVO-fire’ 2 
Barnehjemsbrann ‘orphanage-fire’ 2 
Brekstad-brann ‘Brekstad-fire’ 2 
Bushbrann ‘bush-fire’ 2 
Bustadbrann ‘residence-fire’ 2 
Bålbrann ‘bonfire-fire’ 2 
Dobrann ‘toilet-fire’ 2 
Dombås-brann ‘Dombås-fire’ 2 
Eggbrann ‘egg-fire’ 2 
Fettbrann ‘fat-fire’ 2 
Flybensinbrann ‘aviation-fuel-fire’ 2 
Fredrikstad-brann ‘Fredrikstad-
fire’ 

2 

Fyrverkeribrann ‘fireworks-fire’ 2 
Gulskogen-brann ‘Gulskogen-fire’ 2 
Himmelbrann ‘sky-fire’ 2 
Kabelbane-brann ‘cableway-fire’ 2 
Kolbrann ‘coal-fire’ 2 
Kronebrann ‘crown-fire’ [botany 
contagion] 

2 

Kvartalsbrann ‘quarter-fire’ 2 
Kvernevik-brann ‘Kvernevik-fire’ 2 

 

 
Table E. Overview of types of brand in Swedish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds 

with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Type                                               Raw 
frequency 
Brand ‘fire’ 5230 
Mordbrand ‘arson’ 518 
Skogsbrand ‘forest-fire’ 257 
Gräsbrand ‘grass-fire’ 98 
Bilbrand ‘car-fire’ 89 
Lägenhetsbrand ‘apartment-fire’ 78 
Villabrand ‘house-fire’ 47 
Markbrand ‘soil-fire’ 35 
Mjältbrand ‘anthrax’ lit. ‘spleen-fire’ 25 
Kallbrand ‘gangrene’ 19 
Skolbrand ‘school-fire’ 17 
kyrk(o)brand ‘church-fire’ 14 

Bakbrand ‘bake-fire’ 1 
Bensinbrand ‘petrol-fire’ 1 
Bildbrand ‘picture-fire’ 1 
Biografbrand ‘cinema-fire’ 1 
Bokbrand ‘book-fire’ 1 
Bryggeribrand ‘brewery-fire’ 1 
Eldstormsbrand ‘fire-storm-fire’ 1 
Flisbrand ‘[wood]chip-fire’ 1 
Flygbrand ‘flight-fire’ 1 
Flygplansbrand ‘airplane-fire’ 1 
Frasbrand ‘blackleg’ 1 
Fritidshusbrand ‘cottage-fire’ 1 
Gärdesbrand ‘field-fire’ 1 
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Glödbrand ‘glow-fire’ 13 
Vedbrand ‘firewood-fire’ 12 
Präriebrand ‘prairie-fire’ 11 
Bostadsbrand ‘residence-fire’ 11 
Fabriksbrand ‘factory-fire’ 11 
Husbrand ‘house-brand’ 10 
Diskoteksbrand ‘discotheque-fire’ 9 
Ljusbrand ‘candle-fire’ 9 
Vindsbrand ‘attic-fire’ 9 
Världsbrand ‘world-fire’ 9 
Vildmarksbrand ‘wilderness-fire’ 8 
Dödsbrand ‘death-fire’ 8 
Ladugårdsbrand ‘barn-fire’ 7 
Nattklubbsbrand ‘night club-fire’ 7 
Oljebrand ‘oil-fire’ 7 
Buskbrand ‘bush-fire’ 6 
Bussbrand ‘bus-fire’ 6 
Containerbrand ‘container-fire’ 6 
Kabelbrand ‘cable-fire’ 6 
Förortsbrand ‘suburn-fire’ 6 
Stadsbrand ‘city-fire’ 5 
Julbrand ‘christmas-fire’ 5 
Radhusbrand ‘townhouse-fire’ 5 
Hotellbrand ‘hotel-fire’ 5 
Garagebrand ‘garage-fire’ 4 
Terrängbrand ‘terrain-fire’ 4 
Däckbrand ‘tire-fire’ 4 
Slottsbrand ‘castle-fire’ 4 
Elbrand ‘electricity-fire’ 4 
Källarbrand ‘cellar-fire’ 4 
Regnskogsbrand ‘rain-forest-fire’ 3 
Sjukhusbrand ‘hospital-fire’ 3 
Moskébrand ‘mosque-fire’ 3 
Sopbrand ‘garbage-fire’ 3 
Sotbrand ‘soot-fire’ 3 
Takbrand ‘roof-fire’ 3 
Torvbrand ‘peat-fire’ 3 
Fartygsbrand ‘ship-fire’ 2 
Fordonsbrand ‘vehicle-fire’ 2 
Gasbrand ‘gas gangrene’ lit. ‘gas-fire’ 2 
Gruvbrand ‘mine-fire’ 2 

Gbg-brand ‘Gothenburg-fire’ 1 
Glädjebrand ‘happiness-fire’ 1 
Hyggesbrand ‘clearing-fire’ 1 
Hyreshusbrand ‘apartment-building-
fire’ 

1 

Katarinabrand ‘Katarina-fire’ 1 
Kolbrand ‘coal-fire’ 1 
Kolgruvebrand ‘coal-mine-fire’ 1 
Krigsbrand ‘war-fire’ 1 
Krogbrand ‘tavern-fire’ 1 
Landalabrand ‘Landala84-fire’ 1 
Lastbilsbrand ‘lorry-fire’ 1 
Mossbrand ‘moss-fire’ 1 
Motorbrand ‘engine-fire’ 1 
Nässelbrand ‘nettle-fire’ 1 
Natriumbrand ‘Sodium-fire’ 1 
Operabrand ‘Opera-fire’ 1 
Pensionatsbrand ‘guesthouse-fire’ 1 
Protestbrand ‘protest-fire’ 1 
Pyromanbrand ‘pyromaniac-fire’ 1 
Operabrand ‘Opera-fire’ 1 
Risbrand ‘brushwood’ 1 
Sågverksbrand ‘sawmill-fire’ 1 
Skeppsbrand ‘ship-fire’ 1 
Solariebrand ‘solarium-fire’ 1 
Solbrand ‘sun-fire’ 1 
Soptippsbrand ‘rubbish-tip-fire’ 1 
Stallbrand ‘stable-fire’ 1 
Svedjebrand ‘fire-fallow-fire’ 1 
Tågbrand ‘train-fire’ 1 
Tempelbrand ‘tempel-fire’ 1 
Testbrand ‘test-fire’ 1 
Trapphusbrand ‘stairwell-fire’ 1 
Utomhusbrand ‘outdoor-fire’ 1 
Väskbrand ‘suitcase-fire’ 1 
Varvsbrand ‘shipyard-fire’ 1 
Vindsbrand ‘attic-fire’ 1 
Backbrand ‘crate-fire’ 1 
Färjebrand ‘ferry-fire’ 1 
Total 6748 

 

                                                        
84 Landala is a district in Gothenburg, Sweden 
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Punktbrand ‘point-fire’ 2 
Röjningsbrand ‘grubbing-fire’ 2 
Riksdagshusbrand ‘Parliament-
building-fire’ 

2 

Skorstensbrand ‘chimney-fire’ 2 
Stearinljusbrand ‘candlelight-fire’ 2 
Tunnelbrand ‘tunnel-fire’ 2 
Tunnelbanebrand ‘metro-fire’ 2 
Batteribrand ‘battery-fire’ 2 
Eldbrand ‘fiery log’ lit. ‘fire-fire’83 2 
Industribrand ‘industry-fire’ 2 
Butiksbrand ‘shop-fire’ 2 
Hårbrand ‘hair-fire’ 1 
Åkerbrand ‘field-fire’ 1 
Åttiotalsbrand ‘the eighties-fire’ 1 
Ambassadbrand ‘embassy-fire’ 1 
Båtbrand ‘boat-fire’ 1 

 

 
 
Table F. Overview of types of brasa ‘log-fire’ in Swedish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in 

compounds with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Type                                        Raw frequency 
Brasa ‘log-fire’ 987 
Majbrasa ‘May-log-fire’ 70 
Påskbrasa ‘Easter-log-fire’ 37 
Inflationsbrasa ‘inflation-log-fire’ 37 
Åkarbrasa ‘warming-log-fire’85 29 
Julbrasa ‘christmas-log-fire’ 10 
Vårbrasa ‘spring-log-fire’ 6 
Björkvedsbrasa ‘birchwood-log-fire’ 6 
Vedbrasa ‘log-log-fire’ 4 
Mysbrasa ‘cosy-log-fire’ 3 
Kolbrasa ‘coal-log-fire’ 3 
Debattbrasa ‘debate-log-fire’ 3 
Videobrasa ‘video-log-fire’ 2 
Transaktionsbrasa ‘transaction-log-
fire’ 

2 

Sedelbrasa ‘banknote-log-fire’ 2 
Konsumtionsbrasa ‘consumptions-log-
fire’ 

2 

Skymningsbrasa ‘dusk-log-fire’ 1 
Skuldbrasa ‘debt-log-fire’ 1 
Skandalbrasa ‘scandal-log-fire’ 1 
Salongsbrasa ‘salon-log-fire’ 1 
Räntebrasa ‘interest-log-fire’ 1 
Revoltbrasa ‘uprising-log-fire’ 1 
Midsommarbrasa ‘midsummer-log-
fire’ 

1 

Köksbrasa ‘kitchen-log-fire’ 1 
Krigsbrasan ‘war-log-fire’ 1 
Kravallbrasa ‘riot-log-fire’ 1 
Koksbrasa ‘coke(fuel)-log-fire’ 1 
Kakelugnsbrasa ‘tiled stove-log-fire’ 1 
Kaffebrasa ‘coffee-log-fire’ 1 
Höstbrasa ‘autumn-log-fire’ 1 
Häxbrasa ‘witch-log-fire’ 1 
Grillbrasa ‘barbeque-log-fire’ 1 
Gelébrasa ‘jelly-log-fire’ 1 
Fejkbrasa ‘fake-log-fire’ 1 

                                                        
83 Nationalencyklopedin “Eldbrand: brinnande vedträ eller glöd” http://www.ne.se retrieved September 24, 

2017 
85 A method to keep warm by crossing ones arms across the torso, historically used since 1880 (freely 

translated from Nationalencyklopedin, entry “åkarbrasa: uppvärmning genom att slå armarna i kors över 
bålen (…)” from http://www.ne.se.ezp.sub.su.se retrieved August 25, 2017) 
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Bostadsbrasa ‘residence-log-fire’ 2 
Bolånebrasa ‘mortgage-log-fire’ 2 
Utebrasa ‘outside-log-fire’ 1 
Stockeldsbrasa ‘log-fire-log-fire’ 1 
Stockbrasa ‘log-log-fire’ 1 
Stenkolsbrasa ‘Bituminous-coal-log-
fire’ lit. ‘stone-coal-log-fire’ 

1 

Spekulationsbrasa ‘speculation-log-
fire’ 

1 
 

Evighetsbrasa ‘eternity-log-fire’ 1 
Derbybrasa ‘derby-log-fire’ 1 
Börsbrasa ‘stock exchange-log-fire’ 1 
Bojkottsbrasa ‘boycott-log-fire’ 1 
1700-talsbrasa ‘16th-century-log-fire’ 1 
Total 1235 

 

 

Table G. Overview of types of bål in Danish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds with 

other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Type                                          Raw frequency 
Bål ‘bonfire’ 961 
Lejrbål ‘camp-bonfire’ 25 
Sankthansbål ‘Midsummer bonfire’ 21 
Ligbål ‘funeral pyre’ lit. ‘corpse-
bonfire’ 

11 

Kætterbål ‘the stake’ lit. ‘Heretics-
bonfire’  

8 

Benzinbål ‘petrol-bonfire’ 4 
Heksebål ‘witch-bonfire’ 4 
Bylejrbål ‘town-camp-bonfire’ 3 
Glødebål ‘ardour-bonfire’ 3 
Havebål ‘garden-bonfire’ 3 
Madbål ‘food-bonfire’ 3 
Midsommarbål ‘midsummer-bonfire’ 3 
Offerbål ‘sacrifice-bonfire’ 2 
Velkomstlejrbål ‘welcoming-camp-
bonfire’ 

2 

Advarselsbål ‘warning-fire’ 1 
Afslutningslejrbål ‘closure-camp-fire’ 1 
Aftenbål ‘evening-bonfire’ 1 
Aftenmadsbål ‘evening-food-bonfire’ 1 
Alterbål ‘altar-bonfire’ 1 
Arbejdsløshedsbål ‘unemployment-
bonfire’ 

1 

Bogbål ‘book burning’ lit. ‘book-
bonfire’ 

1 

Boligbål ‘residential-bonfire’ 1 
 

Drømmebål ‘dream-bonfire’ 1 
Baunebål ‘signal-bonfire’ 1 
EU-bål ‘European Union-bonfire’ 1 
Festbål ‘feast-bonfire’ 1 
Flammebål ‘flame-bonfire’ 1 
Halmbål ‘straw-bonfire’ 1 
Herrebål ‘man-bonfire’ 1 
Hippiebål ‘hippie-bonfire’ 1 
Holocaustbål ‘Holocaust-bonfire’ 1 
Langbål ‘long-bonfire’ 1 
Markbål ‘land-bonfire’ 1 
Mediebål ‘media-bonfire’ 1 
Metalbål ‘metal-bonfire’ 1 
Middagsbål ‘dinner-bonfire’ 1 
Mirakelbål ‘miracle-bonfire’ 1 
Oliebål ‘oil-bonfire’ 1 
Papirbål ‘paper-bonfire’ 1 
Patentbål ‘patent-bonfire’ 1 
Rockbål ‘rock-bonfire’ 1 
Signalbål ‘signal-bonfire’ 1 
Tiggerbål ‘beggar-bonfire’ 1 
Vagtbål ‘guardian-bonfire’ 1 
Vredesbål ‘furious-bonfire’ 1 
Total 1084 
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Table H. Overview of types of bål in Norwegian, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds 

with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency). 

Types                                        Raw frequency 
Bål ‘bonfire’ 6045 
Leirbål ‘camp-bonfire’ 467 
sankthansbål ‘Midsummer bonfire’ 155 
Bokbål ‘book-bonfire’ 132 
kaffebål/kaffibål ‘coffee-bonfire’ 112 
Peisbål ‘fireplace-bonfire’ 37 
Heksebål ‘witch-bonfire’ 34 
Likbål ‘corpse-bonfire’ 32 
Bibelbål ‘Bible-bonfire’ 17 
Kjetterbål ‘heretic-bonfire’ 14 
Åpningsleirbål ‘opening-camp-bonfire’ 11 
Slinningsbål ‘Slinnings-bonfire’ [for a 
yearly celebration] 

10 

Avslutningsleirbål ‘termination-camp-
bonfire’ 

9 

Grillbål ‘barbeque-bonfire’ 9 
Pølsebål ‘hot dogs-bonfire’ 8 
Pornobål ‘porn-bonfire’ 7 
BH-bål ‘bra-bonfire’ 6 
Jonsokbål ‘Jonsok-bonfire’ [another 
name for Midsummer/Sankthans-] 

6 

Kveldsbål ‘evening-bonfire’ 6 
Pinsebål ‘Pentecoast-bonfire’ 6 
Tønnebål ‘barrel-bonfire’ 6 
Vardebål ‘alert-bonfire’ 6 
Røykbål ‘smoke-bonfire’ 5 
Bensinbål ‘petrol-bonfire’ 4 
Julebål ‘Christmas-bonfire’ 4 
Kosebål ‘cosy-bonfire’ 4 
Matbål ‘food-bonfire’ 4 
Offerbål ‘sacrifice-bonfire’ 4 
Pagodebål ‘pagoda-bonfire86’ 4 
Protestbål ‘protest-bonfire’ 4 
Ryktebål ‘reputation-bonfire’ 4 
Stammebål ‘tribe-bonfire’ 4 
Tyribål ‘fatwood-bonfire’ 4 
A-bål ‘A-bonfire’ 3 
B-bål ‘B-bonfire’ 3 
Fettbål ‘fat-bonfire’ 3 
Gjeterbål ‘herder-bonfire’ 3 
Gravbål ‘grave/burial-fire’ 3 
Halmbål ‘straw-bonfire’ 3 

Hovedleirbål ‘main-camp-bonfire’ 3 
Krigsbål ‘war-bonfire’ 3 
Menneskebål ‘human-bonfire’ 3 
Rentebål ‘interest-rate-bonfire’ 3 
Speiderbål ‘scouter-bonfire’ 3 
Underleirbål ‘during-camp-bonfire’ 3 
D-bål ‘D-bonfire’ 2 
elbil-bål ‘electric-vehicle-bonfire’ 2 
Fjellbål ‘mountain-bonfire’ 2 
Frokostbål ‘breakfast-bonfire’ 2 
Gatebål ‘street-bonfire’ 2 
Granvedbål ‘spruce-wood-bonfire’ 2 
Klesbål ‘clothing-bonfire’ 2 
Klimabål ‘climate-bonfire’ 2 
Konfliktbål ‘conflict-bonfire’ 2 
Koranbål ‘Quran-bonfire’ 2 
Korrupsjonsbål ‘corruption-bonfire’ 2 
Kretsleirbål ‘circuit-camp-bonfire’ 2 
Kvistbål ‘twig-bonfire’ 2 
Landsbybål ‘country-village-bonfire’ 2 
Miljødebattbål ‘environment-debate-
bonfire’ 

2 

Påskebål ‘Easter-bonfire’ 2 
Søppelbål ‘trash-bonfire’ 2 
Skjervabål ‘Skjerva-bonfire’ 2 
Solbål ‘Sol-bonfire’ 2 
Speiderleirbål ‘scout-camp-bonfire’ 2 
Torgbål ‘square-bonfire’ 2 
Ulmebål ‘smoulder-bonfire’ 2 
Varmebål ‘warmth-bonfire’ 2 
Videobål ‘video-bonfire’ 2 
Vinterbål ‘winter-bonfire’ 2 
Beatlesbål ‘Beatles-bonfire’ 1 
Bilbål ‘car-bonfire’ 1 
Bloksbergbål ‘Bloksbergs-bonfire’ 1 
Bondebål ‘farmers-bonfire’ 1 
Campingbål ‘camping-bonfire’ 1 
Conan-bål ‘Conan-bonfire’ 1 
Debattbål ‘debate-bonfire’ 1 
Dyrebål ‘animal-bonfire’ 1 
Fettforbrenningsbål ‘fat-loss-bonfire’ 1 
Finansbål ‘finance-bonfire’ 1 

                                                        
86 Pagode. (2012). In Store norske leksikon. https://snl.no/pagode (retrieved September 26, 2017) 
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Hijabbål ‘veil-bonfire’ 3 
 

Flammebål ‘flame-bonfire’ 1 
 

  
Flaskebål ‘bottle-bonfire87’ 1 
FRP-bål ‘FRP88-bonfire’ 1 
Glødebål ‘ardour-bonfire’ 1 
Gründerbål ‘Gründer-bonfire’ 1 
Høstbål ‘autumn-bonfire’ 1 
Hatbål ‘hate-bonfire’ 1 
Hovedbål ‘main-bonfire’ lit. ‘head-
bonfire’ 

1 

Husbål ‘house-bonfire’ 1 
Indianerbål ‘indians-bonfire’ 1 
Integreringsbål ‘integration-bonfire’ 1 
Jihadbål ‘jihad-bonfire’ 1 
Joyce-bål ‘joyce-bonfire’ 1 
Kamellortbål ‘camel-poop-bonfire’ 1 
Kampflybål ‘combat-aircraft-bonfire’ 1 
Kokebål ‘boiling-bonfire’ 1 
Konkursbål ‘bankruptcy-bonfire’ 1 
Kubål ‘cow89-bonfire’ 1 
Kubbebål ‘log-bonfire’ 1 
Lipobål ‘fat-bonfire’ 1 
Lynsjingsbål ‘lynching-bonfire’ 1 
Matlagningsbål ‘cooking-bonfire’ 1 
Megapixelbål ‘megapixel-bonfire’ 1 
Midtsommernattbål 
‘midsummernight-bonfire’ 

1 

Miniatyrbål ‘miniature-bonfire’ 1 
Nørvebål ‘Nørve-bonfire’ 1 

 

Nyttårsbål ‘new-years-bonfire’ 1 
Obamabål ‘Obama-bonfire’ 1 
Olsokbål ‘Olsok90-bonfire’ 1 
Opprørsbål ‘rebellion-bonfire’ 1 
Patruljeleirbål ‘patrol-camp-bonfire’ 1 
Pengebål ‘money-bonfire’ 1 
Prostitusjonsbål ‘prostitution-
bonfire’ 

1 

Pyramidebål ‘pyramide-bonfire’ 1 
Pyrobål ‘pyro-bonfire’ 1 
Rekvedbål ‘driftwood-bonfire’ 1 
Rykebål ‘fume-bonfire’ 1 
Samfunnsbål ‘society-bonfire’ 1 
Skogsbål ‘forest-bonfire’ 1 
Slumbål ‘slum-bonfire’ 1 
Stablebål ‘stack-bonfire’ 1 
Storås-bål ‘Storås-bonfire’ 1 
Tørrfurubål ‘dry-pinewood-bonfire’ 1 
Telysbål ‘candle-light-bonfire’ 1 
Terrorbål ‘terror-bonfire’ 1 
Våpenbål ‘weapon-bonfire’ 1 
Varslingsbål ‘warning-bonfire’ 1 
Vennskapsleirbål ‘friendship-camp-
bonfire’ 

1 

Verdibål ‘value-bonfire’ 1 
Total 7201 

 

 
 
Table I. Overview of types of låga in Swedish, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in compounds 

with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency)  

Type                                         Raw frequency 
Låga ‘flame’ 1506 
Sparlåga ‘spare-flame’ 267 
Eldslåga ‘fire-flame’ 107 
Ljuslåga ‘light-flame’ or ‘candle- 41 

Elitserielåga ‘the Elite League’91 1 
Energilåga ‘energy-flame’ 1 
Gnistlåga ‘spark-flame’ 1 
Lustlåga ‘lust-flame’ 1 
OS-låga ‘Olympic Games-flame’ 1 

                                                        
87 Referring to a case where the collected pile of bottles is not ignited 
88 FRP or Fremskrittspartiet (Progress Party), is a neoliberal populistic party in Norway (or an extreme 

right party, see for example Widfeldt, A. (2014). Extreme right parties in Scandinavia. Routledge.) 
89 Refers to the purposedly fires to extinct cows suffering from Bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), 

or “mad cow disease” 
90 Olsok refers to the national day of celebration in Norway and the Faroe Islands, Olsok. (2017, 28. juli). I 

Store norske leksikon. https://snl.no/olsok. (retrieved August 27, 2017) 
91 For the several Swedish nationwide sport leagues 
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flame’ 
Gaslåga ‘gas-flame’ 24 
Svetslåga ‘blowtorch’ lit. ‘welding 
flame’ 

21 

Livslåga ‘life-flame’ 12 
Gasollåga ‘liquefied petroleum-gas’ 3 
Helveteslåga ‘hell-flame’ 3 
Frihetslåga ‘liberty-flame’ 2 
Propanlåga ‘propane-flame’ 2 
Stearinljuslåga ‘candle light-flame’ 2 
Kärlekslåga ‘love-flame’ 2 

 

Skärseldslåga ‘purgatory-flame’ 1 
Spritlåga ‘spirituous-flame’ 1 
Stearinlåga ‘candle-grease-fire’ 1 
Svavellåga ‘sulphur-flame’ 1 
Varmluftslåga ‘warm-air-flame’ 1 
VM-låga ‘World Championship-
flame’ 

1 

Total 2003 
 

 

Table J. Overview of types of flamme in Norwegian, both unaccompanied and as the last noun in 

compounds with other nouns (N indicated in raw frequency) 

Type                                        Raw frequency 
Flamme ‘flame’ 5407 
Gassflamme ‘gas-flame’ 46 
Stikkflamme ‘match-flame’ 45 
OL-flammen ‘Olympic-game-flame’ 44 
Sveiseflamme ‘blowtorch’ lit. 
‘welding flame’ 

14 

eks-flamme ‘ex-flame’ 9 
Fyrstikkflamme ‘match-flame’ 9 
Lighterflamme ‘lighter-flame’ 8 
Stearinlysflamme ‘candle-light-flame’ 8 
Munningsflamme ‘muzzel flash’ 7 
Peisflamme ‘fireplace-flame’ 7 
Filmflamme ‘film-flame’ 6 
Oksygenflamme ‘oxygen-flame’ 5 
Pilotflamme ‘pilot-flame’ 5 
fotballflamme ‘football-flame’ 4 
Frihetsflamme ‘freedom-flame’ 4 
Gamleflammen ‘old-flame’ 4 
Loddeflammen ‘solder-flame’ 4 
Diffusjonsflamme ‘diffusion-flame’ 3 
Fredsflamme ‘peace-flame’ 3 
Krigsflamme ‘war-flame’ 3 
Trollflamme ‘troll-flame’ 3 
acetylen-oksygenflamme ‘acetylene-
oxygen-flame’ 

2 

Bålflamme ‘bonfire-flame’ 2 
Barndomsflamme ‘childhood-flame’ 2 
Bensinflamme ‘petrol-flame’ 2 
Boreflamme ‘drill flame’ 2 

Blodflamme ‘blood-flame’ 1 
Bulme-flamme ‘plant-flame93’ 1 
Bunsenflamme ‘Bunsen-flame94’ 1 
Dataflamme ‘computer-flame’ 1 
Drageflamme ‘dragon-flame’ 1 
Drivflamme ‘drive-flame’ 1 
Enhetsflamme ‘unity-flame’ 1 
EU-flamme ‘EU-flame’ 1 
Fakkelflamme ‘torch-flame’ 1 
Forekskelsesflamme ‘crush-flame’ 1 
Fortidsflamme ‘past-flame’ 1 
Frihedsflamme ‘liberty-flame’ 1 
Høytemperaturflamme ‘high-
temperature-flame’ 

1 

Haleflammen ‘tail-flame’ 1 
Hatflammen ‘hate-flame’ 1 
hiphop-flamme ‘hiphop-flame’ 1 
hotrod-flamme ‘hot-rod-flame’ 1 
Ildflamme ‘fire-flame’ 1 
Kobberflamme ‘copper-flame’ 1 
Kokeflamme ‘cooking-flame’ 1 
Lavflamme ‘soldering flame’ 1 
Modellflamme ‘model-flame’ 1 
Narreflamme ‘fake-flames’ 1 
Papirflamme ‘paper-flame’ 1 
Rakettflamme ‘missile-flame’ 1 
Reserveflamme ‘reserve-flame’ 1 
Revolusjonsflamme ‘revolution-
flame’ 

1 

Skjæreflamme ‘cutting flame’ 1 
Skoleflamme ‘school-flame’ 1 
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cyber-flamme ‘cyber-flame’ 2 
Eksosflamme ‘residual-gas92-fire’ 2 
Høstflamme ‘autumn-flame’ 2 
Helvetesflamme ‘hell-flame’ 2 
Hydrogenflamme ‘hydrogen-fire’ 2 
Kjærlighetsflamme ‘love-flame’ 2 
Lysflamme ‘light-flame’ 2 
Opprørsflamme ‘riot-flame’ 2 
Telysflamme ‘tealight-flame’ 2 
Ungdomsflamme ‘youth-flame’ 2 
Begeistringsflamme ‘excitement-
flame’ 

1 
 

sosialkurator-flamme ‘social-
counselor-flame’ 

1 

Soulflamme ‘soul-flame’ 1 
Spritflamme ‘spirituous-flame’ 1 
Sverdflamme ‘sword-flame’ 1 
Svovelflamme ‘sulphur-flame’ 1 
Urflamme ‘ancient-flame’ 1 
Ur-geni-flamme ‘ancient-genious-
flame’ 

1 

Vidunderflamme ‘wonder-flame’ 1 
Total 5716 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                                             
93 BULME: plant or herb (Bulmeurt, Naturhistorisk musuem, Universitetet i Oslo)  

https://www.nhm.uio.no/besok-oss/botanisk-hage/urtehagen/bulmeurt/ (retrieved September 20, 2017) 
94 Bunsen, the German chemist who developed several gas-analytical methods, Store Norske Leksikon, 

Bunsen https://snl.no/Robert_Bunsen (retrieved September 24, 2017) 
92 Eksos refers to residual gases from a combusted medium (“restgassene fra et forbrent medium [...]”) 

according to Ellingsdalen, Ø. (2017). Eksos. In Store norske leksikon. https://snl.no/eksos (retrieved 
August 28, 2017) 
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Appendix 6. Result chapter, lists of trigrams 
 

Trigram (Da) ild ‘fire’ Raw frequency 
tag gryden af ‘take the pot of’ 51 
i ilden. ‘in the fire’ 46 
af ilden, ‘of the fire’ 21 
mange jern i ‘many iron in’ 17 
åben ild. ‘open fire’ 14 
 og vand. ‘and water’ 13 
at have sat ‘to have set’ 13 
i skæret fra ‘in the light of’ 13 
over  ilden. ‘above the fire’ 12 
på grund af ‘because of’ 12 
til  ilden. ‘to the fire’ 11 
der blev sat ‘it was set’ 10 
var ved at ‘was about to’ 10 
ved at sætte ‘to set’ 10 
at puste til ‘to breath to’ 9 
kastanjerne ud af ‘chestnuts out from’ 8 
men det er ‘but it is’ 8 
 mod en ‘against one’ 7 
at lege med ‘to play with’ 7 
bredte sig som ‘spread like’ 7 
der er gået ‘it has gone’ 7 
har mange jern ‘have many iron’ 7 
havde fået ‘had gotten’ 7 
i nærheden af ‘close to’ 7 
og tag gryden ‘and take the pot’ 7 
over en sagte ‘over a softly’ 7 
sagte  ild ‘soft fire’ 7 
vand, luft og ‘water, air and’ 7 
ved siden af ‘beside the’ 7 
flammende  ild. ‘flaming fire’ 6 
hellige  ild ‘holy fire’ 6 
helvedesild  og ‘hell-fire and’ 6 
jord, vand, luft ‘earth, water, air’ 6 
løbeild  i ‘running-fire in’ 6 
med benzin og ‘with petrol and’ 6 

 
 

Trigram (No) ild ‘fire’ Raw frequency 
lekte med ilden ‘played with fire’ 484 
jern i ilden ‘iron in the fire’ 401 
mange jern i ‘many irons in’ 313 
skal i ilden ‘go into the fire’ 259 
leker med ilden ‘playing with fire’ 66 
i tørt gress ‘in dry grass’ 65 
vært i ilden ‘been in the fire’ 65 
Brent barn skyr ‘burnt child shun’ 63 
i kryssilden mellom ‘in the crossfire between’ 62 
ild og vann ‘fire and water’ 59 
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for mange jern ‘too many iron’ 47 
skulle i ilden ‘was in the fire’ 46 
asken til ilden ‘ashes to the fire’ 45 
den olympiske ilden ‘the Olympic fire’ 44 
gjøre opp ild ‘make up fire’ 44 
Israelsk returild . ‘Israelian return-fire’ 44 
Lek med ilden ‘play with fire’ 44 
fra asken til ‘from ashes to’ 43 
fanget i kryssilden ‘trapped in the crossfire’ 40 
allerede for mange ‘already too many’ 36 
den brennende ild ‘the burning fire’ 36 
røyk uten ild ‘smoke without fire’ 31 
åpnet ild ved ‘open fire at’ 28 
inn i ilden ‘into the fire’ 28 
bensin på ilden ‘petrol on the fire’ 26 
flere jern i ‘several irons in’ 26 
oppmerksom på skogbrannfaren ‘aware of the forest-fire-risk’ 26 
blir fort tørt ‘quickly becomes dry’ 25 
Den olympiske ild ‘the Olympic fire’ 25 
Gress og kvister ‘grass and twigs’ 25 
lettantennelig . Det ‘inflammable. It’ 25 
ingen røyk uten ‘no smoke without’ 22 
drepte minst ti ‘killed at least ten’ 21 
En mann åpnet ‘one man opened’ 21 
drept i skyting ‘killed in shooting’ 20 
ut av ilden ‘from the fire’ 19 
ut av skjærsilden ‘from the purgatory’ 19 
fanga i kryssilden ‘trapped in the crossfire’ 17 
Ilden er slukket ‘the fire is extinguished’ 17 
Som ild og ‘like fire and’ 16 
at brent barn ‘that burnt child’ 15 
etter pinlige avsløringer ‘after embarrassing disclosures’ 15 
fanget i kryssild ‘trapped in crossfire’ 15 
fyr på det ‘fire on it’ 15 
i kryssilden etter ‘in the crossfire after’ 15 

 
 

Trigram (Sw) eld ‘fire’ Raw frequency 
eld på en ‘fire on a’ 86 
som en löpeld ‘like a wildfire’ lit. ‘running-fire’ 74 
järn i elden ‘iron in the fire’ 71 
satte eld på ‘set fire on’ 62 
Eld och lågor ‘excited’ lit. ‘fire and flames’ 58 
öppnade eld mot ‘opened fire against’ 57 
sätta eld på ‘set fire on’ 53 
tänt eld på ‘lit fire on’ 51 
tända eld på ‘to lit fire on’ 50 
tände eld på ‘lit fire on’ 50 
över öppen eld ‘over open fire’ 46 
många järn i ‘many iron in’ 46 
elden spred sig ‘the fire spread’ 44 
den olympiska elden ‘the Olympic fire’ 43 
rök utan eld ‘smoke without fire’ 38 
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satt eld på ‘put fire on’ 38 
eld på sig ‘fire on oneself’ 33 
elden under kontroll ‘fire under control’ 33 
öppen eld . ‘open fire’ 32 
fattade eld . ‘caught fire’ 32 
Leka med elden ‘play with fire’ 26 
på sig själv ‘on oneself’ 25 
under kontroll . ‘under control’ 25 
Eld i baken ‘fire in the bottom’ 24 
eld och vatten ‘fire and water’  23 
och fattade eld ‘and caught fire’ 22 
eld på ett ‘fire on a’ 21 
Göra upp eld ‘make fire’ 21 
att sätta eld ‘to set fire’ 20 
att släcka elden ‘to extinguish the fire’ 20 
har många järn ‘have many iron’ 20 
konstatera att det ‘conclude that’ 20 
finns rök utan ‘exists smoke without’ 19 
ryktena om en ‘rumours about a’ 19 
sällan finns rök ‘seldom there is smoke’ 19 
askan i elden ‘ashes into the fire’ 18 
och lågor . ‘and flames’ 18 
skulle sprida sig ‘was about to spread’ 18 
Ur askan i ‘from the ashes into’ 18 
sprida sig till ‘spread to’ 17 
elden skulle sprida ‘the fire would spread’ 16 
Elden sprider sig ‘the fire is spreading’ 16 
att göra upp ‘to make up’ 15 
att sprida sig ‘to spread’ 15 
lekte med elden ‘played with fire’ 15 
fattade eld och ‘caught fire and’ 14 
i elden och ‘in the fire and’ 14 
spred sig till ‘spread to’ 14 
öppen eld , ‘open fire’ 13 
öppnade eld och ‘opened fire and’ 13 
blev eld och ‘became fire and’ 13 
eld på bilar ‘fire on cars’ 13 
eldar för att ‘fires because’ 13 
en löpeld över ‘a wildfire over’ lit. ‘running-fire’ 13 
för att släcka ‘to extinguish’ 13 
Flickan som lekte ‘the girl who played’ 13 
gjorde upp eld ‘made fire’ 13 

 
 

Trigram (Da) brand ‘fire’ Raw frequency 
i forbindelse med ‘in connection to’ 52 
på grund af ‘because of’ lit. ‘on the ground of’ 46 
med bål og ‘with bonfire and’ (the expression) 31 
efter  branden ‘after the fire’ 27 
i løbet af ‘within the course of’ 25 
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I tilfælde af ‘in case of’ 24 
 Scandinavian Star 23 
at slukke ‘to extinguish’ 22 
en voldsom ‘a violent’ 21 
brand,  der ‘fire, that’ 20 
 ildebrand ‘fire-fire’ 17 
påsatte  brande ‘arson’ lit. ‘fires fires’ 17 
ved  branden ‘at the fire’ 17 
en brand i ‘a fire in’ 16 
for at have ‘to have’ 14 
at slukke en ‘to extinguish a’ 12 
mulighed for at ‘with possibility to’ 12 
til at slukke ‘about to extinguish’ 10 
Det drejer sig ‘it is about’ 9 
egnet til væskebrande, ‘suitable for liquid-fires’ 9 
ramt af en ‘hit by a’ 9 
kom til skade ‘were hurt’ 8 
opmærksom på, at ‘aware that’ 8 
Store dele af ‘large parts of’ 8 
været udsat for ‘been exposed to’ 8 
brød i brand ‘broke in fire’ 7 
Branden blev opdaget ‘the fire was detected’ 7 
bredte sig hurtigt ‘spread rapidly’ 7 
ild i tøjet, ‘fire in the clothing’ 7 
kostede 158 mennesker ‘at a cost of 158 people’ 7 

 
 

Trigram (No) brann ‘fire’ Raw frequency 
i forbindelse med ‘in connection to’ 186 
en brann i ‘a fire in’ 180 
natt til lørdag ‘night to Saturday’ 157 
for samfunnssikkerhet og ‘for Civil Protection and’ 125 
samfunnssikkerhet og beredskap ‘Civil Protection and 
readiness’ 

123 

omkom i brann ‘died in fire’ 116 
fikk melding om ‘received a message about’ 99 
etter brann i ‘after a fire in’ 96 
Det brøt ut ‘it broke out’ 79 
det elektriske anlegget ‘the electrical system’ 79 
melding om brannen ‘message about the fire’ 72 
personer ble evakuert ‘People were evacuated’ 69 
, sier operasjonsleder ‘, says operations manager’ 68 
mistet livet i ‘lost his/her life in’ 67 
Oslo brann - og redningsetat ‘Oslo fire - and Rescue Service’ 65 
kom til skade ‘were hurt’ 63 
. Selv om ‘even though’ 62 
da det begynte ‘when it started’ 62 
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En person omkom ‘one person died’ 62 
etter at en ‘after a’ 62 
i full fyr ‘on fire’ lit. ‘in full fire’ 62 
rett og slett ‘simply’ 62 
store deler av ‘large parts of’ 62 
ble evakuert da ‘were evacuated when’ 58 
og ulykker med ‘and accidents with’ 57 
eksplosjon og ulykker ‘explosions and accidents’ 56 
i Bergen . ‘in Bergen’ 56 
selv om det ‘even though’ 56 
totalskadd i brann ‘totally destroyed in fire’ 56 
for å sikre ‘to make sure’ 55 
fredag kveld . ‘Fridays evening’ 55 
person omkom i ‘person died in’ 55 
oppfordrer derfor alle ‘encourages therefore everyone’ 54 
Til tross for ‘despite’ 54 
politi og brannvesen ‘police and fire services’ 53 
invitere Norges Skogeierforbunds ‘invite the Norwegian 
forest owners' associations’ 

52 

nødvendig varsomhet ved ‘necessary cautiousness during’ 52 
og Drammen sammen ‘and Drammen together’ 52 
opptatt av skogbrukets ‘concerned forestry’ 52 
På Norges Skogeierforbunds ‘On the Norwegian forest 
owners' associations’ 

52 

tilløp i Telemark ‘incidents in Telemark’ 52 
understreker faren . ‘underlines the danger’ 52 
utvise nødvendig varsomhet ‘Exercise necessary caution’ 52 

 
 

Trigram (Sw) brand ‘fire’ Raw frequency 
en brand i ‘a fire in’ 138 
brand i en ‘fire in a’ 99 
i samband med ‘in connection with’ 71 
brand i ett ‘fire in a’ 66 
en brand på ‘a fire on’ 60 
branden bröt ut ‘the fire broke out’ 57 
orsaken till branden ‘the cause of the fire’ 57 
på grund av ‘due to’ 57 
under kontroll . ‘under control’ 56 
larmet om branden ‘the alarm about the fire’ 53 
som orsakat branden ‘that caused the fire’ 53 
för mordbrand . ‘for arson’ lit. ‘for murder-fire’ 43 
är inte känt ‘is not known’ 42 
även andra bloggares ‘also other bloggers’ 42 
branden var anlagd ‘the fire was planned’ [i.e. arson] 42 
En mindre brand ‘a smaller fire’ 39 
var anlagd . ‘was planned’ 39 
för att släcka ‘to extinguish’ 38 
vad som orsakade ‘what caused’ 38 
grov mordbrand . ‘gross arson’ lit. ‘gross murder-fire’ 37 
natten till i ‘the night to’ 37 
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en förundersökning om ‘an investigation about’ 36 
en våldsam brand ‘a violent fire’ 35 
i en lägenhet ‘in an apartment’ 35 
för grov mordbrand ‘for gross arson’ 34 
samband med branden ‘in connection to the fire’ 34 
sattes i brand ‘set on fire’ 34 
var branden släckt ‘the fire was extinguished’ 34 
att ha anlagt ‘to have planned’ 33 
en anlagd brand ‘arson’ lit. ‘a planned fire’  31 
misstänkt för mordbrand ‘suspected of arson’ lit. ‘murder-
fire’ 

31 

branden spred sig ‘the fire spread’ 30 
strax efter klockan ‘right after [given time]’ 30 
under natten till ‘during the night between’ 29 
stod i brand ‘was on fire’ 28 
, misstänkt för ‘suspected for’ 27 
under kontroll , ‘under control’ 27 
branden släckt . ‘the fire extinguished’ 26 
kom till platsen ‘came to the area’ 26 
Polisen misstänker att ‘the police suspect that’ 26 
skulle sprida sig ‘would spread’ 25 
kunde snabbt släckas ‘could quickly be extinguished’ 24 
Larm om en ‘alarm about a’ 24 
den stora branden ‘the big fire’ 23 
en lägenhetsbrand i ‘an apartment-fire in’ 23 
satts i brand ‘set on fire’ 23 
stacks i brand ‘set on fire’ 22 
Anlagd brand i ‘arson in’ lit. ‘planned fire’ 21 
våldsam brand i ‘a violent fire in’ 20 
års fängelse för ‘years in prison for’ 18 
branden skulle sprida ‘the fire would spread’ 18 
misstänkt för att ‘suspected for’ 18 
oklart vad som ‘unclear what’ 18 
branden är ännu ‘the fire is still’ 17 
en kraftig brand ‘a massive fire’ 17 
grov mordbrand och ‘gross arson and’ lit. ‘murder-fire’ 17 
har inlett en ‘has started a’ 17 
kommit till skada ‘were hurt’ 17 
om branden i ‘about the fire in’ 17 
på morgonen . ‘in the morning’ 17 
totalförstördes vid en ‘totally-ruined during a’ 17 
 Branden utbröt ‘the fire broke out’ 16 
, Flyktingar , ‘refugees’ 16 
, Polisen , ‘the police’ 16 
, Sverigedemokraterna , ‘Sweden democrats’ 16 
antal bränder i ‘the number of fires in’ 16 
Branden startade i ‘the fire started in’ 16 
byggnader dit räddningstjänsten ‘buildings where the rescue 
services’ 

16 

det inte finns ‘there are no’ 16 
dit räddningstjänsten har ‘where the rescue services have’ 16 
efter brand  ‘after fire’ 16 
En villa i ‘a house in’ 16 
i branden som ‘in the fire that’ 16 
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Trigram (Sw) eldsvåda ‘fire’                                                 Raw frequency 
en eldsvåda i ‘a fire in’ 27 
Larmet om eldsvådan ‘The alarm about the fire’ 23 
Eldsvådan bröt ut ‘The fire broke out’ 18 
skadades i eldsvådan ‘Was injured in the fire’ 17 
Vad som orsakade ‘what caused’ 14 
eldsvådan under kontroll ‘the fire under control’ 13 
ingen människa skadades ‘no person was injured’ 12 
eldsvåda bröt ut ‘fire broke out’ 10 
en stor eldsvåda ‘a big fire’ 10 
Orsaken till eldsvådan ‘the cause of the fire’ 10 
orsakade eldsvådan är ‘caused the fire is’ 8 
som orsakat eldsvådan ‘that has caused the fire’ 8 
känt vad som ‘felt what’ 6 
När eldsvådan bröt ‘When the fire broke’ 6 
ha blivit skadad ‘Have been injured’ 5 
i en förort ‘in a suburb’ 5 
inga uppgifter om ‘No information about’ 5 
inte känt vad ‘Not known what’ 5 
larm om eldsvådan ‘alarm about the fire’ 5 
när räddningstjänsten anlände ‘When the rescue service 
arrived’ 

5 

och spred sig ‘and spread’ 5 
blivit skadad i ‘got injured in’ 4 
eldsvådan var anlagd ‘the fire was arson’ lit. ‘the fire was 
planned’ 

4 

en kraftig eldsvåda ‘A powerful fire’ 4 
 
 

Trigram (Da) flamme ‘flame’ Raw frequency 
stod i flammerne ‘stand in the flames’ 24 
ind i  flammerne ‘in the flames’ 23 
omspændt af ‘surrounded by’ 17 
omkom i ‘died in’ 7 
den evige  ‘the eternal‘ 6 
går op i ‘go up in’ 6 
gik op I ‘went up in’ 6 
var fyr og ‘was fire and’ 6 
er blevet afkølet ‘has been cooled’ 5 
brænder rigtigt. Hvis ‘burn properly. If’ 4 
brænderen er blevet ‘The burner has become’ 4 
den anden side ‘the other side’ 4 
den efter regulering ‘It after regulation’ 4 
forvisset sig om, ‘Assured of’ 4 
klar og lysende ‘clear and bright’ 4 
lange  flammer ‘long flames’ 4 
når brænderen er ‘When the burner is’ 4 
natten til i ‘the night before’ 4 
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Trigram (No) flamme ‘flame’ Raw frequency 
fyr og flamme ‘fire and flame’  332 
opp i flammer ‘up in flames’ 134 
Lampedusa-mottak i flammer 60 
sin nye flamme ‘his/her new flame’ 52 
i flammene . ‘in the flames’ 51 
en ny flamme ‘a new flame’ [alluding to a beloved one] 46 
står i flamer ‘stand in flames’ 46 
en gammel flamme ‘an old flame’ 43 
og gamle flamer ‘and old flames’ 42 
gikk opp i ‘went away in’ 39 
Den nye flammen ‘the new flame’ 38 
ekser og gamle ‘exes and old’ 38 
slukt av flammene ‘devoured by the flames’ 37 
åpen flamme . ‘open flame’ 36 
å slukke flammene ‘to extinguish the flames’ 34 
inn i flammene ‘into the flames’ 34 
flammer og røyk ‘flames and smoke’ 33 
sin gamle flamme ‘his/her old flame’ 32 
nye flammen er ‘the new flame is’ 31 
av åpen flamme ‘of open flame’ 29 
Flammene nærmer seg ‘the flames are approaching’ 26 
Min nye flamme ‘my new flame’ 26 
få kontroll over ‘get control over’ 25 
funnet kjærligheten på ‘found the love on’ 25 
kjemper mot flammene ‘fight against the flames’ 24 
Bare OL-fakkelen slipper ‘only the Olympic torch releases’ 23 
en liten flamme ‘a tiny flame’ 23 
Lørdag skal OL-flammen ‘Saturday will the Olympic torch’ 23 
OL-fakkelen slipper inn ‘the Olympic torch releases in’ 23 
OL-flammen etter planen ‘the Olympic torch as planned’ 23 

 
 

Trigram (Sw) låga ‘flame’ Raw frequency 
eld och lågor ‘fire and flames’ 40 
på sparlåga . ‘on spare-flame’ 13 
på sparlåga , ‘on spare-flame’ 12 
blev eld och ‘became fire and’ 11 
går på sparlåga ‘go on spare-flame’ 11 
och lågor . ‘and flames’ 11 
ge hopp till ‘give hope to’ 8 
att hålla lågan ‘to hold the flame’ 7 
en stor låga ‘a big flame’ 6 
gått på sparlåga ‘went on spare-flame’ 6 
i lågor . ‘in flames’ 6 
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lågan vid liv ‘flame alive’ 6 
möter samma öde ‘face the same fate‘ 4 
stor låga inom ‘big flame within’ 4 
vill förändra världen ‘want to change the world’ 4 
ännu är livslågan ‘still the life-flame’ 3 
och lågor över ‘and flames above’  3 
sparlåga ett tag ‘spare-flame for a while’ 3 
sparlåga just nu ‘spare-flame right now’ 3 

 
 

Trigram (Da) bål ‘bonfire’ Raw frequency 
på bålet. ‘on the bonfire’ 46 
blev brændt på ‘got burnt on’ 12 
og brand og ‘and fire and’ 12 
Omkring  bålet ‘around the bonfire’ 12 
Ved siden af ‘beside the‘ 12 
i løbet af ‘during the’ 9 
bære ved til ‘carry firewood to’ 8 
fra bålet. ‘from the bonfire’ 8 
på den anden ‘on the other’ 7 
som benzin på ‘like petrol on’ 7 
stort bål. ‘big bonfire’ 7 
tænde bål, ‘ignite [a] bonfire’ 7 
at bære ved ‘to carry firewood’ 6 
den anden side ‘the other side’ 6 
lejrbål og ‘campfire and’  6 
Om aftenen var ‘during the evening’ 6 
omkring bålet. ‘around the bonfire’ 6 
på den måde ‘in that way’ 6 
aftenen var der ‘The evening was there’ 5 
I en lille ‘in a small’ 5 
I lyset fra ‘In the light from’ 5 
I skæret fra ‘In the glow of’ 5 
lave bål, ‘make a bonfire’ 5 
mere brænde på ‘more burn on’ 5 
til at kaste ‘about to throw’ 5 
Vi sad ved ‘we sat beside’ 5 
at bygge et ‘to build a’ 4 
at holde sig ‘to stay’ (lit. ‘to hold oneself’) 4 
benzin på det ‘petrol on it’ 4 
brændt på et ‘burnt on a’ 4 

 
 

Trigram (No) bål ‘bonfire’ Raw frequency 
bensin på bålet ‘petrol on a bonfire’ 89 
rundt et bål ‘around a bonfire’ 62 
å tenne bål ‘to light a bonfire’ 55 
mat på bål ‘food on bonfire’ 50 
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opp et bål ‘up a bonfire’ 49 
brent på bål ‘burnt on bonfire’ 45 
mer bensin på ‘more petrol on’ 29 
er forbudt . ‘is forbidden’ 26 
brent på bålet ‘burnt on the bonfire’ 21 
fyrte opp bål ‘started a bonfire’ 20 
St. Hans Bål ‘St Hans bonfire’ 19 
å fyre opp ‘to lighten up’ 17 
å tenne opp ‘to light up’ 17 
helle bensin på ‘pour petrol on’ 17 
kaste bensin på ‘throw petrol on’ 16 
bål for mat ‘bonfire for food’ 15 
helle mer bensin ‘pour more petrol’ 15 
mat og steking ‘food and cooking’ 15 
pølser på bål ‘hot dogs over bonfire’ 15 
ulike typer bål ‘different types of bonfire’ 15 
i skogen , ‘in the forest’ 14 
kan helle mer ‘can pour more’ 14 
med mat og ‘with food and’ 14 
med servering av ‘With serving of’  14 
sextrøbbel for Maradona ‘sex-trouble for 
Maradona’ 

14 

video som kan ‘video that can’ 14 
gjøre opp ild ‘make up fire’ 13 
god mat og ‘good food and’ 13 
heller bensin på ‘pour petrol on’ 13 
ved til bålet ‘firewood to the bonfire’ 13 
øl og mat ‘beer and food’ 12 
åpent bål i ‘open fire in’ 12 
åring fersket for ‘year old caught for’ 12 
brenn meg på ‘burn me at’ 12 
danse naken rundt ‘dance naked around’ 12 
et koselig bål ‘a cosy fire’ 12 
fersket for sexkjøp ‘caught for buying sex’ 12 

 
 

Trigram (Sw) bål ‘bonfire’ Raw frequency 
brändes på bål ‘burnt at the stake’ 20 
brännas på bål ‘burn at the stake’ 8 
bränns på bål ‘burn at the stake’ 6 
Jonas Gardells böcker ‘Jonas Gardell’s books’ 5 
till bokbål av ‘to book burning of’ 4 
att bränna Koranen ‘to burn the Quran’ 3 
att poliskåren skulle ‘that the police should’ 3 
bokbål av Jonas ‘book burning of Jonas’ 3 
bränna poliser på ‘burn policemen on’ 3 
dagligen låta bränna ‘daily let burn’ 3 
föreslog också att ‘also suggested that’ 3 
låta bränna poliser ‘let police burn’ 3 
poliser på bål ‘policemen on the stake’ lit. ‘on fire’ 3 
skulle utrensas genom ‘would be annihilated through’ 3 
som kättare och ‘as heretics and’ 3 
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som svar på ‘as an answer to’ 3 
uppmanat till bokbål ‘demand book burning’ 3 

 
 

Trigram (Sw) brasa ‘log-fire’  Raw frequency 
brasan tänds kl ‘the fire starts at’ 684 
svårt att hitta ‘difficult to find’ 29 
googla efter en ‘use google to’ 27 
info om majbrasor ‘information about maj-fires’ 27 
tända en brasa ‘ignite a fire’ 27 
tänds kl 19:00 ‘ignited at 19 pm 27 
majbrasor i Stockholm ‘maj-fires in Stockholm’ 26 
framför brasan . ‘in front of the fire’ 25 
brasa i kaminen ‘fire in the fireplace’ 16 
i öppna spisen ‘in the fireplace’ 14 
tände en brasa ‘started a fire’ 13 
framför brasan , ‘in front of the fire’ 11 
en sprakande brasa ‘a crackling fire’ 9 
bränsle på brasan ‘fuel on the fire’ 8 
en öppen brasa ‘an open fire’ 8 
en stor brasa ‘a big fire’ 7 
en värmande brasa ‘a warming fire’ 7 
vid brasan och ‘by the side of the’ 7 
framför brasan med ‘in front of the fire with’ 6 
här hemma och ‘here at home and’ 6 
i kaminen . ‘in the fireplace’ 6 
på inflationsbrasan . ‘on the inflation-fire’ 6 
satt framför brasan ‘sat in front of the fire’ 5 
att tända brasan ‘to ignite the log-fire’ 4 
bok framför brasan ‘book in front of the log-fire’ 4 
En härlig brasa ‘a lovely log-fire‘ 4 
en rejäl brasa ‘a big log-fire’ 4 
göra en brasa ‘make a log-fire’ 4 
i vardagsrummet . ‘in the livingroom’ 4 
kakelugnen . ‘tiled stove’ 4 
nytt bränsle på ‘new fuel on’ 4 
på en slocknande ‘on an extinguishing’ 4 
på Valborgsmässoafton . ‘on Walpurgis eve’ 4 
påskbrasan . ‘Easter-log-fire’ 4 
att hålla värmen ‘to keep warm’ 3 
brasa i kakelugnen ‘log-fire in the tiled stove’ 3 
brasa i vardagsrummet ‘log-fire in the livingroom’ 3 
dvd med en ‘DVD with a’ 3 
En god bok ‘a good book’ 3 
en inflationsbrasa när ‘an inflation-log-fire when’ 3 
en kopp glögg ‘a cup of mulled wine’ 3 
en mysig brasa ‘a cosy log-fire’ 3 
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